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Abstract 
 
This paper discusses market movements and the behavior and volatility of such. The EMH has been 

challenged severely in acknowledgeable research, however, no indicative consensus about the degree 

of efficiency on asset price movements has been reached. This paper presents anomalies of all degrees 

of efficiency and investigates the Fama & French factor models and if asset price predictability is 

possible by analyzing the stochastic process out-of-sample. This paper examines if including a fourth 

factor, a volatility factor, through a cross-sectional approach can improve the predictability and 

explanation of the model. The volatility’s behavior is thus discussed and estimated through the Black-

Scholes-Merton-, GARCH(1,1), and SABR models to obtain a proxy for the true volatility measure used 

to deduce our factor. The SABR model, estimated conventionally and unconventionally, yields 

comparatively tremendous fits, and accurately describes the actual volatility process, even if the option 

chain is lacking, furthermore, yields robust parameters through time. The VOL factor attempts to capture 

human biases and irrationalities, by including a risk premium regarding implied volatility, following the 

Fama and French methodology. The findings suggest a significant relationship between the VOL factor, 

introduced in this paper, and the return it is tested on, both in a rolling regression and cross-sectional 

regression in addition to improving the explanatory power of the 3-factor model made by Fama and 

French.  
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1. Introduction  
 
The topic of predicting the future has always been of tremendous interest to humankind, an interest 

which also carries to the financial markets, in which numerous research has been conducted. Yet, there 

is no clear consensus about to what extent price developments are predictable. Campbell and Shiller 

(1998) discovered that the log dividend-price ratio and earning-price ratio had predictive power in 

describing stock prices. Fama and French discovered in 1993 a 3-factor model by a multivariate 

regression that could explain a high degree of variation in asset returns and thus was ideal for asset 

pricing. The 3-factor model has earned a tremendous amount of acknowledgment throughout the years, 

and its high explanatory power has been confirmed by other research when tested the same way as 

Fama and French did. Since the discovery of the 3-factor model, the factor race began, whereas 30 

factors were discovered in 2018 alone, whereas only three in 1993. 

Depicting volatility has always been a challenge, especially before the Black-Scholes model, where no 

real mode could price options. However, several vital assumptions are breached, thus the rapid 

developments of new volatility models, accounting for stylized facts, were developed. Observing the 

volatility is stochastic encouraged a new type of model. These models are known as General 

Autoregressive Conditional Heteroskedasticity or (GARCH) due to their relative ease and ability to 

capture stylized facts. Whereas even more accurate models have been developed, capturing the 

volatility smile brilliantly, such as the SABR model. 

1.1 Motivation 

 
We have been introduced to financial topics such as pricing models and market dynamics through our 

time as students at Copenhagen Business School. These topics have directly captured our interest as 

adequate and accurate pricing models for assets and volatility are still developed or modified. The 

models provide knowledge directly applicable to real markets where the products are traded. We want 

to contribute to academia with a modified, and an increased understanding, of the Fama and French 

model. Furthermore, be able to depict volatility, and thus option prices, through the SABR model as it is 

robust and can be used on future option chains while also identify mispricing or inefficiencies in the 

chain.  

1.2 Research question 

 
Given the interest in predictability and accurately depicting volatility and return, this thesis aims to 

deduce a stock- and volatility pricing model through the research question.  

How robust is the Fama and French model and its predictability of asset returns? Are the GARCH(1,1) 

and the SABR model superior relative to the historic model in describing the volatility behavior and will 

a volatility factor based on the philosophy of these models improve the Fama and French model.    
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1.3 Delimitation 

 
Several models and theories can be used to answer the research question about volatility, however, 

this paper focuses on the historic, GARCH(1,1), and SABR volatility for the proxy of the real implied 

volatility used in the Fama and French model later. The Fama and French model are chosen due to its 

popularity and recognition, however, research indicates that including further essential factors can 

improve the model, though research also indicates no, or very little, excess return can be obtained, 

especially out-of-sample. This paper thus aims to eradicate some of the errors often made in “factor-

creation”. This paper focuses on volatility, and therefore introduces a volatility factor, while not 

discussing other factors such as liquidity or similar. All the data used and analyzed are from the USA as 

the model are developed for that market, and research suggests that factors are country-specific; local 

factors are superior relative to global ones when tested in their respective markets, and thus might be 

less applicable for other markets (Griffen, 2002). This paper uses the S&P 500, S&P 400, and Russel 

2000 indices for the Fama and French model, while larger, and most importantly, liquid stocks are 

required for decent volatility models thus the companies from DJIA and the SPY (S&P 500 ETF) is used 

for the option data. The DIA (DJIA ETF) has not been included as its options chain is too lacking at the 

time of writing. Furthermore, in this paper the risk-free rate has been adjusted in all the returns, thus 

when return is mentioned it is meant as the excess return. 

1.4 Scientific theory 

 
The scientific background for this paper originates from positivism. The positivistic theory commenced 

from the term “positive” which signifies “specific” as positivism investigates the specific. Thereby a 

parallel to the research question can be drawn as it researches which specific model yields the most 

accurate volatility measures furthermore if such a factor yields improvements in the Fama and French 

model. Positivism stems from empiricism, whereas the objective sensory experiences of the observed 

are the background of all knowledge which insinuates that positivism is an objective epistemology and 

recognizes “a posteriori” (Holm, 2018). This paper adheres to the positivistic theory as the conclusions 

made are derived from empirical research of the observable world. The positivistic approach furthermore 

utilizes the “verification principle” thus verification of a theory should take place by confirming the theory 

empirically (Holm, 2018). The research question undertakes this approach by deducing and verifying 

conclusions on the three volatility models, while also investigating and verifying if including a volatility 

factor will improve the Fama and French model.  

1.5  Structure of the thesis 

 
The foundation of the paper is based upon the efficient market hypothesis, and its anomalies are 

presented, whereas the Fama and French three-factor model are introduced. The model is usually 

estimated in-sample, which we also do; however, we wanted to test the model out-of-sample to test if a 

given degree of predictability could be obtained, which should not be possible given the random-walk 

theory and the EMH assumptions.  

The topic of volatility is discussed thoroughly in the 2nd part of the paper, in which volatility models and 

their accuracy in terms of estimation and depicting the volatility surface, its behavior, and thus the pricing 
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of options is presented. These models are evaluated, and a volatility factor is developed on their basis 

and implemented in the Fama and French model; thus, extending the model to a 4-factor model.  

2. Theory and literature review – first part 
 

2.1 Efficient Market Hypothesis 

 

One of the most prominent theories in finance is the Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH). The theory is 

divided into three sub-hypotheses that distinguish between weak, semi-strong, and strong forms. The 

weak form of market efficiency assumes that all historical information is considered in the market price. 

The semi-strong form of market efficiency assumes the market price reflects all public information such 

as quarterly earnings, annual reports, and news. The strong form of market efficiency tests, whether 

market price takes both public and inside information, to which some investors might have monopolistic 

access, into account (Fama, 1970). 

Louis Bachelier first introduced the concept of an efficient market in 1900. He tested if stock return and 

commodity prices fluctuate randomly or not. This led to further studies of the concept, e.g., the now-

famous term random-walk, introduced by Karl Pearson (Yalcin, 2010). Many studies were conducted on 

the theory; however, not many tests were performed by academia. According to Cowles (1933), 

professional agencies were not able to predict which securities would be the most profitable in the future 

and thus could not beat the market; this was seen as an indication of the random walk is existent in the 

market. 

The random-walk was first academically studied in finance in the UK by Kendall (1953), who studied 22 

British indices and American commodities markets; he concluded that the current price fluctuations are 

independent of the previous market price fluctuations, and thus the prices followed a random walk. 

Osbourne (1959) came to the same conclusion in his paper and also argued stock prices behaved like 

molecules particles. This led to more research on stock price behavior and geometric Brownian Motion, 

which is discussed later in the paper. 

The random-walk theory was later revisited in 1965 by Fama, which began to discuss empirical evidence 

supporting the theory, which he later presented at a management conference. Fama believes the 

random-walk theory is an accurate description of reality, and he later challenged technical and 

fundamental analyses, which professionals used to predict stock prices. Fama was able to position the 

theory in a way where it gained appreciation and attention. Fama was questioning the logic of using the 

historic behavior of the stock market to predict future prices and, in general, the concept of history 

repeating itself (Fama, 1965a; 1965b). 

Fama (1965a; 1965b) believed abnormal profits could not be obtained by analyzing historical price 

changes because successive price changes are independent. Furthermore, the fundamental analysis 

approach assumes a security has an intrinsic value: the value of potential earnings, which can differ 

from the actual price. The potential earnings are affected by the overall situation of the industry in which 

the firm operates and by the general condition of the firm itself, which then analysts can use to predict 

potential future earnings. The intrinsic value can then be calculated by using the expected potential 
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earnings and then being compared to the stock's actual price. If the intrinsic value is higher than the 

current price, then over time, the price will increase to the intrinsic value, and conversely, the price will 

fall if the intrinsic value is lower than the current price. The efficient market is defined as "a market where 

there are large numbers of rational profit maximizers actively competing, with each other trying to predict 

future market values of individual securities, and where important current information is almost freely 

available to all participants." (Fama, 1965b). Only new information or expected information can influence 

the intrinsic value, which will, according to Fama, affect the current price immediately since many 

participants are trying in a competitive environment to find a new level of intrinsic value. (Fama, 1965b) 

Fama created in 1970 a clear definition of market efficiency based on his paper “A market in which 

prices always fully reflect all available information is called efficient” (Fama, 1970).                           

Three conditions must be met for an efficient market to exist (Jones, 1993; Shleifer, 2000):                 

• A large number of rational profit-maximizing investors exist who actively participate in the market, 

hence value securities rationally. 

• If some investors are not rational, their irrational trades are canceling each other out, or rational 

arbitrageurs eliminate their influence without affecting prices.                         

• Information is costless and widely available to market participants at approximately the same 

time. Investors react quickly and fully to the new information, causing stock prices to adjust 

accordingly.         

2.2 Market anomalies 

 
The conditions for market efficiency addressed previously are, however, challenged by Black (1986), 

who lapels irrational activity observed in markets as noise, as investors value securities based on the 

noise and not the actual information for the given security. Furthermore, De Long et al. (1990) 

concluded, based on Blacks' findings, that irrational actors in financial markets can affect prices and 

thus create risks that might mitigate the willingness of arbitrage-seeking behavior against the irrational 

actors called noise trader risk. Due to the possibility of the noise trader risk continuation of irrationality, 

some arbitrageurs will capitulate or hesitate to do the arbitrage. If an arbitrageur observes mispricing of 

a given security, he also considered the continuation of the noise traders’ pessimism in the near future. 

Thus, prices do not fluctuate as they otherwise rationally would be expected to (De Long et al., 1990). 

Fama (1965a; 1965b) defines arbitrage as when many investors take a little position against a mispriced 

security. However, according to Shleifer & Vishny (1995), arbitrage is executed by relatively few well-

informed professional investors, who capitalize on the resources of other investors to accumulate 

prominent positions. Therefore, arbitrageurs must attract external capital or have sufficient funds 

themselves to make an arbitrage profit in the markets. However, only a few investors can distinguish a 

good arbitrage opportunity from a bad one due to information asymmetry; thus, the arbitrageur is 

assessed based on past performances (Shleifer & Vishny, 1995).  

The limitation of capital provided to the arbitrageur will thus be impacted by inaccurate beliefs of the 

investor and can, to some extent, nullify an arbitrage position before it has made a profit. Even though 
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more significant mispricing of securities relative to fundamental value creates opportunities for abnormal 

profit for an arbitrageur, the arbitrageur avoids such behavior (Shleifer & Vishny, 1995).  

According to financial theory, the price, or market value, of a given asset is its net present value (NPV) 

of all future dividends. The stock price should thus only fluctuate based on new information regarding 

changes in dividend expectations (Yalcin, 2010). However, several researchers, including Shiller (1980), 

challenged the theory as way greater volatility in stock prices relative to the volatility of the change in 

NPV of future dividends was concluded: for the Dow Jones Industrial Average index (DJIA), the 

difference was 5-13 times bigger. 

According to Thaler (1999), financial models based on the EMH predict the participants of a market only 

should be trading at a very low volume due to the theory's assumptions. However, the number of trades 

can be difficult to predict precisely. EMH suggests investors invest due to profit maximization. However, 

EMH does not consider liquidity and balancing of finances. Individual investors may need liquidity for a 

desire, and corporate investors may have to sell assets or manage risk due to laws induced by FSA. 

Furthermore, the number of shares trading daily on the NYSE has a significantly higher trading volume 

than what a standard financial model would expect (Thaler, 1999). Thus, the real-world behavior of the 

financial model does not seem to be aligned with the EMH.  

Therefore, there are indications of cognitive biases influencing asset prices in the market as well as 

other incentives for trading. Consequently, the EMH is being questioned greatly by Thaler (1999).   

2.2.1 The Overreaction Hypothesis 

 
Furthermore, De Bondt and Thaler (1985) studied extreme price movements and constructed a “winner” 

and a “loser” portfolio which was based on top and bottom performers. They concluded that winners 

were underperforming relative to losers and that the extreme movements beforehand, regardless of 

direction, were an over-reaction. They called it “The overreaction hypothesis.” The effect was more 

significant for price declines, indicating that people tend to be overreacting differently to unexpected 

dramatic news. This can be illustrated by the distribution of stock returns which are leptokurtic distributed 

with a relatively long-left tail. Thus, big declines are more likely to happen than big increases (Ivanovski 

et al., 2015). 

2.2.2 The Disposition Effect 

 
However, when looking at normal price movements, the conclusions are the opposite. Over a period of 

half a year, one year, and two years average excess returns in the CRPS index were compared and 

studied by Shefrin and Statman (1985). They found that after a year, losing stocks kept losing, they 

gave a positive return after the second year. Winning Stocks, however, always gave a positive return, 

and after two years, they outperformed the losing stock by a factor of two. The study concluded that an 

investor should be selling losing shares and keep the winning ones (Appendix 2.1). 

Furthermore, Shefrin and Statman (1985) discovered that investors were tending to hold on to losing 

stocks and selling their winning stocks early, which they named the disposition effect. Thus, investors 
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should be buying/holding when the market overreacts negatively, sell losing shares, and keep winning 

shares; however, they do not. 

Four elements can explain the disposition effect. The first one is prospect theory; people would rather 

sell a winning stock right away than running an equal risk that it will increase or decrease in value. 

Investors also tend to have regret aversion and avoid selling losing stocks and rather achieve 

acknowledgment by selling winning stocks. Furthermore, they found that people wait until the last 

moment and sell at the end of a year regarding tax purposes related to Self-Control. At last, investors 

tend to be mentally accounting by setting a mentally economic reference point, which over time changes 

(Shefrin & Statman, 1984). According to the EMH, an investor is not able to use already existing 

information to predict future stock prices. However, somewhat of a consensus of some degree 

predictability on the stock price using historical information exists. Fama & French (1988) found a 

significant negative serial correlation for long holding-period return, indicating about 25-40% of the 

fluctuations of long-term returns are foreseeable from historical returns.  

A positive correlation between dividend yield and total stock return were furthermore concluded (Fama 

& French 1988). Again, indicating some degree of predictability using already available information: this 

phenomenon will be tested late in the paper.  

The relevance of earnings and dividends in terms of predictability of stock price movement was studied 

by Campbell & Shiller (1988). Log dividend-price ratio and earnings-price ratios had predictive power 

on both the current period, 10- and 30-years moving averages 

2.2.3 The Calendar Effect 

 
The calendar effect refutes even the weak form of efficiency; historical data should have no predictive 

power on future prices. However, seasonality, monthly, and daily effects have been detected for several 

decades and thus provide the investor the opportunity for abnormal return (Latif et al., 2011). Strong 

seasonality has been observed in most capital markets worldwide, primarily caused by the “January 

effect” (Gultekin & Gultekin, 1983). Furthermore, looking at a relatively stable and unbiased period 

between January 2000 and March 2005 in Asian markets, Yakob et al. (2005) concluded that even in 

such a period, seasonality was observed.  

The January effect is the significantly higher average return (especially for small-cap stocks) seen in the 

first month of the year (Hulstrom, 2013). This effect is predominantly due to tax loss saving at the end 

of the tax year, rebalancing of assets, larger volumes, and often lower interest rate (Ligon, 1997; Agrawal 

& Tandon, 1994). In January, there is thus extensive demand for the reacquirement of assets after the 

December sell-off where most investors accumulate their investments back in the at beginning of the 

year, thus most of the January effect is observed within the first five trading days (Rogalski, 1984).  

This is not limited to seasons or months; a calendar effect can furthermore be observed on a daily basis 

in daily returns as they are not equal to each other. On average, the market yields greater returns on 

Wednesdays and Fridays and negative returns on Mondays, also called the “Monday effect,” the latter 

is somewhat surprising as Mondays should yield three times the “normal” return due to markets being 

closed on weekends (Hulstrom, 2013). Often “extreme” bad news is made public over the weekend, and 
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thus the standard deviation of returns is higher on Mondays, which is statistically significant at a 5% 

level, which could be an explanation of this phenomena (Hulstrom, 2013).  

According to Rogalski (1984), the reason for negative returns on Mondays is due to the closure of the 

exchanges over the weekend. More than 50% of the non-trading weekend returns are negative at a 1% 

significance level. The returns on Monday's actual trading hours (from open till close) are actually 

positive, though. See Appendix 2.2 

2.3 Fama & French Factor models 

 
The first Asset Pricing Model, which was created by Sharpe (1964), Lintner (1965), and Black (1972) 

implied that the expected returns on a security had a positive linear relationship with the market’s return. 

The relationship was defined by 𝛽, which was the slope of the regression, and thus was showing the 

relationship between the returns on the security and the market. Furthermore, the 𝛽 was sufficient to 

explain the cross-section of the expected returns and thus able to explain how average returns change 

across different stocks or portfolios. The model shaped the way of how academics and practitioners 

think about average returns and risk. The beta value measured the systematic risk of a security in 

relation to its average returns. The model can be written as: 

𝐸(�̃�𝑖) = 𝑅𝑓 + 𝛽𝑖[𝐸(�̃�𝑚) − 𝑅𝑓] (2.1)     

(Black, 1972, p.1) 

The independent variables explaining the expected/required return of a security. 

𝑅𝑓 = 𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑒 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 

𝛽𝑖 = 𝑠𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡 

𝐸(𝑟𝑚) = 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛 𝑜𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡 

The model assumes investors only would require a return for the systematic risk of their portfolios since 

unsystematic risk already has been diversified. Thus, the systematic risk would be the element that 

differentiates the return of securities and thus be explanatory of different returns. 

Furthermore, the model assumes Investors can borrow and lend at the risk-free rate of return, which 

creates a minimum required rate of return from investors and thus is the intersection of the Security 

Market Line (SML), which is a linear interpretation of the CAPM model. At last, perfect capital markets 

are assumed, which is combined with the model means that all securities will be valued correctly, and 

their returns will plot perfectly on the SML curve and indicate a clear linear relationship between 

systematic risk and return. 

Practitioners and theorists widely use the model to this day. However, the model suffers from 

implications. First, the model's underlying assumptions are unrealistic and have little relation to the 

actual world. Roll (1977) critiques the model for being naive since it offers a solid foundation for choosing 

portfolios, but it relies on an index as a proxy to simulate the overall market return, and the real market 

return is not obtainable.   
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Fama and MacBeth (1973) conclude that the SLB model using average stock returns and 𝛽 before the 

year 1969 concludes a positive relationship. However, Fama & French found that the relationship 

between 𝛽 and average return disappears between 1963 and 1990. Thus, tests show that the most 

basic prediction of the SLB model using average stock returns and market 𝛽′𝑠 is not supported. 

Consequently, the explanatory power of cross-section average returns has been reduced; the same 

findings were found by Lakonishok and Shairo (1986). 

In 1981 a study was done by Banz, who examined an empirical relationship between return and total 

market value of NYSE common stocks. He found a negative relationship between size and risk-adjusted 

return. Thus, smaller firms had a higher risk-adjusted return on average than larger firms. Banz defines 

the relationship as the ‘size effect.’ The effect is very true for very small firms, while there is not much 

difference between the average-sized and large firms. The motivation of the examination is simply that 

former research by Ball (1978). Litzenberger and Ramaswamy (1979) suggests that additional factors 

exist which are relevant for asset pricing besides the market factor in CAPM/SLB. Thus Banz (1981) 

concludes that SLB is a mis specified model, and a ‘size effect’ can be a proxy for one or more unknown 

factors correlated with size, and those unknown factors can explain return. However, Banz finds 

substantial differences in the magnitude of the coefficient of the size factor. Thus, the effect is not very 

stable over time. The ‘size effect’ exists, but it should be interpreted with caution since it is unclear why 

it exists and there is no theoretical foundation for such an effect.  

In 1991, Chan et.al tried to get a better understand of cross-sectional differences in returns on the 

Japanese stocks in the period of January 1971 to December 1988 using monthly data. They did this by 

examining how the behavior of earnings, size, book-to-market ratio, and cash flow yield affects returns 

of Japanese stocks. The study is greatly inspired by cross-sectional relationship examination between 

stock returns and fundamental variables from the U.S. and thus is trying to test some of the claims on 

the Japanese stock exchange. The analysis is performed on single securities and portfolios constructed 

under different grouping schemes. 

The most noteworthy findings were book-to-market ratios are both statistically and economically 

significant in explaining cross-sectional returns, which confirms Stattman's (1980) findings, who found 

a similar relationship in the US stock market. Furthermore, a 'size effect' in the Japanese stock market 

was confirmed by the paper where the smaller firms tend to outperform the larger firms. However, they 

found the size effect was sensitive to model specifications and thus had periods where it was 

insignificant. Furthermore, the paper found no essential differences between the results using 

individual’s securities or using portfolios created by following the Fama-MacBeth procedure. However, 

the paper cannot say whether the predictability in returns results from market inefficiencies or flaws in 

the model. Thus, nothing for sure can be said about the relationships examined.  

Other studies made by Basu (1983) and Bhandari (1988) suggest that both earnings-price ratio and 

leverage help explain the cross-section of average returns on US stocks where leverage was defined 

as Assets divided by Market Equity or Book Equity. 

Fama and French picked up on these findings made by their colleagues and tried to combine their 

results on the US stock market from 1963 to 1990 by using all non-financial firms on the NYSE, AMEX, 

and NASDAQ via the CRSP database with a total of 2317 stocks.  
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They examined the data by first regressing stock returns on their respective firm's Size, BE/ME, 

Leverage, and E/P and the stock's 𝛽, both univariate- and multiple regressions were done, where they 

looked at the average relationships of the 2317 stocks and the fundamental values. Afterward, they 

formed 12 portfolios based on ranked values of BE/ME or E/P, from the lowest value to the highest 

value. Thus, the bottom 10% BE/ME stocks were put into the first portfolio and the next 10% into the 

second portfolio. The average of each equal-weighted portfolio returns was then regressed onto the 

averages of the portfolios ME, BE/ME, Leverage, and E/P variables.  

First, they found BE/ME is both statistically and economically significant in explaining the cross-section 

of average stock returns with a positive relationship. However, the same was true for ME (size effect), 

however with a negative relationship. Furthermore, when combining BE/ME and ME as two independent 

variables in a regression against the average returns, the explanatory power of BE/ME and ME is 

reduced due to a negative correlation between the two of -0.26. However, they concluded both BE/ME 

and ME are needed to explain the cross-section of average returns and cannot substitute each other. 

seem to have no role in explaining average returns since they could not find any reliable relation between 

it and average returns (Fama & French, 1993). 

Fama and French found that both proxies for leverage did explain returns significantly, however, with 

opposite coefficients, indicating opposite relationships. However, they found the difference between 

market and book leverage was book-to-market equity. Thus, BE/ME may be capturing a relative-distress 

effect, which was also postulated by Chan and Chen (1991). 

Furthermore, they found that when E/P is positive, it relates as a proxy for explaining expected returns 

in a U-shaped relation. However, they also found when the size parameter to the same regression 

removes the explanatory power of E/P when it is negative; thus, when E/P is negative, stock movement 

is better captured by size. However, when adding BE/ME to the regression reduces the slop of E/P for 

positive firms by 81,6% and thus reducing its economic significance. Conversely, the average slopes of 

size and BE/ME in the regression with E/P are similar to the slopes of a univariate regression with size 

and BE/ME. Thus, they are not losing economic significance when joined with E/P. Thus, Fama and 

French found that E/P has explanatory power of average return due to E/P being correlated with BE/ME 

since firms with high E/P often have high BE/ME. 

Fama and French perceived the fundamental variables as risk proxies and postulated if assets are 

priced rationally, it can be suggested stock’s risks are multidimensional. As A result, Fama and French 

argue one dimension of risk can be proxied by the firm's size by the Market Equity (ME), while another 

dimension of risk can be proxied by the Book Value to Market Equity (BE/ME). Earlier studies also 

indicate that E/P and leverage have a predictive power of stock returns. However, Fama and French 

find that the combination of size and book-to-market equity seems to include the explanatory power of 

both E/P and leverage and adds more power to the explanation. 

Like their colleagues, Fama and French are careful concluding anything regarding the economic 

explanation for the roles of size and book-to-market equity on average returns. However, they argue if 

stock prices are rational, the ratio of the book value of a stock to the market’s assessment of its value 

should be an indicator of the relative prospect of the firm. High BE/ME firms are expected to have low 

earnings on assets relative to low BE/ME firms. For the size factor, Fama and French refer to the 
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argument made by Chan and Chen (1991) that the relationship between size and average returns can 

make sense as a relative-prospect effect. A distressed firm is more sensitive to economic conditions, 

and thus it affects the prospects of its earnings and vice versa with an economic stable firm. Though 

Fama and French do not know if their results are due to rational or irrational asset-pricing, and thus it is 

possible ME and BE/ME by chance are able to describe the cross-section of average returns in their 

sample, but maybe they were and are unrelated to expected returns. However, systematic patterns in 

the two fundamentals create hope of ME and BE/ME being accurate proxies for risk factors in returns 

due to relative earnings prospects, which are rationally priced in the expected returns. Fama and French 

conclude that of all the fundamental values investigated in the paper, the parsimonious model for 

average returns is created by including Size and Book-to-Market Equity as explanatory variables. 

In 1993 Fama and French continued their research regarding Size and Book-to-Market Equity, where 

they extended the asset-pricing tests. The paper now includes bond returns and variables related to 

bond returns to see if they help explain stock returns and vice versa. Finally, the approach regarding 

the cross-section regression of Fama and MacBeth (1973) is complex since explanatory variables like 

size and BE/ME have no apparent meaning for bonds. Since the scope of the paper is stocks, the 

findings regarding bonds will be downgraded. 

To study the economic fundamentals of the three stock market factors, Market Factor, ME, and BE/ME, 

they form six portfolios that mimic the underlying risk factors in returns related to ME and BE/ME. Each 

year, all stocks are ranked on ME and split into two groups: small and big by the NYSE median. 

Furthermore, the stocks are also broken into three BE/ME groups, based on the bottom 30% (low), 

middle 40% (Medium), and top 30% (High) based on the ranked values of BE/ME. Based on the 

grouping, it is possible to construct six portfolios where an S/M portfolio contains stocks in the small-

sized group and are in the medium BE/ME group. Monthly value-weighted returns on the six portfolios 

are calculated over time. 

Furthermore, a Size portfolio is created, which is defined as small minus big (SMB), which tries to mimic 

the risk factor in returns related to the size. It is calculated as the difference between the simple average 

returns of the three small-stock portfolios and the simple average of the returns on the three big-stock 

portfolios. The difference is mainly free of the influence of BE/ME since both portfolios have about the 

same weighted average BE/ME and thus focuses on the return behavior of small and big stocks. 

A similar portfolio is created for BE/ME, defined as high minus low (HML), which tries to mimic the risk 

factor in returns related to BE/ME. HML is created similarly to SMB, where the portfolio is the difference 

of the simple average of the returns on the two high portfolios and the two low portfolios. Thus, the high 

and low portfolios have about the same weighted average size and thus are largely free of the influence 

of size and focusing on the return behavior related to BE/ME. The correlation between SMB and HML 

was calculated as -0.08, which is drastically lower than their research from 1992, where it was -0.26, 

indicating the two variables could explain each other in some regard. 

The Market Factor is the excess market return defined as RM-RF. RM is defined as the return of the 

stocks in the six portfolios, and RF is the one-month bill rate. 
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Furthermore, 25 portfolios are created based on size and BE/ME, following the same principles as how 

the six portfolios are created. However, the stocks are instead divided into smaller groups of 5 ME 

portfolios, and 5 BE/ME portfolios. Fama and French use mainly put weight on coefficients and 𝑅2 as 

performance measurements for whether different risk factors capture common variation in stock returns.  

They follow a time series regression explaining excess return as the dependent variable and RM-RF, 

SMB, and HML as the independent variables. First, a dual regression was performed, including SMB 

and HML, as shown in equation 2.2. 

𝑅(𝑡) − 𝑅𝐹(𝑡) = 𝛼 + 𝑠𝑆𝑀𝐵(𝑡) + ℎ𝐻𝑀𝐿(𝑡) + 𝑒(𝑡) (2.2) 

(Fama & French, 1993, p.22) 

This was a natural first step since their findings from 1992 highly argued that SMB and HML alone were 

important for explaining variation in cross-section returns.  

𝑅2 is not consistent with different stocks, and the highest is 0.65 and lowest is 0.04. The market factor 

was afterwards added to the regression. 

The multiple regression equation is defined as: 

𝑅(𝑡) − 𝑅𝐹(𝑡) = 𝛼 + 𝑏[𝑅𝑀(𝑡) − 𝑅𝐹(𝑡)] + 𝑠𝑆𝑀𝐵(𝑡) + ℎ𝐻𝑀𝐿(𝑡) + 𝑒(𝑡) (2.3) 

(Fama & French, 1993, p.24) 

The results were much higher t-statistics on average for each coefficient, thus a statistically significant 

relationship between excess return and the RM-RF, SMB, and HML. Furthermore, 𝑅2 increased from 

an average of 0.38 to an average of 0.93, thus indicating a better model of explaining cross-section 

average excess returns. Another observation across all 25 portfolios was that the error term was 

substantially reduced, thus indicating much less variation was left to be explained. 

Interestingly, the excess returns’ relationship with SMB in the dual regression was negative for 24 

portfolios. However, in the multiple regression, it is only negative for five portfolios that all have the 

largest size possible. The economic significance of SMB increases as the size of stocks including in the 

portfolio decreases, which is aligned with the dual regression.  

A somewhat similar change took place for HML, wherein the dual regression, the relationship was 

positive for all 25 portfolios. However, in the multiple regression, the five portfolios containing stocks 

with the lowest BE/ME all had a negative relationship with HML. The relationship of HML becomes more 

as the BE/ME of stocks included in the portfolio increases, which also aligned with the dual regression. 

However, what is clear is HML is captures shared variation in stock returns related to BE/ME, which is 

missed by SMB and Market. Furthermore, when adding SMB and HML together with 𝛽 makes the 

relationship between 𝛽 and variation in excess returns goes toward 1. The explanation from a statistical 

point of view is the correlation between 𝑅𝑀 − 𝑅𝐹 and 𝑆𝑀𝐵 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐻𝑀𝐿  returns which are 0.32 and -0.38, 

respectively. However, from testing, they found that adding excess market return to the time series 

regression also pushed positive intercepts for stocks to values close to 0. Fama and French argue size 

and BE/ME can explain differences in average return across stocks, but the market factors are needed 
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to explain why stock returns are on average above the one-month bill rate. Thus, the economic argument 

for the market factor is, it catches the average premium of stock returns over one-month bill returns. 

2.3.1 Robustness of the claims 

 
Fama and French checked the robustness of the common risk factors by doing split-sample regressions; 

Capturing the January season stock returns, and at last, can the factors work on other portfolios formed 

on other variables. 

As previously discussed, and as Roll (1983) documented, stock returns tend to be higher in January, 

and it has become standard to test asset-pricing models on January effects. 

First, Fama and French could confirm a seasonal effect in excess stock returns. Furthermore, they found 

that their risk factors also had seasonal effects and the extra January return on the risk factors, in 

general, was much more extensive and reliably different from 0 than in the non-January months. 

Therefore, the risk factors of the model could largely explain the January seasonal in the returns on 

stocks. 

The split-sample regressions are executed by splitting the 25 portfolios into two equal groups, where 

one group is used to form 25 dependent value-weighted portfolio returns, while the other group is used 

to form half-sample versions of the explanatory variables RM-RF, SMB, and HML, which then are 

regressed. After the two groups shift place and a new regression is made. The results were very clear. 

The results were like the full sample results; the coefficients and intercepts were very close. This 

confirms the market factors seem to capture the cross-section of average stock returns. 

At last, they used the stocks to form five portfolios based on Earnings / Price and five portfolios based 

on Dividend / Price and regressed the portfolios average excess return by the three market factors. The 

results were very clear; only one portfolio had an 𝑅2 under 0.91 at 0.82. Furthermore, the three common 

risk factors were able to explain the strong spread in average returns of the E/P portfolios. The same is 

concluded for the D/P portfolios.  

To summarize the test, Fama and French conclude their model to be robust, which they believe is due 

to the simple way of defining and mimicking returns for the stock market and how the factors are 

motivated by empirical experience.  

They conclude their model is very applicable in any situation requiring estimation of expected stock 

returns, such as selection portfolios, evaluating portfolio performance, and estimating the cost of capital.  

Thus, Fama and French created a model which, by their own evidence, explains a historical relationship 

between excess return and three risk factors, MF – RF (MKT), SMB, and HML, which can be used to 

create expectations of the asset’s future return. 

The first factor was discovered in 1964, however it was not until Fama and French made their famously 

paper from 1993 the financial world acknowledged factors as a way to explain variation in returns. Since 

the publication of “Common risk factors in the returns on stocks and bonds” the number of factors has 

increased exponentially. From 3 new factors discovered each year in the 1990’s to an average of 20 
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factors each year in the 2000’s, where the largest number of factors discovered a year was in 2018 with 

30 factors. Thus, today over 400 different factors have been discovered since Fama and French 

published their paper in 1993 (Arnoot et. al, 2019). Furthermore, the concept of factor investing has 

increased rapidly in popularity since 2004, which may in conjunction with the innovation of new 

technology and accessibility to that technology, have increased the search of new factors to be explored.  

2.3.2 Factor Universe 

 
The first factor was discovered in 1964, however it was not until Fama and French made their famously 

paper from 1993 the financial world acknowledged factors as a way to explain variation in returns. Since 

the publication of “Common risk factors in the returns on stocks and bonds” the number of factors has 

increased exponentially. From 3 new factors discovered each year in the 1990’s to an average of 20 

factors each year in the 2000’s, where the largest number of factors discovered a year was in 2018 with 

30 factors. Thus, today over 400 different factors have been discovered since Fama and French 

published their paper in 1993 (Arnoot et. al, 2019). Furthermore, the concept of factor investing have 

increased rapidly in popularity since 2004, which may in conjunction with the innovation of new 

technology and accessibility to it may also have increased the search for new factors to be explored.  

 

Since the discovery of the first factor in 1964, and later the recognition of SMB and HML made by Fama 

and French, which lead to a nobel prize, the amount of factors in the  

2.4 Black-Scholes-Merton 

 
The Black-Scholes-Merton (BSM) model originates from the Black-Scholes (BS) model created by 

Fisher Black and Myron Scholes (1973). The BS model estimates the price of European call and put 

options in which the underlying asset is a non-dividend paying equity.  

𝑐 = 𝑆𝑡𝑁(𝑑1) − 𝐾𝑒
−𝑟(𝑇−𝑡)𝑁(𝑑2) (2.4. 𝑎) 

𝑑1 =
ln (
𝑆𝑡
𝐾) + (𝑟 +

𝜎2

2 )
(𝑇 − 𝑡)

𝜎√𝑇 − 𝑡
(2.4. 𝑏)

 

𝑑2 =
ln (
𝑆𝑡
𝐾) + (𝑟 −

𝜎2

2 )
(𝑇 − 𝑡)

𝜎√𝑇 − 𝑡
= 𝑑1 − 𝜎√𝑇 − 𝑡 (2.4. 𝑐)

 

(Hull, 2014, p.335-336) 

In equation 2.4.a is 𝑒−𝑟(𝑇−𝑡) a discount factor and 𝑁(𝑥) is the cumulative probability distribution function 

for a variable with a standard normal distribution, thus meaning the probability that a variable with a 

standard normal distribution will be less than 𝑥. 𝑁(𝑑2) is the probability for a call option to end ITM and 

therefore be exercised based on risk-neutral probabilities and the 𝑁(𝑑1) term is the delta of the option 

(Hull, 2014).  
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Robert Merton expanded the BS model to the famous BSM model by including a dividend term in the 

pricing formulas (Hull, 2014). The equation is almost unchanged. However, the expected dividend-return 

(𝑞) is deducted from the interest rate (𝑟) in equation 2.4.b and 2.4.c, and the stock price is discounted 

with the dividend as well in equation 2.4.a: 

𝑐 = 𝑆𝑡𝑒
−𝑞(𝑇−𝑡)𝑁(𝑑1) − 𝐾𝑒

−𝑟(𝑇−𝑡)𝑁(𝑑2) (2.5. 𝑎) 

𝑑1 =
ln (
𝑆𝑡
𝐾) + (𝑟 − 𝑞 +

𝜎2

2 )
(𝑇 − 𝑡)

𝜎√𝑇 − 𝑡
(2.5. 𝑏)

 

𝑑2 =
ln (
𝑆𝑡
𝐾) + (𝑟 − 𝑞 −

𝜎2

2 )
(𝑇 − 𝑡)

𝜎√𝑇 − 𝑡
= 𝑑1 − 𝜎√𝑇 − 𝑡 (2.5. 𝑐)

 

(Hull, 2014, p.373) 

The stock price is discounted by the expected dividend-return, as the dividend is already incorporated 

in the price and the option holder won´t receive such dividend; thus, the option holder should not pay 

for a return he is not receiving (Hull, 2014).  

The BSM assumptions. 

The BSM model is based upon several assumptions when pricing derivatives (Black & Scholes, 1973).  

• Constant risk-free interest rate. 

• Trading is occurring continuously. 

• No arbitrage. 

• The possibility of buying/selling fractional shares. 

• Frictionless markets thus no transaction costs, taxes, or legal restrictions. 

• Stock-return is normally distributed. 

• The probability distribution of stock prices is lognormally distributed. 

• The stock price follows a geometric Brownian motion (GBM) with constant drift and volatility.  

Those assumption make the BSM model easy applicable and why it is highly popular in derivative 

pricing.1 Some of the assumptions are later challenged by the GARCH(1,1) and SABR model.  

2.4.1 Behind the BSM model: Geometric Brownian motion 

 
A Brownian motion, also called wiener process, is a scaling limit of the random walk, that is assumed in 

the factor models, as the time jumps scale towards zero, thus representing a continuous-time and space 

movement, however, in a Brownian motion, the stochastic process can yield in negative values, which 

is not representative for stock prices. Therefore, implementing a drift-parameter and thus a geometric 

Brownian motion (GBM) seems more appropriate for stock price behavior and, thus, the BSM model's 

assumption (Simonsen, Helledie & Figoluschka, 2020).  

 
1 It was a breakthrough model when introduced which is also a reason for its popularity.  
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A GBM is a continuous stochastic process wherein the logarithm of the randomly fluctuating quantity, 

the random walk, follows a generalized Wiener process that also satisfies the Markov properties; 

subsequent periods' expected value is only dependent on the previous observation. Furthermore, a 

stochastic differential equation (SDE) using Itô's lemma (Simonsen, Helledie & Figoluschka, 2020). 

Returns are normally distributed with constant drift and volatility in a GBM; it thus seems like an accurate 

model to predict prices which are widely used in stock price modeling (Dmouj, 2006). The stochastic 

stock price process is considered a GBM when it satisfies the differential equation: 

𝑑𝑆𝑡 = 𝜇𝑆𝑡𝑑𝑡 + 𝜎𝑆𝑡𝑑𝑧𝑡  (2.6) 

(Hull, 2014, p.309) 

𝜇 is the drift term or expected return, 𝜎 is the volatility of the return and 𝑑𝑧𝑡 is a Wiener process, with a 

random normally distributed value with mean 0 and variance 𝑡 for time 0 to 𝑡. Equation 2.6 is deduced 

assuming the expected return to be independent of the stock price, and there is no volatility.  

∆𝑆𝑡
𝑆𝑡
= 𝜇∆𝑡 

Evolving from discrete to continuous time ∆𝑡 → 0 

𝑑𝑆𝑡
𝑆𝑡
= 𝜇𝑑𝑡 

By incorporating the volatility in the formula, it can now be expressed as: 

𝑑𝑆𝑡
𝑆𝑡
= 𝜇𝑑𝑡 + 𝜎𝑑𝑧𝑡 (2.7) 

By multiplying 𝑆𝑡 on both sides can equation 2.7 be re-written back to equation 2.6. Moreover, the 

abovementioned GBM is an Itô process as it satisfies: 

𝑑𝑥𝑡 = 𝑎(𝑡, 𝑥𝑡)𝑑𝑡 + 𝑏(𝑡, 𝑥𝑡)𝑑𝑧𝑡 (2.8) 

(Hull, 2014, p.313) 

To solve equation 2.6 the paper begins in equation 2.7 which develops exponentially thus pertinent to 

examine the development in 𝑙𝑛𝑆𝑡. The Itô process is transformed to say something about a different 

function in order to observe 𝑙𝑛𝑆𝑡. 

𝑦𝑡 = 𝐺(𝑡, 𝑆𝑡) (2.9) 

𝑑𝑦𝑡  can now be defined through Itô’s lemma: 

𝑑𝑦𝑡 = 𝑑𝐺(𝑡, 𝑆𝑡) = (
𝜕𝐺(𝑡, 𝑆𝑡)

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝑎(𝑡, 𝑆𝑡)

𝐺(𝑡, 𝑆𝑡)

𝜕𝑆
+
𝑏(𝑡, 𝑆𝑡)

2

𝜕2𝐺(𝑡, 𝑆𝑡)

𝜕𝑆2
)𝑑𝑡 + 𝑏(𝑡, 𝑆𝑡)

𝐺(𝑡, 𝑆𝑡)

𝜕𝑆
𝑑𝑧𝑡 (2.10) 

(Hull, 2014, p.313) 

𝑎 is the drift-term and 𝑏 is the volatility equation 2.10 can therefore be re-written as: 
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𝑑𝑦𝑡 = 𝑑𝐺(𝑡, 𝑆𝑡) = (
𝜕𝐺(𝑡, 𝑆𝑡)

𝜕𝑡
+ 𝜇𝑆𝑡

𝐺(𝑡, 𝑆𝑡)

𝜕𝑆
+
𝑆𝑡
2𝜎2

2

𝜕2𝐺(𝑡, 𝑆𝑡)

𝜕𝑆2
)𝑑𝑡 + 𝜎𝑆𝑡

𝐺(𝑡, 𝑆𝑡)

𝜕𝑆
𝑑𝑧𝑡 (2.11) 

(Hull, 2014, p.313) 

Hereafter define 𝑦𝑡 = 𝑙𝑛𝑆𝑡 so Itô’s lemma can deduce the process for 𝑦𝑡.  

𝜕𝐺(𝑡, 𝑆𝑡)

𝜕𝑡
= 0,

𝜕(𝑡, 𝑆𝑡)

𝜕𝑆
=
1

𝑆
,

𝜕𝐺(𝑡, 𝑆𝑡)

𝜕𝑆2
= −

1

𝑆2
(2.12) 

(Hull, 2014, p.314) 

The following process can be derived when equation 2.12 is used in Itô’s lemma: 

𝑑𝑦𝑡 = (0 + 𝜇𝑆𝑡
1

𝑆
+
𝑆𝑡
2𝜎2

2
−
1

𝑆2
)𝑑𝑡 + 𝜎𝑆𝑡

1

𝑆
𝑑𝑧𝑡   

Which can be written as: 

𝑑𝑦𝑡 = (𝜇 −
𝜎2

2
)𝑑𝑡 + 𝜎𝑑𝑧𝑡 (2.13) 

(Hull, 2014, p.314) 

Since 𝜇 and 𝜎 are constant  𝑦𝑡 = 𝑙𝑛𝑆 follows a generalized wiener process, thus a continuous-time 

random walk with drift and random jumps at every point in time. It has a constant drift rate 𝜇 −
𝜎2

2
 and 

constant variance rate 𝜎2. The changes in 𝑙𝑛𝑆 between time 0 and a future time 𝑡 is thus normally 

distributed, with mean (𝜇 −
𝜎2

2
) 𝑡 and variance 𝜎2𝑡, which means: 

𝑙𝑛𝑆𝑡 − 𝑙𝑛𝑆0~𝜙 [(𝑢 −
𝜎2

2
) 𝑡, 𝜎2𝑡] (2.14)

 

𝑙𝑛𝑆𝑡~𝜙 [𝑙𝑛𝑆0 (𝑢 −
𝜎2

2
) 𝑡, 𝜎2𝑡] (2.15)

 

(Hull, 2014, p.315) 

here 𝑆𝑡 is the stock price at time 𝑡, 𝑆0 is the stock price a time 0, and 𝜙(𝑚, 𝑣) represents a normal 

distribution with mean 𝑚 and variance 𝑣. Equation 2.15 yields that 𝑙𝑛𝑆𝑡 is normally distributed. A variable 

has a lognormal distribution if the natural logarithm of the variable is normally distributed. This stock 

price behavior model, therefore, implies the stock price at time 𝑡, given its price today, is lognormally 

distributed (Hull, 2014).  

Since 𝑙𝑛𝑆𝑡  → 𝑆𝑡 = 𝑒
𝑦𝑡  
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𝑆𝑡 = 𝑆0𝑒
(𝑢−

𝜎2

𝑆
)𝑡,𝜎𝑧𝑡 (2.16) 

Which is the solution to 2.6 

Viktor Todorov have created the following equation based upon the risk-neutral measure (𝑄) in the 

BSM model. 

κ𝑇(0) =
√𝑇

2𝜋
𝜎𝑡 + 𝑂𝑝(𝑇), 𝑎𝑠 𝑇 ↓ 0. (2.17) 

(Todorov, 2017, p. 6) 

The equation yields an asymptotic estimate of the volatility of the underlying stock with real probabilities 

(𝑃) from calculations based upon risk-neutral probabilities (𝑄), as the stock price volatility is the reason 

for the small moves in the asset price (Todorov, 2017). κ𝑇 is the options log exercise price with 

moneyness (
𝐾

𝑆
) of 1, therefore equation 2.17 is based upon ATM options. 𝑂𝑝(𝑇) is an estimation error 

term, and 𝜎𝑡 is the spot volatility corresponding to the volatility from the BSM model, whereas the 

equation indicates that the implied volatility deduced from the BSM model at ATM is an excellent 

estimate for the true volatility of the stock as the remaining maturity this year asymptotically tend towards 

0.  

The implied volatility, described later in the paper, is assumed to be the underlying asset´s true volatility. 

The historic, GARCH(1,1), and SABR models are thus used to describe the behavior of volatility for 

different securities over different strikes, maturities, and the accuracy of such models in terms of ATM, 

ITM, and OTM estimation. The three methods vary in complexity and time requirement for estimations, 

and thus they each posses’ advantages and disadvantages, as discussed throughout the paper.  

2.4.2 Historic volatility  

 
The BSM model assumes volatility to be constant over the options time to maturity, which implies an 

assumption of the volatility being independent of the exercise price of the option (Black & Scholes, 

1973). All parameters used in the BSM model can directly be observed in the market except the volatility 

(Hull, 2014). The BSM model can be estimated using historical volatility, calculated based upon 

historical returns. The disadvantage of such an approach is the determination of the most appropriate 

period in which no clear answer exists; if the period is too long, it will contain antiquated data that may 

no longer be representative of the current situation. However, there can be too much weight on outliers, 

and meaningful data could be excluded. Price data was gathered on the 9th of March, 2021. Using 

historical data based upon one year is arguably unreasonable due to some of the highest volatility levels 

ever. The length of the chosen period can thus be tremendously crucial for the historical volatility and 

hence the pricing of options. Another disadvantage is, as the name suggests that it is historical; there is 

no certainty that future fluctuations resemble those of the past. 
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The historic volatility can be calculated using equation 2.18: 

𝑢𝑖 =
𝑆𝑖 − 𝑆𝑖−1
𝑆𝑖−1

(2.18) 

(own creation) 

For continuous time: 

𝑢𝑖 = ln (
𝑆𝑖
𝑆𝑖−1

) (2.19) 

(Hull, 2014, p.326) 

The average of the returns can thus be calculated as: 

�̅� =
1

𝑛
∑𝑢𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

2 (2.20) 

(Newbold et al., 2013, p.60) 

The daily standard deviation can thus be deduced through the equation below: 

𝜎𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 = √
1

𝑛 − 1
∑(𝑢𝑖 − �̅�)

2

𝑛

𝑖=1

(2.21) 

(Hull, 2014, p.326) 

The yearly volatility can thus be estimated as: 

𝜎𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑦 = 𝜎𝑑𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦 ∗ √252 (2.22) 

(Hull, 2014, p.501) 

There are 252 trading days on average in the USA per year, which is why it is the number in the square 

root (Hull, 2014). These are all based on daily data; weekly or monthly data could also be applied 

instead, depending on what constitutes the most representative data, which can affect the price of the 

option. 

2.4.3 Implied volatility  

 
However, the historical volatility may not as applicable as the BSM model, which is Markovian, and thus 

the implied volatility can be used instead. The implied volatility is the volatility, together with the other 

observable parameters in the model, that estimate the option's market price (Hull, 2014). The implied 

volatility cannot be observed directly in the market; it is the current opinion of the future risks for that 

 
2 r is changed to u to follow the notation of the paper.  
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particular security. Furthermore, is the implied volatility often what is communicated rather than the 

option price itself, as the implied volatility tends to be less fluctuating relative to the option price (Hull, 

2014), which is shown in the quote below:  

 

“An investor may be said to buy an option at 20, meaning that the price he pays is not $20 but is 

determined by inserting 20% as the volatility in the option pricing model.” 

(Chance, Hanson, Li & Muthuswamy, 2017, s. 51) 

It is not possible to isolate 𝜎 in the BSM model so it would be a function of 𝑆0, 𝐾, 𝑟, 𝑇 and 𝑐, which 

necessitates estimation through “brute force,” thus a trial-and-error approach until the correct value is 

obtained (Hull, 2014). This method can be performed using the Solver function in MS Excel (Benninga, 

2014).  

The put-call parity exhibits that the implied volatility for European call and put options are identical given 

equal time to maturity and exercise price. Therefore, implying the volatility smiles are identical for put 

and call options given they have the same underlying asset and time to maturity. In the absence of 

arbitrage opportunities: 

𝑝𝑚𝑘𝑡 + 𝑆0𝑒
−𝑞(𝑇−𝑡) = 𝑐𝑚𝑘𝑡 +𝐾𝑒

−𝑟(𝑇−𝑡) (2.23) 

(Hull, 2014, p. 432) 

𝑐𝑚𝑘𝑡 is the market price for a European call option and 𝑝𝑚𝑘𝑡 is the for the European put option.  

Call and put prices calculated through the BSM model is denoted as 𝑐𝐵𝑆𝑀 and 𝑝𝐵𝑆𝑀 and as the put-call 

parity also applies to the BSM model: 

𝑝𝐵𝑆𝑀 + 𝑆0𝑒
−𝑞(𝑇−𝑡) = 𝑐𝐵𝑆𝑀 + 𝐾𝑒

−𝑟(𝑇−𝑡) (2.24) 

(Hull, 2014, p. 432) 

Subtracting the two equations: 

𝑝𝐵𝑆𝑀 − 𝑝𝑚𝑘𝑡 = 𝑐𝐵𝑆𝑀 − 𝑐𝑚𝑘𝑡 (2.25) 

(Hull, 2014, p. 432) 

This displays that the dollar pricing error when the BSM model is used to price a European put option is 

exactly the same as the dollar pricing error when used to price a European call option with the same 

strike and time to maturity. Suppose implied volatility of the put option of 20%. This means that 𝑝𝐵𝑆𝑀 =

𝑝𝑚𝑘𝑡 when a volatility of 20% is used the BSM model. From equation 2.25, it follows that 𝑐𝐵𝑆𝑀 = 𝑐𝑚𝑘𝑡 

when this volatility is used, the implied volatility for the call is thus also 20%. The argument thus presents 

that the implied volatility of a European call option is always the same as the implied volatility of a 

European put option, given they have the same strike price and maturity date. The implied volatility for 

ITM call options will thus in the paper also be mentioned as the implied volatility for OTM put options.  
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3. Methodology & data to Fama French & BSM 
 
Primarily quantitative data of option prices, dividend yields, and interest rates are gathered to answer 

the research question. The raw data used to create primary data (Andersen, 2005). The 30 DJIA 

companies and the four maturities for the S&P 500 Index ETF (SPY) have been chosen to have sufficient 

securities to describe the volatility behavior and the model's ability to describe and model such behavior. 

Furthermore, it is some of the most valuable companies in the USA. It thus should have adequate option-

chains to make conclusions based upon a sufficient amount of securities and data. The data used are 

obtained from Yahoo Finance and the Bloomberg Terminal, which secures the validity of the results 

(Carmines & Zeller, 2011). The prices are calculated as mid-prices, we don´t have access to the whole 

order book and can thus not create value-weighted mid prices (or similar), takin the order sizes into 

account, therefore a few options in the chain have been removed.  

The collected data is directly used to research the problem statement, which creates a high level of 

validity.  

Furthermore, Yahoo Finance and the Bloomberg Terminal are employed to ensure reliability (Carmines 

& Zeller, 2011) as access to current and historical market prices or values for options, yields, and interest 

rates are provided. The Bloomberg Terminal is seen as a highly reliable source due to its data suppliers, 

Bloomberg Professional Service, and their partners, including SIX, Morningstar, and many more 

(Bloomberg, 2019). Bloomberg was furthermore named the best data provider on the market 

(Bloomberg, 2016). Thus, the data should not be affected by errors and reflects the true data, which is 

an argument for high reliability. The reliability is arguably reduced slightly as minor estimation errors can 

occur as the option-chains are not perfectly 1M, 3M, 6M, and 12M but have a few days deviations. 

However, the interest rates have been modified based on the actual days. Furthermore, the reliability is 

reduced slightly as the respective option chain did not have perfect ATM options, though only small 

deviances for most of the securities, however, not perfectly ATM; thus, ATM options in this paper refer 

to the closest exercise price to the ATM. This can create slight deviances in the papers interpretation. 3 

The Fama and French factor models have been estimated based on data gathered from Kenneth R. 

French’s data library. This is done for two reasons, the first being ensuring consistency in the utilization 

of the model relative to its inventors and how they operate the model. The second being due to the 

COVID-19 shutdowns in which data collection has proved to be significantly harder, and calculating the 

factors our self has not been feasible and would arguably not yield more accurate models or conclusions. 

The validity and reliability of this model are thus high. Furthermore, this paper focuses on its predictability 

and behavior; thus, the model is estimated unconventionally “out-of-sample” in rolling window sizes, 

based upon the same collected data, thus still high validity and reliability, however now prone to 

assumptions made in the paper.  

The Factor model is based upon CRSP data, thus the whole market. In this paper, the S&P 500 and its 

sectors are used in the model. The total US equity market value is $49,107,685,700,000 ($49 trillion) 

based upon listings on NYSE, NASDAQ and OTCQX, whereas the S&P 500 index is 

 
3 An example: AAPL with a share price of 121.08 and the closest exercise price being 121.25. 
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35,385,262,300,000 ($35.4 trillion) (Siblisresearch, 2021). The S&P 500 is thus quite large; however, it 

does exclude smaller companies and does not capture the whole market as the CRSP, or the very 

similar index, Wilshire 5000 does. Both indices are market-cap weighted. Thus a large portion is large-

cap stocks; thus, companies such as Apple relative weight in the index is quite similar in both indices; 

5.72% and 5.41% for S&P 500 and Wilshire 5000, respectively. The returns are very similar(highly 

correlated), and the additional companies yield only slightly diversification benefits (Thune, 2020); thus, 

the factors deduced by Fama and French should be applicable in an S&P 500 framework. However, this 

arguably damages the validity slightly. Furthermore, are the SPDR sector ETF’s data (except REITs) 

collected to determine if the Fama & French models perform better on a particular sector and if that 

sector's relative weight in the S&P 500 is deterministic for the predictability of the index. All pricing data 

is gathered from the Bloomberg Terminal and Yahoo Finance, which, as previously stated, should 

secure accurate data and thus reliable and valid results.   

3.2 Model Testing Setup 

 
A rolling regression setup is applied to examine the validity and relationships of the 3 Factor Model 

across the sectors included. The Model follows a Multiple Regression setup with a rolling window. The 

multiple regression specifications follow an Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) estimation in regression. With 

a window size which is ℎ < 𝑇, the rolling multiple regression model can be expressed as: 

�̂�𝑡(𝑛) = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑥𝑖 + 𝛽2𝑥2𝑖 + 𝛽2𝑥3𝑖 + 휀𝑡   𝑡 = (𝑛…𝑇) (3.1) 

(Carlson et. al, 2013, p. 476)   

Where �̂�𝑡(𝑛) is an (𝑛 ×  1) vector of observations on the response, 𝑥𝑡(𝑛) is an (𝑛 ×  𝑘) matrix of 

explanatory variables. 𝛽𝑡 is an (𝑘 ×  𝑛) vector of regression parameters and 휀𝑡(𝑛) is a (𝑛 ×  1) vector 

of error terms. The n observations in �̂�𝑡(𝑛) and 𝑥𝑡(𝑛) are the 𝑛 most recent values from time 𝑡 − 𝑛 + 1 

to 𝑡.  

The following standard assumptions are made for the model when estimating by OLS: 

1. The 𝑥𝑖𝑗 terms are fixed numbers, that are independent of the error term 𝜖𝑖 

2. The �̂� of the random variable 𝑌 is a linear function of the independent 𝑋𝑗 

3. The residuals are random variables with a mean of 0 and constant variance, 𝜎2 

4. The residuals 𝜖𝑖 are not correlated with one another, 𝐸[휀𝑖휀𝑙] = 0 for all 𝑖 ≠ 𝑙  

5. The residuals are normally distributed4 

A rolling regression is executed by conducting regressions repeatedly, with subsamples of the original 

sample data. The subsample is defined by the rolling window size (RW).  

 
4 Therefore, the assumption can be relaxed if the sample size is large enough. Thus it is nice to have, rather 
than a need to have. 
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Figure 3.1 

Applying a rolling analysis of the model makes it possible to assess the model’s stability over time. A 

fundamental assumption when creating a model is that the model’s parameters are constant over time; 

however, since the economic environment often changes, this assumption is not always reasonable.  

The estimated data of each regression is then stored over time, making it possible to check the 

robustness of the model over time. 

The size of the rolling window is decided as a trade-off between having a long enough window to 

estimate the data and short enough to have enough windows to be able to derive a trend. Typically 

rolling windows equal to half the length of the time-series data is considered as a good rule of thumb. 

Too short windows lead to irregular trends in the estimation of coefficients and metrics; furthermore, a 

shorter window, in general, leads to the metrics becoming less accurate. A too wide window contains 

more information and can lead to a smoothing of the trends, to a matter where the window contains too 

much information, and the metrics are too smoothed for a relationship to be examined. No golden rule 

exists on the subject; thus, assumptions are made for the window, which then is applied for a window 

size which then is evaluated. Since data mining can bias the estimates of the examination and thereby 

the research, we have tried to limit it. 

Fama and French (1993) use monthly data for 29 years, corresponding to 342 months. One could argue 

a similar time frame of 29 years should be applied to test the model. However, for a robust model, a 

different time frame should be applicable. However, 342 observations are a good starting point. Smaller 

window sizes are desirable while maintaining stability in the model; thus, a window size of 378 

observations has been chosen because it gives the model stability in its estimates, while also visualizing 

trends. 

Another option is to have expanding window sizes; however, an expanding window will contain more 

information progressively; thus, the robustness of the model over time will be reduced significantly. 
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3.3 Robustness and Performance 

 
Fama and French (1993) apply the coefficients and 𝑅2 as the performance measurements for explaining 

the relationships between the three risk proxies and excess return and the statistical test for explaining 

the significance of the relationships.  

The identical performance measurements will be applied in this paper to create a comparative 

evaluation. Thus, the three coefficients and the intercept will be calculated and showed over time, and 

the corresponding standard errors are creating a 95% confidence interval for the coefficients over time. 

Thus, it is possible over time to see how the magnitude of risk of a factor changes over time in an asset, 

making it possible to see if the amount of specific risk in an asset changes over time. Thus, it is also 

possible to see if the relationship significantly changes over time. Furthermore, by doing a statistical test 

of each coefficient in each regression, it is possible to illustrate if there are periods where a factor is 

losing statistically significant power in explaining variation in excess return. Furthermore, the 𝑅2 over 

time will give us an estimate of how well the model explains the variation in the excess return over time. 

Furthermore, the regressions are done on sectors which are formed on the underlying sector of each 

stock. This is done to examine how the factor variables explain the return on different industries with 

different characteristics, and thus to see if the model is excelling at better explaining variation in excess 

return in some sectors compared to others. 

3.4 Predictive Performance Measurement 

 
A rolling regression method can be used to evaluate a model’s predictive performance based on 

historical data using the technique referred to as backtesting. Considering the rolling regression model 

(3.1). Instead of assuming �̂�𝑡 to be the expected return of time 𝑡, we define it as the expected return of 

time 𝑡 + ℎ , where ℎ represents the ℎ -step in other words e.g., using the first 100 observations to 

estimate the model and use it to forecast the value of �̂�100+1. 

Thus, we can evaluate if model have a predictive power when using all historical information available 

at time 𝑡, to predict �̂�𝑡+𝑡.  

�̂�𝑡+ℎ = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑥𝑖 + 𝛽2𝑥2𝑖 + 𝛽3𝑥3𝑖 + 휀𝑡   𝑡 = (𝑛…𝑇) (3.2) 

ϵ̂𝑡+ℎ = 𝑦𝑡+ℎ − �̂�𝑡+ℎ 

The prediction can be perceived as “out-of-sample” because 𝛽𝑡 only uses data up to time 𝑡, where the 

predictions of the observations are time 𝑡 + ℎ.  The forecast precision of the difference sectors are 

compared by performing a head-to-head test of the estimated models on the different sectors. The 

performance of the rolling forecast is evaluated by examining the properties of the rolling forecast 

errors. In this paper they are based on. 

𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑆𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 (𝑀𝑆𝐸)(ℎ) =
1

𝑛
∑ ϵ̂2𝑡+ℎ

𝑇−ℎ

𝑡=𝑛

(3.3) 
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(Hyndman and Koehler, 2006, p. 4) 

𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑡 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑆𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 (𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸) = √𝑀𝑆𝐸(ℎ) (3.4) 

(Hyndman and Koehler, 2006, p. 4) 

𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑡 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑆𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 (𝑁𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸) =
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸

𝑄3 − 𝑄1
 (3.5) 

𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 (𝑀𝐴𝐸) =
1

𝑛
∑ |ϵ̂|𝑡+ℎ

𝑇−ℎ

𝑡=𝑛

(3.6) 

(Hyndman and Koehler, 2006, p. 4) 

 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝐴𝑏𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 (𝑀𝐴𝐸) =
𝑀𝐴𝐸

1
𝑛
∑ |𝑦|𝑡+ℎ
𝑇−ℎ
𝑡=𝑛

 

𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = (𝑦𝑡+ℎ , �̂�𝑡+ℎ) =
𝐶𝑜𝑣(𝑦𝑡+ℎ , �̂�𝑡+ℎ)

𝑠𝑦𝑡+ℎ ∗ �̂��̂�𝑡+ℎ  
(3.7) 

(Carlson et. Al, 2013, p. 84) 

MSE, RMSE, and MAE are common and useful when comparing different methods for the same 

set of data. RMSE is preferred to the MSE because it is on the same scale as the data and has a 

large amount of theoretical relevance in statistical modeling. However, both the MSE and RMSE 

are very sensitive to outliers in the errors, and thus it can bias the measure. However, the same is 

not entirely the case for MAE, which is why it has been included in this paper. It is not recommended 

to use these three performance measurements for comparing performances across data sets, 

which have different scales. To minimize this problem, we have tried to normalize the performance 

measurements to create a comparable measure across data.     

The Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) has also been considered. The measurement is 

susceptible to values near 0 and thus not applicable to the research data and would create more noise 

than value for the paper. Another measurement used in this examination of the model's prediction 

performance is the correlation between actual values and predicted values. This measurement, 

however, does not evaluate whenever the precision of the forecast is good or not, however more about 

the direction of the forecast compared to the actual value. This is not an official measurement. However, 

due to the paper's subject, it would make sense to understand if a model could predict the next day's 

direction of return and thus could take either a long or short position, which over time would create 

abnormal profits.  

Thus, a direction performance measurement such as the correlation could be a good fit for this. 

However, we will be very cautious about concluding anything from the correlation. We include all 

the performance measurements because the paper also will include a model comparison. In total, 

the evaluation statistics measure how precise the forecasts are compared to the actual returns, 

where a lower measurement indicates a better performance of the model. Furthermore, a residual 

investigation will be applied to understand better how the residuals behave over time. 
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3.5 Calibration Problem – risk-free rate 

 
A risk-free rate is required to price options both in the BSM and SABR model. This paper could have 

chosen to acquire a given risk-free rate proxy, e.g., the LIBOR. However, the time to maturity of the 

option chain often does not match the exact period of a given risk-free rate, and therefore minor errors 

in the estimations. A solution would be to use a representative zero-coupon yield curve and then 

interpolate so the time element matches, which would be adequate. However, instead, the market 

Interest Rate Swaps are chosen and, from that, infer the zero-coupon Yield curve on the date in which 

the option data is collected. This estimation is performed by flipping the pricing formula, which is used 

for valuing a swap and realizing the set of discount factors that will give the consistent market rates 

observed in the market. This is referred to as curve calibration and, referred to as the calibration 

problem. 

Many practitioners/theorists prefer the LIBOR rate due to being predictive for longer-term interests rates 

and is not held artificially down as treasury bills/bonds are due to banks being forced place money in 

them because of regulatory requirements (Hull, 2018). However, the LABOR rate also has it flaws, since 

it to some extend is a subjective opinion of what 18 international banks would pay if they had to lend 

money in the interbank market in London. Furthermore, this had led to the several LIBOR scandals, 

which further have questioned the rate over the years (Curry and Marquit, 2021). Thus, in this paper the 

Overnight Interest Swaps (OIS) are chosen as the proxy for the risk fee rate, since it is more applicable 

and is less biased than the LIBOR rate and the treasury bills/bonds. Furthermore, a transition from 

LIBOR rate to OIS have begun in the market at the risk-free rate proxy (Cameron, 2013). 

The curve calibration problem can be formulated as a least square’s optimization problem. Which can 

be written as 

min
𝑝
∑(𝑎𝑡 − 𝑏𝑡)

2

𝑁

𝑡=1

 

Which also can be stated as a matrix format, which is more convenient due to the estimation process. 

min
p
||𝐵(𝑃) − 𝐴| |2 (3.8) 

Where 𝐵(𝑃) is a vector of the model prices of our market instrument, in this case, it is the OIS. 𝑃 is a 

vector of the underlying model parameter, which we want to deduce. In this case, it is the Overnight 

Rate. 𝐴 is a vector of market rates, which, in this case, is the OIS rates that can be observed in the 

market. A minimization of the difference between the model OIS rates and the market OIS rates is done. 

All variables have the same length of the vector and have matching knot points. The problem will have 

the following first set of order conditions: 

(𝐵(𝑃) − 𝐴)𝑇 (
𝜕𝐵(𝑃)

𝜕𝑃
) = 0 (3.9) 

Where (
𝜕𝐵(𝑃)

𝜕𝑃
) denotes the Jacobian matrix which is defined by: 
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𝜕𝐵(𝑃)

𝜕P
𝑁 𝑥 𝑀

=

(

 
 

𝜕𝐵1
𝜕𝑃1

⋯
𝜕𝐵1
𝜕𝑃𝑀

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
𝜕𝐵𝑁
𝜕𝑃1

⋯
𝜕𝐵𝑁
𝜕𝑃𝑀)

 
 
 (3.10) 

By performing a simultaneous calibration, we are thus capable to bootstrap the risk-free rate from 

the market quotes and create a yield curve that contains the exact same start date and time to 

maturity as the option contracts used.   

By extrapolating the risk-free rate using direct market quotes and calibrating it ourselves, we reduce 

the risk of having a biased risk-free rate. We know the underlying variables, which lays the 

foundation for the calculation and thus we are increasing the transparency of the calculation. 

However, by doing the calculation ourselves, we obtain the operative risk of doing it wrongly and 

affecting our results.  

3.6 White Robust Standard Errors 

 
One of the assumptions in OLS estimation is that the residuals are required to behave with a 

constant variance, referred to as being homoscedasticity. However, there are often instances in 

which this is not the case, and the residuals behave with varying variances, referred to as 

heteroskedasticity. In the presence of heteroskedasticity in the residuals, the assumption is 

violated. The consequence of the violation is that the standard errors will be biased and 

inconsistent, and thus the significance of the coefficients cannot be trusted. 

Therefore, a White correction is applied to the standard errors, thus creating heteroskedasticity-

robust standard errors. In this method, the OLS method is used to calculate the regression 

coefficients, since coefficients estimates are independent of the assumption being violated or not; 

however, the covariance matrix of the coefficient matrix is calculated by: 

𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝐵) = (𝑋′𝑋)−1𝑋′Ω𝑋(𝑋′𝑋)−1 (3.11) 

𝑋′Ω𝑋 =∑𝜎𝑖
2𝑥𝑖𝑥′𝑖

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

 

(MacKINNON & White, 1985) 

Where 𝑋 is an (𝑛 × 𝑘) matrix of observations on independent variables 

Which is a (𝑘 × 𝑘) matrix as 𝑥𝑖𝑥′𝑖 is (𝑘 × 𝑘) where 𝑥𝑖 is a row vector and 𝑥′𝑖 is a column vector. 

Ω is a diagonal matric whose elements are ϵi
2   with the properties of 𝐸(ϵ) = 0 and 𝐸(ϵϵ′) = 0 
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The square roots of the diagonal elements of the equation (3.11) are called the White standard errors. 

These standard errors are asymptotically valid in the presence of any kind of heteroskedasticity, 

including homoskedasticity. Once the standard errors are obtained, t statistic are computed in a 

standard method (Woolridge, 2002). In this paper the robust standard errors are applied by using 

R-Studio. 

 

3.7 Cross Sectional Regressions 

 
This paper follows the Fama Macbeth methodology of Cross-Sectional Regressions, which allows 

us to estimate factors for pricing assets, and thus estimations of risk premia which sets asset 

prices. The methodology follows a two-step regression setup in two dimensions. First each risk 

factor m is regressed onto the asset return n, resulting in a 𝑚 𝑥 𝑛 matrix of coefficients. 

�̂�1,𝑡 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1,1𝑥𝑖 + 𝛽1,2𝑥2𝑖 + 𝛽1,3𝑥3𝑖 + 휀𝑡   𝑡 = (𝑛…𝑇) (3.2) 

�̂�𝑛,𝑡 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽𝑛,1𝑥𝑖 + 𝛽𝑛,2𝑥2𝑖 + 𝛽𝑛,3𝑥3𝑖 + 휀𝑡   𝑡 = (𝑛…𝑇) 

where the number of observations for each regression is the same. 

In the second the asset return across n times assets is then regressed on the estimated 

coefficients for each of t time, estimating the risk premium for each factor. 

�̂�1,𝑡 = 𝛾0 + 𝛾1,1𝛽𝑖 + 𝛾1,2𝛽2𝑖 + 𝛾1,3𝛽3𝑖 + 휀𝑡   𝑡 = (𝑛…𝑇) (3.2) 

�̂�𝑡,𝑛 = 𝛾0 + 𝛾𝑡,1𝛽𝑖 + 𝛾𝑡,2𝛽2𝑖 + 𝛾𝑡,3𝛽3𝑖 + 휀𝑛  𝑡 = (𝑛…𝑇) 

The results are 𝛾 ×  𝑡 matrix, whereas the average 𝛾 for each factor is considered the risk premia. 

4. Analysis first part 
 

4.1 Fama French Analysis 

 
In this section, the three factors, Market Risk, SMB, and HML risk, are regressed onto the 11 sectors by 

a multiple rolling regression, which is following the methodology explained earlier. There has been much 

debate regarding how big of size the rolling windows should have; Fama and French (1993) used 321 

observations for their regressions, which gave them extraordinary results. The discussion regarding 

window size can be revisited in the Methodology subsection.  In this paper, a rolling window of 378 

observations has been used because it gave the best trade-off between having enough information in 

our data, so it was possible to read a trend in the computations over time, without it being smoothed too 

much or being too volatile in shorter periods. Thus 378 observations are also very close to the origin 

paper’s number of observations. In this paper, we have not chosen to do a single factor regression of 

the variables.  

This paper aims to test the multi-factor model of Fama and French (1993). The rolling regression has 

been estimated from 2007-06-02 to 2020-12-30, thus creating 3294 rolling regression estimates, 
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summarized below for each sector. A first observation made is that the size (SMB) and the Market-To-

Book (HML) coefficients range from positive to negative for most of the sectors, indicating that the 

exposure to these risk factors varies market conditions. Furthermore, a clear observation is that the 

intercept term, or as Fama and French denounce it, alpha, is not very significant most of the time in the 

rolling regression. The Financial, Healthcare, and Energy sector contains around 6.50% estimates 

where the intercept was significant, which for the Financial sector was from 2009-2010 and for the 

Energy sectors it was more evenly spread out, while for the Healthcare sector, it was condensed around 

the year of 2014. Furthermore, the intercept is around 0 for all the portfolios, giving the same results as 

Fama and French did in their robustness check of the 3-factor model.  

 
Table 4.1 
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Table 4.1 continued 

The table originates from the multi-factor rolling regression analysis with a 378-day window using the 

three Fama French risk factors, Sig, is how many of the periods' coefficients are significant on a 5% 

level. The 𝑅2 counts how many times the model explains more than 80% of the variance in the portfolio 

return during the testing period.  

Interestingly, the high amount of significant MKT coefficients across all nine portfolios indicates the 

market factor is a significant factor that can capture risk in the portfolios during the whole testing period. 

There is a positive relationship between the market factor and all nine portfolios; however, on average, 

seven of the portfolios have a positive relationship of around 1, where for Consumer Staples and Utilities, 

the relationship is around 0.6 on average. However, observing the coefficients across the portfolios, the 

difference between the lowest coefficient and highest coefficient is, on average, 0.62. The most extreme 

change is in the Energy- and Utility sector, where the difference between the minimum and highest 

coefficient is 1. Another observation is that the Biotech Sector is the only sector which has a constant 

negative relationship with the Market factor, however the Market factor is still significance 100% of the 

time explaining the relationship between excess return and market risk. Reasoning for why it is negative, 

can be due to that the Biotech sector is more dependent on FDA approvals, than economic stability. 

Thus, it is a sector which also is considered anti-cyclical, in its way of generating value for shareholders, 

whereas most of the companies in rest of the sectors in fact are cyclical, while on contrary 

macroeconomics has a significant impact on their performance. 

The findings indicate that the market factor is positive for all the portfolios except the Biotech sector, 

and that the exposure to market risk is changing over time, thus indicating an unstable relationship. The 
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market factor coefficient for each portfolio has thus been plotted over time with a 95% confidence 

interval, in which the true coefficient lies, to validate if the relationship is consistent over time. Further 

discussion of the output can be seen in section 9.4.2 

4.1 SMB – Coefficient  

 
When looking at the Size factor, it can be observed that the factor is not as economically significant as 

the Market Factor. Furthermore, the relationship with the Size factor is negative across all seven of the 

nine portfolios, except for the Materials- and Consumer Discretionary sectors.  Fama and French (1993) 

found that the Size factor was only negative for five of the 25 portfolios, which were the five portfolios 

with the highest ME, and found a negative relationship between the size of companies included in the 

portfolio and the Size factor.  

 
Figure 4.1 

It can be argued that the companies included in the eleven portfolios, with a negative relationship, on 

average, are relatively large firms with a high market cap. Therefore, the average size coefficients for 

the seven portfolios are aligned with the conclusion Fama and French (1993) made regarding the 

negative relationship between the size of firms and the risk due to size.  However, during the testing 

period, six of the sectors also had a positive coefficient regarding the size factor, indicating the 

relationship is negative and positive, which is not aligned with what Fama and French (1993) postulated. 

The coefficients over time can be observed in Appendix 4.1. 

Looking into Table 4.1 the industry and Materials sector are the two sectors with the fewest amount of 

significance coefficients, with 14.66% and 3.73% Size relationships being significant. Contrarily, Utilities 

and Consumer Staples being the two sectors with the highest number of significant relationships, 

94.63% and 83.36%. Thus, the size factor varies in the number of significant estimates for each portfolio; 

consequently, the Size factor is not as significant as the Market factor in explaining cross-sectional 

returns across the nine portfolios. Therefore, the robustness of the factor can be discussed since it 

varies that much in significance across sectors.  
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From table 4.1, it can be observed that in six sectors, the SMB coefficient changes significantly over 

time; however, there are long periods where it is not significantly changing, and thus cannot with 

certainty conclude the underlying coefficient has changed and thus to some extend can be considered 

stable. Another option is that the model is incorrectly specified; however, regardless of the reason, one 

should be careful using the model. Data and time seem to have an impact on the significance of the 

SMB coefficients since its significance are very volatile and not constant for seven of the sectors, 

however for the Consumer Staples sector, it becomes very stable significant post-2011, and for the 

Utility Sector, it is tremendously stable the whole testing period except mid-2010. 

4.2 HML – Coefficient  

 
Looking towards the Book-To-Market factor (HML), for four of the sectors the HML factor is significant 

at least 80% of the tests. 

 
Figure 4.2 

Looking at the Book-to-Market factor (HML), one will quickly see that the HML coefficient is significant 

in at least 75% of the estimates for six of the eleven sectors. Furthermore, two of those sectors have an 

HML coefficient which is significant in the whole testing period. The number of significant HML 

coefficients compared to SMB is vastly bigger, indicating that HML is more significant in explaining 

returns, however not as good as MKT. Moreover, is the average HML coefficient for the sectors either 

negative or positive, which is sufficient. However, there are sectors in which the relation between return 

and HML shifts from positive to negative and vice versa, indicating inconsistencies in the relationship.  

Fama and French (1993) claim that portfolios with low book-to-market ratio stocks have a negative 

relationship with HML. Therefore, if the distribution of firms with a high or low book-to-market ratio in the 

sector change over time, the sector's relationship with HML can change over time. However, it is 

essential to recognize whenever the changes in the coefficients are significant or not. Through table 4.1, 

it can be observed that the HML coefficient is changing through time at a significant level for eight 

sectors. However, there are periods where it is stable and not significantly changing, and we cannot be 
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sure whenever the real coefficient is changing over time. Another option, as mentioned regarding SMB, 

is that the model is incorrectly specified, however no matter the reason, it means one should be very 

careful using the model. The significance of the coefficient also seems to be very dependent on time, 

since for seven of the sectors, the HML is very significant in the period 2015-2020, while it for the 

Healthcare-, Technology- and Financial sector is almost significant the whole testing period. There is no 

distinct pattern in the significance of HML; moreover, it is quite unstable pre-2015. What is interesting is 

that the significance of HML is very volatile for the Utility- and Consumer Staples and thus also 

insignificant over the period. However, the significance of the SMB coefficient is very stable in those two 

sectors compared to the rest of the sectors, where the SMB factor is significant in 94.63% and 83.36% 

of all regressions for the Utility- and Consumer Staples sector. The SMB factor might thus be superior 

in explaining variation in returns for Utility- and Consumer Staples companies than HML is and thus 

could indicate that the size of a firm in those sectors drives risk more, than the Book to Market ratio.  

4.3 R-Squared 

The model is vastly better at explaining variation in returns in some sectors relative to others, as seen 

in table 4.1. The model is performing superior in explaining variation in returns in the financial, industrial, 

technological, and Consumer Discretionary sector as the average 𝑅2 is above 0.85 in all of them. 

Contrarily, the model's explanatory power regarding Utilities and Consumer Staples is inferior relative 

to the first group mentioned, as their average 𝑅2 is 0.42 and 0,64, respectively. Based upon 3294 

estimates, it can indicate that the model is better at explaining variation in returns in some sectors than 

others; this can lead to a discussion of the model's validity and robustness. However, the common 

denominator for all sectors is that the 𝑅2 is not constant over time, which signifies that there are periods 

where the model is performing worse at explaining variation in return.  

 
Figure 4.3 

Observing 𝑅2 over time for each sector yields a clear pattern in its movements, which can be seen in 

Appendix 4.4. In general, the model seems to be having a reduced explanation of variation in returns 

around the financial crisis, where 𝑅2 drops for all the sectors, whereafter it quickly increases again over 
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time, which could indicate the model is adapting to the circumstances and thus performing better. 

Another observation is that after 2013 the explanatory power decreases for all sectors over time and 

then becomes somewhat stable in the next two years. In January 2018, the model's explanatory power 

for most of the sectors took a dip and increases sharply gain. The size of the dip is different from sector 

to sector; however, it happens in all of them. In March 2020, under the corona crisis, the model suddenly 

increases its explanatory power for all sectors. 

As we can see the 𝑅2 is quite high over the period for the S&P 500, which is also the case for the 

Consumer Discretionary-, Technology-, Industrial- and Financial Sector.  Whereas the level of 𝑅2 is 

significantly lower for the Biotech-, Consumer Staples- and Utility Sector.  

In January 2018, the explanatory power of variation in returns for the Utility was 0.0636, which is very 

low. In that time both the HML and the MKT factor is insignificant for the model. In general, the 

explanatory power of the model on the Utility Sector is very low. On average the 𝑅2 is 0.4158, where it 

the period from 2007 to 2013 have 𝑅2 above 0.41 and in 2013 to 2020 in have a 𝑅2 below 0.41 which 

over time is decreasing. Thus, for the Utility Sector it seems the explanation of variation in return is 

higher in uncertain times, whereas the it is lower in certain times. Which can be observed in figure 4.4.  

 

Figure 4.4 

The results suggest that the model's explanatory power is relatively sensitive to the chosen data period; 

in general, a good model should be able to perform well in explaining variation independent of the data 

period used. Thus, the findings are not clearly aligned with what Fama and French found in their 
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robustness checks in their paper from 1993; The paper obtains similar results. However, only for certain 

periods, thus different results are deduced.  

4.3 Significance of the coefficients over time 

 

 

4.4 Predictability 

 
The model has thus undergone a robustness check, and therefore the predictability will be evaluated in 

the following section based upon the “1-step forecast” previously stated in the methodology section. The 

performance measurements for different sectors, all seeking to capture 

the predictabilityperformance and thus answer the research question about asset price, in this case 

stock price, behavior and predictability as seen in Table 4.2  
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Table: 4.2 

The green areas indicate the sectors in which the model has been superior at predicting the excess 

returns relative to the other sectors within a given performance measurement. 

There is a strong consensus among the performance measurements that the model has greater 

predictive power regarding returns for the Healthcare-, Utilities- and Consumer Staples sectors since 

they perform relatively well in all the performance measurements compared to the other sectors.  

When looking at Table 4.2 it is important to notice that comparing a model’s performance on  

Comparing a model’s performance on cross-sectional data is not suitable if the scale of each data set 

is different, thus it is difficult to conclude whenever the model performs better on a specific sector. 

However, in order to minimize this problem and make the data comparable, normalized measurements 

such as the NRMSE and MAE_M have been applied. This is an attempt to make them comparable, but 

no guarantee.  However, it could be argued the numbers to a high degree follow the same scale, due to 

all the data is measured in daily fragments, which all follow a similar pattern and variation, thus the scale 

of data does not seem to be significant different from each other. Therefore, normalized values have 

the possibility to add bias to the performance estimates rather than making them more comparable.   

The model performed relatively worse when it came to the Financial Sector and S&P 500, where the 

model produced significantly higher errors predicting the next day's return on the Financial Sector than 

it did on any other sector. However, the model's overall adequacy was about the same on all the data. 

The Mean Absolute Error is relatively high when comparing it to the absolute average of the data, thus 

indicating the level of errors across all the sectors is comparatively high, and thus overall, the precision 

of the predicted returns is quite low. 

When comparing the predictive performance to the robustness of the model on each sector, one could 

easily believe that a high explanation in the variation of returns would correlate with high predictive 

power, since if a model can explain variation in returns, it thus could make sense it would be able to 

predict variation in returns. 

The 3-factor model performed quite low 𝑅2 on the Utility- and the Energy and relatively good values of 

𝑅2 on the Industry-, Technology and Consumer Discretionary sector. Thus, such a belief as explained 
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above cannot be confirmed, however the model also performed better values of 𝑅2 on the Financial 

sector, where it had the lowest predictable performance. Thus, no clear conclusion can be rendered 

regarding the relationship between explaining variation in return and predicting variation in return. This 

is indicating there is no relationship between 𝑅2 and predictive performance of the model. 

The predictive performance measurements are based on the difference between the predicted values 

and the observed values, hence the residuals. 

In order to get a better understanding of the performance of the model's predictability, the error of each 

predicted return has been plotted against time to see if there are any periods where the model is 

performing poorer. 

 

 
Figure 4.5 

Figure 4.5 shows the residuals of the prediction error through time on the S&P 500 data, where it can 

be observed that the model's errors are relatively stable most of the time. However, observing the 

residuals near the GFC from 2007-2009 and the Corona crisis in March 2020, they seem to be 

significantly higher than the rest of the period. Thus, it seems that in times of crisis on the stock market, 

creating high volatility, the model is creating much higher residuals. Consequently, indicating the model's 

predicting performance is negatively affected when predicting periods of high volatility in the market.  A 

similar pattern is seen in each sector, where the residuals in absolute values are higher in the same 

periods mentioned above. It can be observed that it has very high residuals under the GFC compared 

to its residuals in the Corona crisis for the Financial sector. 
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Figure 4.6 

  
Figure 4.7 

Figure 4.6 represents the actual return of the Healthcare Sector, while figure 4.7 illustrates the model's 

one-step return forecasts. The pattern of the two graphs is relatively similar, however the level of returns 

for each graph is significantly different from another. In generally the model seem to be underestimating 

in times of high volatility, which was also observed in the residual plot of the S&P 500. It is very biased 

to compare graphs and judge performance on that basis, however it is a good illustration of that the 

model is in fact by using the input of the Market factor, SMB and HML is able to catch some prediction 

in the variation of returns. 
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All sectors have several relatively large spikes in their residuals around March 2020 like the ones 

observed in the S&P 500, which can be seen in Appendix 4.5. Thus, the model is relatively worse at 

predicting the next day’s returns when there is high volatility in the market.  

 

4.4.1 Financial Crisis – Testing 

 
To better understand the model’s predictability in the different sectors, a small subtest is done around 

the GFC to ascertain if the sectors that had superior predictability for the whole period would be the 

same in a stressed environment. Therefore, indicating of the model performs better in other sectors 

when the data is more volatile. 

According to Elliott (2011) took the crisis off in 2007 and ended in 2011; their argument for this is that 

the world’s economy had not yet recovered. This argument is backed up by Do et al. (2018) that argue 

in their paper “When did the Global Financial Crisis start and end?” conclude that even though the GFC 

ceased off in 2009, there might have been an extended crisis period. Thus, the subperiod for the testing 

is from November 2007 to August 2011. 

 

Table 4.3  

Table 4.3 should not be compared to table 4.2 as the number of observations within the data frame can 

bias the estimates. The relative placement of each sector relative to their previous placements are 

therefore analyzed.  

The model conditioned under a stressed environment still performs relatively superior in the Healthcare-

, Utilities and Consumer Staples sector; where was, the model’s relative performance on the Financial 

Sector still suffers, as can be deduced from table 4.3. The model performs comparatively better on both 

the Energy- and Biotech sector than it did in table 4.2. 
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4.4.2 Post Financial Crisis and pre-Corona Crisis - Testing 

 
The test is performed based upon the period from the end of the GFC and to the end of February 2020, 

just before the market crash. This is considered a relatively stable economic period, where no major 

fluctuations happened.5 

 
Table 4.4 

Under stable economic conditions, the model still performs best on the Utilities- and Consumer Staples 

sectors, whereas the model’s relative performance on the Healthcare sector has dropped comparatively 

to its performance in table 4.3. 

In general, the Mean Absolute Errors are much lower, compared to Table 4.3 for all the sectors, which 

also was expected. Furthermore, the NRMSE have been reduced significantly for all the sectors, which 

is due to a high decrease of the Mean Squared Errors. 

Furthermore, the model produces consistently excellent results in some sectors, such as the 

Technology- and Industrial sectors, which is quite interesting. The same conclusions are reached 

regarding the Energy sector as it is the worst performer relative to the performance measure. 

4.5 Ordinary Least Squares Assumptions 

 
This paper utilizes the same regression method done by Black et al. (1972) and Fama and French 

(1993), who apply Ordinary Least Squares regression. In this paper, the same regression method has 

been applied as described in the methodology section. Fama and French (1993) do not discuss the 

assumption of the method much. However, they refer to Black et al. (1972), where they assume 

homoscedasticity of residuals and acknowledge that if the residuals are not homoscedastic, more 

advanced procedures will be necessary to obtain the minimum variance estimators. They agree that a 

violation of the assumption and a correction hereof would bias their results ex-post.  

 
5 The data include regular corrections and the drop in December 2018.  
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A violation of the homoscedastic assumption can lead to a bias in the t-statistics and the confidence 

intervals of the coefficients, and thus one cannot trust the statistical results of the tests. The reason is 

that heteroscedastic residuals do not bias the coefficient estimates; however, they bias the standard 

errors of the coefficients. Thus, a biased standard error is used to derive the t-value, and therefore 

biasing the t-statistic and the significance of the coefficient.  

The same argument applies to the autocorrelation assumption since the hypothesis tests and 

confidence intervals in a multiple regression assume that the errors are independent. Thus, if the errors 

are not independent, the estimated standard errors for the coefficients are biased. Consequently, 

leading to false rejections or non-rejections of the null hypothesis.  

Furthermore, Black et al. (1972) assume the residuals to be normally distributed and the statistical tests 

applied utilizes a Student’s t distribution and thus assumes normality. Therefore, if the assumption is 

not med, the test will be biased. A paper made by Finan and Schmidt (2018) found that a violation of 

normality in residuals where the sample size of observations per variable is larger than 10 does not bias 

the estimated standard errors. Instead, they found that homoscedasticity and independence of error 

remained very influential in even large sample sizes. 

According to Carlson et al. (2013), this assumption for multiple regression is only essential for samples 

below 60 since they argue for the Central Limit Theorem applies to larger samples. Thus, as 𝑛 increases, 

the central limit theorem states that the distribution approaches the standard normal distribution. Chen 

et Al. (2002) also found that the assumption of Normal distribution in sufficiently large samples is not 

required for be using the least-squares linear regressions. 

These factors can affect the validity of this paper, thus the following decisions:  

• Calculate a Watson score over time to illustrate how the autocorrelation changes over time in 

our paper. 

• Do a Shapiro significance test for good measure to illustrate how the normality assumption 

changes over time. 

• Calculation of multicollinearity for all three variables over time. 

• Calculate a Breusch-Pagan test over time for all the regression to illustrate when 

heteroskedasticity can be present in the regression. 

4.5.1 Results 

 

 
Figure 4.9 
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By applying an OLS regression, it is possible to calculate the Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) which can 

assist in the understanding of the multicollinearity between the three variables. The VIF measures how 

much of the variance of a coefficient 𝛽�̂� is higher due to 𝑥𝑗 being correlated with another explanatory 

variable.  

If there is a presence of multicollinearity in the model, the coefficient of the variables can sway based 

on what variables are in the model. Thus, multicollinearity threatens future regressions and the statistical 

powers of the model as the variables are assumed to be independent. If there is an occurrence of 

multicollinearity, the p-values might not be trustworthy. 

Some argue a VIF score above 10 is problematic (Vittinghoff et al., 2012), while others believe a VIF 

above five is problematic (James et al., 2013). As shown in figure 4.9 there is an increased presence of 

multicollinearity at the end of 2010; however, the VIF values for each variable are not close to 

Multicollinearity considered an issue for the regressions, and the assumption holds.  

 
Figure 4.10 

With a p-value below 0.05, we can reject the null hypothesis of homoscedasticity and accept the 

alternative hypothesis of heteroscedasticity. The two sectors in figure 4.10 showcases that the 

assumption of homoscedasticity in the residuals are violated over time, thus time dependent, however, 

the relative level of violation is different from sector to sector (Appendix 4.12.) The paper thus tries to 

accommodate this.  It has not been possible for each regression to test for homoscedasticity and then 

adjust the standard errors if the null hypothesis was rejected. Instead, White's robust standard errors 

have been used for all the regressions, which does have a negative effect on the validity of the statistical 

test if the residuals for a period, in fact, are homoscedastic. However, doing regression with 

heteroscedastic residuals and assuming homoscedastic residuals have a significantly negative effect 

on the validity of the statistical tests. Woolridge (2002) illustrates strong evidence that 

heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors are asymptotically valid in the presence of any kind of 

heteroskedasticity, including homoscedasticity.   

3294 regressions have been performed, both with and without hite robust standard errors, in which the 

p-values for each coefficient are compared over time by each sector. Choosing of method did not 

influence the outcome of the statistical tests for the coefficients. White Robust Standard Errors 
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furthermore tend to be larger than normal standard errors (Wooldridge, 2002). In the graph below, the 

White Robust Standard Errors have been plotted against the normal standard errors for the MKT 

coefficient for the Financial Sector. 

 
Figure 4.11 

There is a relatively small positive spread between the White Robust SE and the normal standard errors, 

however, in certain periods, the spread widens drastically, as seen in figure 4.11. In those periods, there 

is a strong presence of heteroskedasticity in the residuals, which we can see affects the standard errors, 

and thus the graph above is able to illustrate how the White Robust standard errors and normal standard 

errors differ over time when the homoscedasticity assumption of the OLS does not hold. Looking at the 

period where the GFC was present, it can be deduced that the standard errors go from 0.04 to 0.06, 

which is an increase of 50%, which will have a significant impact on the statistic test of the coefficient, 

which just amplifies the importance of accurate standard errors in order to ensure confidence results of 

the statistical tests involved performing the regressions in financial research. The same pattern in 

standard errors can be detected in the coefficients for SMB and HML, which can be seen in Appendix 

4.13. Furthermore, the increased standard error also widens the confidence interval for the coefficients, 

thus reduces the chance of making a false positive conclusion of the coefficients significantly changes 

over time. The widened confidence interval can be observed by comparing the coefficients over time for 

both types of standard errors. 

Our results also confirm the statement made by Woolridge, that the White robust standard errors are 

asymptotically valid in the presence of both heteroskedasticity and homoscedasticity.  
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Figure 4.12 

According to Carlson et al. (2013), a Durbin-Watson value between 1.50 and 2.50 is an interval where 

there is no severe autocorrelation between the residuals. When looking at Appendix 4.6, it can be noted 

that the Industrial-, Utility- and Consumer Discretionary sectors all have a minor period with marginal 

violation of this assumption. The violation is inconsequential, and one might argue if it is an actual 

violation at all. Since it is a minor violation in a minimal period, compared to the whole data set, 

autocorrelation is not considered to be biasing the results of this paper. 

4.6 Sub conclusion 

 
In Analysis part 1, it was found that MKT remains the only variable that is significant over the whole 

period for the dependent variables, furthermore, MKT maintains a constant relationship as the only 

independent variable. The SMB and HML factors seem to be significantly changing over time and 

behave vastly differently depending on what dependent variable they try to explain. However, we find 

results that are relatively similar to the fathers of the model. SMB seems to be significant for the whole 

period in some sectors, such as the Biotech and Utility sectors, while it for other sectors only is significant 

for a marginal period which is the case for the Material sector. However, HML seems to be significant 

at least 45% of the time for all sectors, thus the factor is broader compared to SMB.  There is no distinct 

pattern in how the significant changes for each variable over time. When looking at the coefficient of 

determination, it can be concluded that the model is performing better at explaining variation in some 

sectors, thus the model can be improved to explain more variation in the other sectors’ returns. 

Furthermore, the coefficient of determination differs across time for each sector, however, there are 

points in time where they correlate in movement. Residuals seem to be highest around the GFC and 

the corona crisis, which is equal for all sectors, thus the model seems to be struggling to predict the 

movements in crises with high volatility. However, looking at the predictive performance for the model, 

we can see that the model is performing relatively better at predicting some sectors’ returns than others 

independent of what period it is predicting on. At last, the OLS assumptions have been tested over time, 

whereas all of them were fulfilled or accepted, except for the homoscedasticity of residuals. Therefore, 
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White robust standard errors have been applied to make up for the violation and the effect has been 

showcased.  

The 3-factor model is relatively good at explaining variation in returns; however, the model does not 

catch every variation for every sector and thus improvements can be made. The variables change 

relationship significantly over time, which challenges the stability. Furthermore, the predictiveness of the 

model is considerably bad.  

Where do we go from here? 
 
The Fama and French model produce inferior results in periods with considerable uncertainty; thus, this 

paper deduces a volatility factor to increase the explanatory power both in- and out-of-sample of the 

model. We want to examine the behavior of the volatility to obtain an improved understanding of its 

effect on the price dynamics of the given security. First is the BSM model analyzed as it is the foundation 

of option pricing and volatility estimation. Furthermore, the model used as the GARCH(1,1) volatility is 

inserted into the model, and that the SABR model is based upon Black’s formula. Based on the results 

of the models, a new volatility factor will be developed and incorporated into the Fama and French 

model, which then will become a four-factor model.  

5. Analysis of the BSM model  
 

5.1 Introduction to the analysis of the BSM model 

 
The analysis conducted in the following sections is the historical volatility calculated which is used to 

determine the price of a 1M ATM call option for all included securities. The implied volatilities will then 

be extrapolated for a 1M ATM call option based upon the collected option prices and other parameters 

collected through Yahoo Finance and the Bloomberg Terminal. This analysis is performed to test the 

constant historic volatility relative to the implied one at ATM. Securities at different expiration days have 

also been chosen to analyze the time effect on volatility. Furthermore, the assumption of constant 

volatility is tested by plotting the implied ATM volatility and deducing the variable VOLVOL.  

5.2 Historic volatility 

 
The historic volatility is deduced based upon daily returns within a 10-year period ranging from the 10th 

of March 2011 to the 9th of March 2021 (both days included). This 10-year period thus does not include 

the crash of the financial crisis; it does include the market correction in 2011 due to the debt concerns 

furthermore, the run of the longest bull market in history, and then the crash and recovery of the corona-

crisis. The challenge is, as  previously mentioned, to not include or exclude too much data but obtain 

the most representative period.6 

 
6 There is no right or wrong as this subject faces a high level of subjectivity. 
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This paper compares the historical and implied volatility of a 1M option, which provides insight into the 

assumption of constant volatility at different exercise and option prices. The constant historical volatility 

is calculated for all securities. The daily return of AAPL using equation 2.18:  

𝑢𝑖𝐴𝐴𝑃𝐿 11.03.2011 =
12.5711 − 12.3811

12.3811
= 0.0153 

The daily return on the 11th of March 2011 was 1.53%. After calculating all the daily return, can the 

average daily return be deduced to 0.001071 or 0.1071% based upon 2516 trading days as shown 

below using equation 2.20 (Appendix 5.1).  

�̅�𝐴𝐴𝑃𝐿 =
1

2516
∗ (0.0153 + 0.0045 +⋯+ 0.0406) = 0.001071 

The daily standard deviation is thus 0.018094 or 1.8094% using equation 2.21 (Appendix 5.2) 

𝜎𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦𝐴𝐴𝑃𝐿 = √
1

2516 − 1
∗ (0.0153 − 0.001071)2 + (0.0045 − 0.001071)2 +⋯+ (0.0406 − 0.001071)2 = 0.01894 

This daily volatility can thus be scaled to a yearly measure through equation 2.22, and thus all 

parameters in the BSM are on a yearly basis. 

𝜎𝐷𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑦𝐴𝐴𝑃𝐿 = 0.01894 ∗ √252 = 0.2873 

Thus, the yearly historical standard deviation for AAPL for the previous 10 years is 28.73%. Therefore, 

the volatility can be used in the BSM model to calculate the ATM price for an option with about 1M to 

expiry. The option closest to the ATM price of 121.08 is the option with a strike of 121.25. Using equation 

2.5.b and 2.5.c: 

𝑑1𝐴𝐴𝑃𝐿 =
ln (
121.08
121.25

) + (0.0727%− 0.6772%+
28.73%
2 ) ∗

38
365.2425

28.73% ∗ √
38

365.2425

= 0.039749 

𝑑2𝐴𝐴𝑃𝐿 = 0.039749 − 28.73% ∗ √
38

365.2425
= −0.075127 

𝑁(𝑑1) and 𝑁(𝑑2) are calculated through the MS Excel function NORMSDIST that returns the respective 

cumulative standard normal distribution. All values are included, thus more accurate than looking the 

value up in a table. The following values for AAPL are obtained. 

𝑁(𝑑1)𝐴𝐴𝑃𝐿 = 0.515853 & 𝑁(𝑑2)𝐴𝐴𝑃𝐿 = 0.470057 

The price of the option can be optained through equation 2.5.a (Appendix 5.3) 

𝑐𝐴𝐴𝑃𝐿 = 121.08𝑒
−0.6772%∗

38
365.2425 ∗ 0.515851 − 121.25𝑒−0.0727%∗

38
365.2425 ∗ 0.470057 = $4.354 

The same approach has been used for all other securities.  
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5.3 Implied volatility 

 
The implied volatility for all included options and all included securities can now be calculated for an 

ATM option with a time to maturity of about one month. These calculations are performed to observe if 

the two methods yield the same volatility results. The implied volatility is calculated as described in its 

theory section (2.4.3) through brute force using the Solver function in MS Excel to set the error between 

the market price and the BSM model's price equal to $0 by changing only the volatility. The VBA code 

can be seen in (Appendix 5.4). Visualization of such for AAPL can be seen in figure 5.1. 

 
Figure 5.1 

The implied volatility for an approximately ATM option with about one month till maturity on AAPL is 

35.614% which is 6.884 percentage points higher than the calculated constant historical value. The 

price based on constant historical volatility is calculated in section 5.2 to $4.354, thus a quite significant 

difference in price given the market mid-price of 5.425. For all 33 securities, the average error in the 

ATM volatility estimation in absolute values is 4.2 percentage points. The accuracy of the models over 

the different securities is discussed later in section 8. All values can be seen in the uploaded Excel 

document (Vola Smile) and an example can be seen in (Appendix 5.4) The calculated historic volatilities 

are in 29 out of 33 times underestimating the ATM volatility, which is assumed to be the true volatility; 

thus, constant volatility based on historical values are not applicable in terms of describing and pricing 

volatility which is discussed in further detail later. 7  

 
7 The historic volatility was significantly higher (12.87%) than the ATM implied volatility, however, this is arguably 
due to it only having price data since 2019, and thus the volatility around the corona crisis shifted the volatility 
number up relative to the current state.  
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5.4 Assesment of the historic volatility 
 
The historical volatility is assessed based upon its errors relative to the implied volatility over 

moneyness. The historical model is quite fast and straightforward to perform, thus easily applicable in 

real-world scenarios to estimate volatility. The historical model can be utilized as a proxy for the volatility 

factor, as seen in figure 5.2, in which four selected companies are shown below. For all securities and 

all their volatilities see “Vola Smile”. 

 
Figure 5.2 

The historical model has mixed results as a proxy for the implied volatility and performs quite poorly 

when moving away from moneyness of 1, especially for ITM calls or OTM puts. The historical volatility, 

relative to the implied, serves quite decent for MSFT while being less accurate for AAPL and BA and 

DIS.  

Figure 5.3 is the performance of the historical volatility on the S&P 500 Index ETF for different maturities 

(Appendix 5.5). The ATM volatility errors are quite small, though increasing as the time to maturity 

increases, as there is a time value (theta) 𝜏 ↑ = 𝜎 ↑ which the historical method can not account for. The 

historical model is still inadequate to describe the behavior of the volatility and does not capture the time 

effect over the whole option-chain; however, using it as a proxy for the ATM volatility can be a “quick-

and-dirty” method, at least for the S&P 500. This fast and straightforward approach thus harmonizes 

with the relatively simple procedure performed in the factor-models.  
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Figure 5.3 

5.5 Implied volatility over time  

 
Thus far, the models' assumption (both the Fama & French factor model and the BSM) has been 

constant volatility over time. However, plotting the historical development of the 1M ATM volatility from 

the 10th of March 2011 to the 9th of March 2021 clearly indicates the volatility is stochastic and not 

constant (Appendix 5.6). 

 
Figure 5.4 
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The stochastic 1M ATM volatility, which is assumed to be the true volatility, is thus far from constant as 

significant jumps can be seen, especially in times of turmoil such as the financial crisis, the concerns 

over the debt crisis in 2011, and especially under the corona crisis. The volatility increases if news or 

signs of a negative development in, e.g., the economy, furthermore, the volatility decreases in stable 

times with good news and a strong economy. This thus implied a correlation between the equity return 

and the changes of the volatility of -0.743 using equation 5.1. 

𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟(𝑋, 𝑌) =
𝐶𝑜𝑣(𝑋, 𝑌)

𝜎𝑋𝜎𝑌
(5.1) 

(Hull, 2014, p.535) 

Grouping the volatility into bins and the analyzing the frequency of such bins yield further evidence for 

stochastic volatility.  

 
Figure 5.5  

The figure showcases the most frequent values are about 11.75% though with a tremendously long tail 

and very large outliers relative to the most frequent observations. Thus, a skewness of 2.204 and a 

kurtosis of 17.441 are calculated, which is far from anything constant or even something that would 

resemble a normal distribution. The skewness and kurtosis are calculated using equation 5.2 and 5.3. 

𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 =
𝑛

(𝑛 − 1)(𝑛 − 2)
∑(

𝑥𝑖 − �̅�

𝜎
)
3

(5.2) 

(Microsoft, n.d.) 

𝐾𝑢𝑟𝑡𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑠 = {
𝑛(𝑛 + 1)

(𝑛 − 1)(𝑛 − 2)(𝑛 − 3)
∑(

𝑥𝑖 − �̅�

𝑠
)
4

} −
3(𝑛 − 1)2

(𝑛 − 2)(𝑛 − 3)
(5.3) 

(Microsoft, n.d.) 
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Avellaneda & Papanicolaou (2017) deduced similar conclusions for a stochastic implied volatility. Based 

upon the implied volatility can a volvol of 145.86% be deduced (Appendix 5.7), thus the volatility 

processes a tremendous volatility in its own development and are thus far from 0 as assumed in Fama 

& French and the BSM models.  

5.6 Behavioral aspects in volatility behavior.  

 
Graphing the implied volatilities yields a skewed smile, also known as a smirk or skew, the assumption 

about independent volatility through different exercise prices, and thus more complicated models, such 

as the SABR model, is introduced. One of the primary reasons for this volatility behavior is that complete 

perfect and efficient markets are not a reality in the actual markets, as the market participants do not 

have complete information or perfect rationalism. Market anomalies and imperfections can explain over 

90% of the volatility behavior (over different strikes) for 1M options at a given time (Chance et al., 2017). 

Another reason for the skewed smile is leverage and “crash-o-phobia.” If the stock price of a given 

company is decreasing, all else equal, will the leverage of the company increase, given the have debt, 

as the value of the equity decreases relative to the debt, which thus increases the risk and thus volatility 

and vice versa (Hull, 2014). The volatility smiles arguably first came into existence after the market crash 

on the 19th of October 1987; the market participants will thus hedge by purchasing very OTM put options 

as a form of insurance which Mark Rubinstein (1994) describes as “Crash-o-phobia.”  

Prospect theory developed by Kahneman and Tversky can explain the psychological aspects behind 

“Crash-o-phobia,” in which cognitive psychology elucidates diverging economic decision making. Loss 

is often experienced as being harder than the corresponding happiness felt by wins; investors prioritize 

avoiding losses relative to obtain similar profits, which is the foundation of risk aversion and the primary 

assumption in prospect theory (Riccardi & Simon, 2000).  Actors often tend to misinterpret "extreme" 

probabilities; very likely events are often underestimated; conversely, minimal probabilities are often 

overestimated (Kahneman & Tversky, 1979) (Appendix 5.8). Investors often assess profit and losses by 

a given reference point and not the portfolio's final value. Prospect theory furthermore advocates that 

investors become risk-averse if they have the choice of either 1) a certain profit or 2) an almost certain 

profit even though the latter have a higher expected payoff. Conversely, are investors taking more risks 

if the prospect is about 1) losing a relatively small amount with certainty or 2) lose a relatively large sum 

with less certainty (Appendix 5.8). The overestimation of small probabilities can become so excessive 

that the indication of risk-aversion becomes risk-seeking behavior in the value function (Appendix 5.8). 

Lotteries, in which a slight chance for massive payouts, can induce risk-seeking tendencies by the actors 

even though, as previously discussed, there is a general tendency towards risk-aversion when the 

“gamble” only contains a positive payoff. Investors dislike big losses with small probabilities, as such 

probabilities are overestimated; thus, the investor pays for insurances against such phenomena. Actors 

thus tend towards risk-aversion regardless of the general risk-seeking tendencies when the “gamble” 

only contains losses (Ilmanen, 2012). This is thus a psychological explanation to why OTM puts is such 

in demand and, therefore, the price, and thus the volatility, of those are higher relative to OTM calls. 

The anomalies, imperfections, and irrationalities that go against the EMH (and thus assumptions in the 

Fama & French and the BSM model), as discussed in the first theory section, have significant 
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explanatory power of describing the volatility behavior over different strikes. More sophisticated models 

are thus introduced to model the behavior just discussed.  

6. Theory part two – Stochastic volatility 
 

6.1 The GARCH(p,q) process 

 
Conventional time series and econometric models, including the Fama French factor models, operate 

under an assumption of constant variance. Engle (1982) introduced the ARCH (Autoregressive 

Conditional Heteroskedastic) process, which permits the conditional variance stochasticity, thus 

changing over time, as a function of past errors leaving the unconditional variance constant. The ARCH 

model has proven beneficial in modeling economic phenomena, including the behavior of the inflation 

rate and its volatility (Bollerslev, 1986). 

Based on the work of Engle, Bollerslev developed the GARCH (Generalized Autoregressive Conditional 

Heteroskedastic) process, allowing for a more flexible lag structure. In empirical applications of the 

ARCH, the conditional variance equation experienced relatively long lags. To avoid difficulties regarding 

negative variance parameter estimates, a fixed lag structure is normally implemented (Bollerslev, 1986). 

Under these conditions, it seems reasonable to extend the ARCH class of models to allow for longer 

memory and higher flexibility in its lag structure. 휀𝑡 denotes a real-valued discrete-time stochastic 

process, and  𝜓𝑡  the information set (𝜎-field) of all information through time 𝑡. The GARCH(p,q) process, 

according to Bollerslev (1986), is then given by: 

                                                                                    휀𝑡|𝜓𝑡−1~𝑁(0, ℎ𝑡)                                                                                (6.1) 

ℎ𝑡 = 𝛼0 +∑𝛼𝑖

𝑞

𝑖=1

휀𝑡−𝑖
2 +∑𝛽𝑖ℎ𝑡−𝑖

𝑝

𝑖=1

 

= 𝛼0 + 𝐴(𝐿)ε𝑡
2 + 𝐵(𝐿)ℎ𝑡 (6.2) 

Where: 

𝑝 ≥ 0,         𝑞 > 0 

𝛼0 > 0,         𝛼𝑖 ≥ 0,    𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑞, 

𝛽𝑖 ≥ 0,     𝑖 = 1,… , 𝑝.          

For 𝑝 = 0 the process reduces to the ARCH(q) process, and for 𝑝 = 𝑞 = 0 휀𝑡 will be white noise. The 

conditional variance is specified as a linear function of only past sample variances In the ARCH(q)  

process. In contrast, the  GARCH(p,q) process permits lagged conditional variances to be incorporated 

as well. Thus a sort of adaptive learning mechanism  (Bollerselv, 1986). 

The GARCH(p,q) regression model is deduced by letting the 휀𝑡´𝑠 be innovation in the linear regression. 

휀𝑡 = 𝑦𝑡 − 𝑥𝑡´𝑏 (6.3) 
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𝑦𝑡 is the dependent variable, 𝑥𝑡 a vector of explanatory variables, and 𝑏 is a vector of unkown 

parameters.  

If all the roots of 1 − 𝐵(𝑧) = 0 lie outside the unit circle, equation 6.2 can be rewritten as a distributed 

lag of previous 휀𝑡
2′𝑠, 

ℎ𝑡 = 𝛼0(1 − 𝐵(1))
−1
+ 𝐴(𝐿)(1 − 𝐵(𝐿))

−1
휀𝑡
2 

= 𝑎0 (1 −∑𝛽𝑖

𝑝

𝑖=1

)

−1

+∑𝛿𝑖휀𝑡−𝑖
2

∞

𝑖=1

 (6.4) 

Together with equation 6.1, this might be seen as an infinite-dimensional ARCH(∞) process. The 𝛿𝑖′𝑠 

are deduced from the power series expansion of 𝐷(𝐿) = 𝐴(𝐿)(1 − 𝐵(𝐿))
−1

 

 𝛿𝑖 = 𝛼𝑖 +∑𝛽𝑗𝛿𝑖−𝑗

𝑛

𝑗=1

, 𝑖 = 𝑞,… , 𝑞, (6.5) 

∑𝛽𝑗𝛿𝑖−𝑗,

𝑛

𝑗=1

        𝑖 = 𝑞 + 1,… , (6.5) 

Equation 6.5 reffer to both lines.  

Where 𝑛 = min{𝑝, 𝑖 − 1}. 𝐵(1) < 1, 𝛿𝑖 will be decreasing for 𝑖 greater than 𝑚 = max {𝑝, 𝑞}. Therefore if 

𝐷(1) < 1, the GARCH(p,q) process can be approximated to any level for accuracy by a stationary 

ARCH(𝑄) for an applicable large value of 𝑄. From the theory of finitie-dimensional ARCH(𝑞) processes 

it is expected that 𝐷(1) < 1, or 𝐴(1) + 𝐵(1) < 1, sufficies for stationarity, which is the case according to 

Milhøj (1985).   

6.1.1 The GARCH(1,1) process 

 

This paper uses a GARCH(1,1) model which can be written as: 

𝜎𝑖
2 = 𝛾𝑉𝐿 + 𝛼𝑢𝑖−1

2 + 𝛽𝜎𝑖−1
 2 , (6.6) 

(Hull, 2014, p.525) 

𝛾 is the weight assignigned to 𝑉𝐿, 𝛼 is the weight given to 𝑢𝑛−1
2 , and 𝛽 is the weight allocated to 𝜎𝑛−1

2 . 

The variance for day 𝑖 (𝜎𝑖
2) is extrapolated based on the long-run average variance (𝑉𝐿), the average 

return from the previous day 𝑖(𝑢𝑖−1), and the daily variances also from the previous day 𝑖(𝜎𝑖−1
2 ). 𝛾 is 

thus the weight applied to the long-run average variance, the daily return fra day 𝑖−1 is weighted by 𝛼, 

and the daily variance for day 𝑖−1 is weighted by 𝛽. As the weights must sum, to unity, it follows that: 

𝛾 + 𝛼 + 𝛽 = 1 (6.7) 

(Hull, 2014, p.525) 
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The (1,1) in GARCH(1,1) indicates that 𝜎𝑖
2 is based on the most recent observations of the daily 

return(𝑢2) and the most recent estimates of the variance. The more general GARCH(p,q) model 

calculates 𝜎𝑖
2 from the most recent  𝑝 observations on 𝑢2 and the most recent 𝑞 observations of the 

variance.  

To simplify the equation for GARCH(1,1) 𝛾𝑉𝐿 is set equal to 𝜔, thus 𝜔 = 𝛾𝑉𝐿 and the model can therefore 

be expressed as: 

𝜎𝑖
2 = 𝜔 + 𝑎𝑢𝑖−1

2 + 𝛽𝜎𝑖−1
2 (6.8) 

(Hull, 2014, p.525) 

𝛽 will have a tremendous impact on the development in the variance. The variance will evolve slowly if 

𝛽 is closed to 1, as the variance for day 𝑖 will approximately be the same as for the day before. However, 

the variance will evolve fast if the 𝛽 closer to 0, as the variance for day 𝑖 will only slightly be implicated 

by the past days variance, and the variance will thus fluctuate a lot; the volatility of volatility, referred to 

as volvol, is thus relatively high (Hull, 2014). Additionally, will all the weights asymptotically decrease for 

past variances; thus more recent observations are significantly more important than older ones (Hull, 

2014).  

The GARCH(1,1) model can estimate 𝜔, 𝛼 and 𝛽 through a maximation of the loglikehood function 

− ln(𝑣𝑖) −
𝑢𝑖
2

𝑣𝑖
 (equation 6.9)  this is procedure is done over all observations thus equation 6.10 can be 

written as: 

𝑀𝑎𝑥 (∑(− ln(𝑣𝑖) −
𝑢𝑖
2

𝑣𝑖
)

𝑛

𝑖=1

) (6.10) 

(Hull, 2014, p. 527) 

Where 𝑣𝑖 is defined as 𝑣𝑖 = 𝜎𝑖
2(equation 6.11) and 𝑢𝑖 is the daily return for day 𝑖 that follows a normal 

distribution. In a GARCH model an assumption on the stardized errors of stock returns are made, not 

the stock returns themselves. GARCH as a process will generate heavy-tailed outputs; thus leptokurtotic 

stock returns are compatible with normal standardized errors. However, even the standardized errors 

have a tendency to be heavy-tailed themselves, though less than stock returns (Bollerslev, 1986; Chiang 

& Li, 2007; French et al., 1986). The GARCH(1,1) model thus builds on physical or real probabilities, P, 

and not the risk-neutral ones.  

It is a prerequisite for a stable GARCH(1,1) that the sum of 𝛼 and 𝛽 does not exceed 1. 𝛼 + 𝛽 < 1 

otherwise 𝛾 will become negative (Hull, 2014). After the estimation process of the variables, can the 

long-run average variance be deduced by equation 11: 

𝑉𝐿 =
𝜔

1 − 𝛼 − 𝛽
(6.12) 

(Hull, 2014, p.529) 
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The average long-run volatility will thus be: 

𝜎𝐿 = √𝑉𝐿 = √
𝜔

1 − 𝛼 − 𝛽
(6.13) 

Since 𝛾 = 1 − 𝛼 − 𝛽 which means gamma can be calculated via equation 6.12 as: 

𝛾 =
𝜔

𝑉𝐿
(6.14) 

After the estimation of GARCH(1,1) parameters, will it be possible to deduce the variance for day 𝑖 

based on equation 6.8, whereas 𝜎𝑖 can be calculated by taking the square root of the variance.  

6.2 The SABR model.  

The development of local volatility models by Dupire and Derman-Kani was a significant advancement 

in handling volatility smiles and skews (Hagan et al., 2002). The local volatility models are self-

consistent, arbitrage-free, and calibrated to match observed market smiles and skews. These models 

are very popular in managing the smile and skew risk. However, the dynamic behavior of smiles and 

skews estimated by local volatility models is exactly the opposite of the behavior observed in the market: 

a decrease in the price of the underlying asset would result in a shift of the smile to higher prices 

according to the local volatility models; when the price increases, the local volatility models predict the 

smile shifts to lower prices (Hagan et al., 2002). However, in reality, asset prices and market smiles 

move in the same direction. This contradiction tends to de-stabilize the delta and vega hedges derived 

from the local volatility models, and such hedged often perform inferior relative to the Black-Scholes 

‘hedges (Hagan et al., 2002). 

The SABR model has therefore been derived to resolve this issue. The Stochastic Alfa, Beta, Rho, or 

SABR model is a stochastic volatility model in which the volatility and asset price are correlated. Via 

singular perturbation techniques can the price of European options be derived under the SABR model. 

From such prices, a closed-form algebraic formula for the implied volatility as a function of today´s 

forward price 𝑓 and the strike 𝑘 can be obtained. The closed-form formula for the implied volatility allows 

the market price and risks, including 𝑣𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑎 and 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑔𝑎 risks, to be derived imminently from Black´s 

formula. The formula captures the true dynamics of the smile and will thus yield stable hedges (Hagan 

et al., 2002). 

The dereliction of the local volatility model implicates that a Markovian model based on a single 

Brownian motion cannot sufficiently manage the smile risk. The SABR model is still Markovian and 

Brownian; however, it is now a two-factor model. Markets can experience both calm and chaotic times, 

which suggests the volatility is not constant but a random function of time. 

The SABR model assumes return and the instantaneous volatility (volatility through extremely small 

windows) is driven by two correlated Brownian motions which development follows the stochastic 

differential equations given below: 
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𝑑𝑓𝑡 = 𝛼𝑡𝑓𝑡
𝛽
𝑑𝑊𝑡

1 

𝑑𝑎𝑡 = 𝜈𝛼𝑡𝑑𝑊𝑡
2 

𝑑𝑊1𝑑𝑊2 = 𝜌𝑑𝑡. (6.15) 

(Hagan et al., 2002, p. 89) 

𝑓0 is the initial value of the forward price, 𝛼0 is the initial volatility, 𝑓𝑡 is the forward price at time 𝑡, 𝛼𝑡 is 

the initial volatility at time 𝑡, and 𝑊𝑡
1 & 𝑊𝑡

2 are the two correlated Brownian motions with correlation 𝜌 

(Rouah, n.d.). 

The SABR model prices European call options on forward contracts based on Black’s model; thus, the 

model use risk-neutral probabilities like BSM model through the following equation: 

𝑐 = 𝑒−𝑟(𝑇−𝑡)[𝑓𝑁(𝑑1) − 𝐾𝑁(𝑑𝑠)], (6.16. a) 

(Hull, 2014, p.392) 

In which:  

𝑑1 =
ln (

𝑓
𝐾) +

𝜎𝐵(𝑇 − 𝑡)
2

𝜎√𝑇 − 𝑡
(6.16. 𝑏) 

                               𝑑2 =
ln (

𝑓
𝐾) −

𝜎𝐵(𝑇 − 𝑡)
2

𝜎√𝑇 − 𝑡
= 𝑑1 − 𝜎√𝑇 − 𝑡 (6.16. 𝑐)

 

(Hull, 2014, p.392) 

𝜎𝐵 in Black’s formula is calculated through the SABR model: 

𝜎𝐵(𝐾, 𝑓) =

𝑎 {1 + [
(1 − 𝛽)2

24 ∗
𝛼2

(𝑓𝐾)1−𝛽
+
1
4 ∗

𝜌𝛽𝜈𝛼

(𝑓𝐾)
1−𝛽
2
   
+
2 − 3𝜌2

24 𝜈2]𝑇}

(𝑓𝐾)
1−𝛽
2 [1 +

(1 − 𝛽)2

24 ln2
𝑓
𝐾 +

(1 − 𝛽)4

1920 ln4
𝑓
𝐾]

∗
𝑧

𝑋(𝑧)
, (6.17. 𝑎)

 

𝑧 =
𝜈

𝛼
(𝑓𝐾)

1−𝛽
2 ln

𝑓

𝐾
(6.17. 𝑏) 

𝑋(𝑧) = ln [
√1 − 2𝜌𝑧 + 𝑧2 + 𝑧 − 𝜌

1 − 𝜌
] (6.17. 𝑐) 

(Rouah, n.d., p.2) 
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As it can be seen, the SABR model contains the four variables: 

• 𝛼: the initial volatility that must be 𝛼 ≥  

• 𝜈: the volatility of the volatility (volvol), which must be 𝜈 ≥ 0 

• 𝜌: the correlation between the Brownian motion, which controls the forward price, and the 

instantaneous volatility. 𝜌 must be −1 ≤ 𝜌 ≤ 1 

• 𝛽: the exponent of the forward, which must be 0 ≤ 𝛽 ≤ 1    

These variables are estimated by minimizing sum-of squared errors (SSE) in relation to the implied 

volatilities: 

𝑀𝑖𝑛(∑((𝜎𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡1 − 𝜎𝑆𝐴𝐵𝑅1)
2
+⋯+ (𝜎𝑀𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑛 − 𝜎𝑆𝐴𝐵𝑅𝑛)

2
)

𝑛

𝑖=1

) (6.18) 

In the cases where the option is ATM the equation 6.17 can be reduced to: 

𝜎𝑎𝑡𝑚 = 𝜎(𝑓, 𝑓) =

𝑎 {1 + [
(1 − 𝛽)2

24 ∗
𝛼2

(𝑓𝐾)1−𝛽
+
1
4 ∗

𝜌𝛽𝜈𝛼

(𝑓𝐾)
1−𝛽
2
   
+
2 − 3𝜌2

24 𝜈2]𝑇}

𝑓1−𝛽
(6.19)

 

(Hagan et al., 2002, p. 89) 

The simplification can be performed as all ln (
𝑓

𝐾
) terms are reduced to 0, as 

𝑓

𝐾
= 1 at ATM. This results 

in the 𝑧-term equating 0 whereby 𝑥(𝑧) is reduced to ln [
1−𝜌

1−𝜌
], and thus the 𝑥(𝑧)-term also will yield a 

value of 0 at ATM. Furthermore, is the 𝑓 ∗ 𝐾-terms rewritten to 𝑓2, which is the reason for the changes 

in the equation for 𝜎𝐵𝐴𝑇𝑀.  

If the option is close to ATM, can the SABR volatility 𝜎𝐵 be approximated to: 

               𝜎𝐵(𝐾, 𝑓) =
𝛼

𝑓1−𝛽
{1 −

1

2
(1 − 𝛽 − 𝜌𝜆)𝑙𝑜𝑔

𝐾

𝑓
+
1

12
[(1 − 𝛽)2 + (2 − 3𝜌2)𝜆2] log2

𝐾

𝑓
+⋯             (6.20) 

(Hagan et al., 2002, p. 90) 

Whereas 𝜆 is a measure of the strength of the volvol against the local volatility’s current forward price. 

This mean 𝜆 can be defined as: 

𝜆 =
𝜈

𝛼
𝑓1−𝛽 (6.27) 

(Hagan et al., 2002, p. 90) 

The dynamics behind 𝜎𝐵(𝐾, 𝑓) can be obtained within three parameters: The backbone, the skewness, 

and the smile (convexity). The backbone is given as 
𝑎

𝑓1−𝛽
 and measures the change in ATM vol given a 

change in the forward (Hagan et al., 2002). The backbone can be estimated by regressing log ATM 
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volatilities (equation 5) and log forward prices. Due to similar effects 𝛽 and 𝜌 has on the skew, the 𝛽 

parameter is often fixed before the calibration of the other parameters and should be fixed to fit within 

0 ≤ 𝛽 ≤ 1 as West (2005) argues.  

As West (2005) concludes in his paper, estimating the 𝛽 parameter is very time-sensitive and decreases 

towards zero as the option nears expiry. By fixing the 𝛽 parameter to a single value, rather than having 

it depend on time, there was little need to re-calibrate the model as often as if the 𝛽 parameter has been 

fluid.  

Usually, the 𝛽 is fixed to either of three values, the first which Is 0, in which a stochastic Normal model 

is obtained. In such model, the forward process is stochastic normally distributed with a mean of zero 

and a standard deviation that is lognormally distributed as the process is: 

𝑑𝑓𝑡 = σWt (6.28) 

Using the 𝛽 thus allows for negative values in the forward process. This could be relevant for interest 

rate products or similar, given the negative rates, using the SABR model for those purposes is though 

not the focus of this paper. By fixing the 𝛽 parameter to 0, it allows the modeling of the backbone in 

which the whole volatility smile moves with the changes in the forward rate (Hagan et al., 2002). 

 

Fixing the 𝛽 to 0.5 yields a model that shares similarities with the Cox-Ingersoll-Ross or CIR model 

which is a short-rate model. The process thus becomes: 

𝑑𝑓𝑡 = 𝜎√𝑓𝑡𝑑𝑊𝑡 (6.29) 

The current level of the price process is the square root of 𝑓𝑡. Therefore, a model which cannot model 

negative values (Hagan et al., 2002). 

If the 𝛽 is fixed to 1, a model like Black’s model is obtained in which the forward process is lognormally 

distributed. This results in a backbone effect in which the volatility smiles are moving horizontally with a 

change in the forward rate while the ATM volatility is constant (Hagan et al., 2002). 
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The other component, skewness, is given by 1 −
1

2
(1 − 𝛽 − 𝜌𝜆) log

𝐾

𝑓
 (Hagan et al., 2002, p. 90), which 

can be split into two terms, the first being −
1

2
(1 − 𝛽) log

𝐾

𝑓
 and the other term being 

1

2
𝜌𝜆 log

𝐾

𝑓
. The first 

term is referred to as the 𝛽 skewness, which is the reason why the implied volatility has a decreasing 

slope relative to 𝐾, as 𝛽 is between 0 and 1. The other term, also called 𝑣𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑎 𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠, is created by 

the correlation between the instantaneous initial volatility, 𝛼, and the forward price (BSIC, 2018). Usually, 

the initial volatility and the stock price (and therefore the forward price) have a negative correlation; thus, 

the volatility, 𝛼, will decrease when the forward price increases and vice versa. The skewness is affected 

by the backbone in the sense that when the forward price increases, the 𝛽 skewness makes the implied 

volatility increase as well; however, at ATM it makes the volatility decrease (BSIC, 2018).  

The other component, skewness, which given by 1 −
1

2
(1 − 𝛽 − 𝜌𝜆) log

𝐾

𝑓
 (Hagan et al., 2002, p. 90), 

which can be split into two terms, the first being −
1

2
(1 − 𝛽) log

𝐾

𝑓
 and the other term being 

1

2
𝜌𝜆 log

𝐾

𝑓
. The 

first term is referred to as the 𝛽 skewness, which is the reason why the implied volatility has a decreasing 

slope relative to 𝐾, as 𝛽 is between 0 and 1. The other term, also called 𝑣𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑎 𝑠𝑘𝑒𝑤𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠, is created by 

the correlation between the instantaneous initial volatility, 𝛼, and the forward price (BSIC, 2018). Usually, 

the initial volatility and the stock price (and therefore the forward price) have a negative correlation; thus, 

the volatility, 𝛼, will decrease when the forward price increases and vice versa. The skewness is affected 

by the backbone in the sense that when the forward price increases, the 𝛽 skewness makes the implied 

volatility increase as well. However, at ATM it makes the volatility decrease (BSIC, 2018). 

The last component of dynamic is the smile (convexity). For the SABR model, the dynamic is given by: 
1

12
[1 − 𝛽)2 + (2 − 3𝜌2)𝜆2] log2

𝐾

𝑓
  (Hagan et al., 2002, p. 90), which also can be separated into two terms. 

The first being the skewness effect 
1

12
(1 − 𝛽)2 log2

𝐾

𝑓
, which in principle is a second-order effect of the 

skewness for larger movements away from ATM. The other term is the 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑔𝑎 effect 
1

12
(2 − 3𝜌2)𝜆2 log2

𝐾

𝑓
 . 

According to Hagan et al. (2002) is the volatility smile created by the forward price often makes unusual 

large movements when the initial volatility, 𝛼, increases and less when 𝛼 decreases. Therefore, the 

exercise prices far away from ATM are represented by high volatility areas.  
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7.Methodology SABR/GARCH part.  

 
The same option data is used in the second part of the paper as well, thus the historical prices and 

option data for the 30 DJIA companies (CNBC) and S&P 500 securities. Furthermore, the same 

delimitations are in the first part, current in the second one. Therefore the same level of reliability and 

adequacy.  

The validity is secured in the second part of the paper as the GARCH(1,1) and SABR models explicitly 

illustrate the models' volatility relative to the implied volatility of the included securities compared to each 

other. These models are thus a step towards more sophisticated volatility models, and the accuracy of 

such are tested to determine if and how good of a proxy of the implied volatility they are, taking time and 

complexity into account in the estimation process. The market price deviances are also deduced to 

determine the price errors produced by the historical GARCH(1,1) and SABR models. The SABR model 

is also estimated through a non-traditional SSPE approach in the last section, resulting in superior fits 

at ATM. Thus, the problem statement is researched directly, thus a high degree of validity in the paper's 

second part. 

8. Analysis part two – Stochastic volatility  
 

8.1 GARCH(1,1) calibration 

 
As discussed in the Fama French factor models, there is a breach of the assumption of constant 

volatility; therefore, the stochastic volatility model GARCH(1,1) is estimated in the sections below. This 

is done to produce a more cohesive and truthful picture of the volatility and the development of such. 

The GARCH(1,1) volatility results are then tested on options volatility and therefore pricing relative to 

the implied volatility of the option chain to analyze how the model handles volatility skews.  

The GARCH(1,1) model is estimated for all 30 DJIA companies, furthermore, the SPDR (SPY) S&P 500 

ETF. The SPDR (DIA) Dow Jones Industrial Average ETF was also included. However, after further 

analysis of the option chains, the index had to be excluded, as no meaningful results could be obtained. 

All the data are the regular closing prices starting the 10th of March 2011 to the 9th of March 2021, thus 

10 years of data. The stock data also include open, high, low, and adjusted closing prices. However, 

the true and actual closing prices, and thus volatility, are used as the seems like the most appropriate 

approach (Kumar & Patil, 2016). The models have also been run using LN returns, however, the 

outcome was not superior.  

To estimate the GARCH(1,1) models 𝑢𝑖, which is the daily return, is deduced as in equation. 

𝑢𝑖 =
𝑆𝑖 − 𝑆𝑖−1
𝑆𝑖−1

 (8.1) 

(Own creation) 

𝑢𝑖𝐴𝐴𝑃𝐿 11.03.2011 =
12.5711 − 12.3811

12.3811
= 0.0153 
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The discrete daily return on the 11th of March 2011 is thus 0.0153 or 1.53% for Apple8. These returns 

are calculated for all other days and for all the other companies and for the S&P 500 index. The 𝑣𝑖 can 

thus be calculated through equation 6.11 which is the squared daily return, the following values of 𝑣𝑖 

are deduced through equation 6.8, as can be seen below: 

𝑣𝐴𝐴𝑃𝐿 11.03.2011 = 0.0153
2 = 0.00024 

𝑣𝐴𝐴𝑃𝐿 14.03.2011 = 0.00002026 + 0.11967446 ∗ 0.0045
2 + 0.82054282 ∗ 0.00024 = 0.000229 

Through the use of equation 6.9, just without maximizing, can the log-likelihood function now be 

estimated as: 

− ln(0.00024) −
0.00452

0.00024
= 8.2693 

Now through the summing of all the log-likelihood values and a maximation of such sum by changing 

the variables 𝜔, 𝛼, and 𝛽 by equation 6.10: 

𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐴𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐸 (∑(8.2693 + 5.9915 +⋯+ 4.6849)

𝑛

𝑖=1

) = 18,068.2574 

The maximization is done in MS Excel through Solver whereas the above stated function is maximized 

by changing the three previously mentioned variables which MS Excel calculates through brute-force. 

 

 
8 These prices are adjusted for stock splits in the period.  
9 The omega, alpha, and beta-values used in the example, is deduced later. In the estimation process in MS 
Excel is the cells for omega, alpha and beta referred to maximize the log-likelihood function.  
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Figure 8.110 

The figure showcases how the calculation is performed in MS Excel, in which a result of 18,068.2574 

is obtained. Furthermore, the parameters for Apple are thus 𝜔 = 0.00002026, 𝛼 = 0.11967446, and 

𝛽 = 0.82054282. 𝛽 is thus relatively close to 1, whereas the daily variance changes relatively slow. 

Adding the 𝛼 and the 𝛽 parameter yields a value of 0.94022, which means the conditional variance 

process is rather persistent, the closer to 1 to more persistent the variance process. The long-run 

average daily variance can thus be calculated through equation 6.12: 

𝑉𝐿 =
0.00002026

1 − 0.11967446 − 0.82054282
= 0.00033887 

The long-run average variance thus implies the following average daily standard deviation. 

𝜎𝐿 = √0.00033887 = 0.01840828 

The average daily standard deviation is therefore calculated as 1.8408% and thus the average yearly 

volatility is:  

𝜎𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑦,𝐿 = 1.8408% ∗ √252 = 29.22% 

The 252 trading days are used as its common practice and the average amount of trading days over a 

long period (Hull, 2014). On average, there are 251.6 trading days per year in the data used, and thus 

the 252 “rule” seems applicable though mathematically, the actual number could have been used as 

well. Based on this argumentation, it can therefore be seen that the long-run average yearly volatility is 

29.22%, which according to GARCH(1,1) theory, the current volatility will tend towards.  

Furthermore, is a 𝛾 deduced using equation 6.14: 

𝛾 =
0.00002026

0.00033887
= 0.05978272 

The sum of 𝛼, 𝛽, and 𝛾 is thus 0.11967446 + 0.82054282 + 0.05978272 = 1. The daily GARCH(1,1) 

variance can thus be calculated using equation 6.8. 

𝜎09.03.2021
2 = 0.00002026 + 0.11967446 ∗ 0.04062 + 0.82054282 ∗ 0.0006 = 0.0007161111      

The same results can be obtained through equation 6.6 as 𝜔 = 𝛾𝑉𝐿: 

𝜎09.03.2021
2 = 0.05978272 ∗ 0.00033887 + 0.11967446 ∗ 0.04062 + 0.82054282 ∗ 0.006 = 0.00071611 

Based on the daily GARCH(1,1) variance is the daily volatility for Apple calculated as: 

𝜎09.03.2021 = √0.00071611 = 0.02676 

The daily GARCH(1,1) volatility is thus 2.676%; therefore, the yearly volatility can be calculated: 

 
10 The evolutionary solving method has also been tried with better estimates.  
11 As 𝑣𝑖 is defined as 𝜎𝑖

2 the value 0.0006 is therefore already squared.  
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𝜎𝑌𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑙𝑦 = 0.02676 ∗ √252 = 42.4806% 

The GARCH(1,1) volatility is thus only marginally closer to the implied ATM volatility of 35.6145% than 

the historical volatility of 28.7296% but nothing impressive, with deviances of 6.8661% and 6.8848%, 

respectively.  

The GARCH(1,1) volatility for all companies and the S&P 500 index is deduced the same way. 

Furthermore, all the prices are thus calculated through the BSM, which will create the possibility of 

comparing models and yield a proxy for volatility as an additional factor in the Fama & French factor 

model. 

𝑑1 =
ln (
121.08
121.25

) + (0.0727%− 0.6772%+
35.6145%2

2
) ∗

38
365.2425

35.6145% ∗ √
38

365.2425

= 0.03975 

𝑑2 = 0.03975 − 35.6145% ∗ √
38

365.2425
= −0.0751 

𝑐 = 𝑒−0.6772%∗
38

365.2425
 (121.08 ∗ 𝑁(0.03975) − 121.25 ∗ 𝑁(−0.0751)) = 5.4254 

The GARCH(1,1) model thus prices a roughly European 1 month ATM call option on Apple to $5.4254 

Boeing (BA) will also be used as an example because its broad and relatively liquid option-chain that 

produces almost “textbook” volatility smiles (Appendix 8.1) 

The 1M implied volatility for BA is 47.4907%, the GARCH(1,1) model volatility is 44.3503%, and the 

historical volatility is 36.3593%; thus, the GARCH(1.1) model produces significantly better results in 

the case. A call option price of $14.3758 is obtained through the same method as stated above. All 

other GARCH(1,1) estimations can be seen in the uploaded in the Excel document “GARCH”.  

8.1.1 Testing the precision of the GARCH(1,1) model. 

 
The ATM prices and price errors have been calculated for all companies and the S&P 500 index (for 

1M, 3M,6M, and 12M). P&G is, however, excluded due to similar prices, which lead to estimation 

errors. After correcting for such, a GARCH(1,1) volatility for P&G was obtained, however, only at 

6.139%, which is significantly lower than the historical and implied one of 17.718% and 20.777%, 

respectively, and seems unreasonable. 

The table below illustrates the ATM volatilities and the errors of such (Appendix 8.2 or “Vola Smile”)12:   

 
12 The SABR model’s values are also included in the ark or Appendix though discussed later.  
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Table 8.1 

The GARCH(1,1) produces more accurate estimations on average while slightly worse using the 

median; both are calculated based upon the absolute values. Both models underestimate the implied 

ATM volatility on average, whereas the nominal average is -1.03% and -3.17% for the GARCH(1,1) and 

Historical model. The price errors produced based upon the ATM volatilities are presented in table 8.2. 

Ticker: Market ATM Vol GARCH(1,1) Vol GARCH(1,1) error in PP Historical Vol Historical error in PP

AXP 32.634% 35.412% 2.78% 28.828% -3.81%

AMGN 24.821% 21.177% -3.64% 25.147% 0.33%

AAPL 35.614% 42.481% 6.87% 28.730% -6.88%

BA 47.491% 44.350% -3.14% 36.359% -11.13%

CAT 30.595% 31.388% 0.79% 29.077% -1.52%

CSCO 23.979% 30.808% 6.83% 26.395% 2.42%

CVX 34.422% 30.109% -4.31% 28.091% -6.33%

GS 33.816% 27.222% -6.59% 29.448% -4.37%

HD 24.157% 27.607% 3.45% 23.093% -1.06%

HON 25.404% 27.474% 2.07% 25.001% -0.40%

IBM 25.026% 23.737% -1.29% 23.113% -1.91%

INTC 37.879% 43.151% 5.27% 29.339% -8.54%

JNJ 21.339% 19.973% -1.37% 17.506% -3.83%

KO 19.623% 18.942% -0.68% 17.943% -1.68%

JPM 29.203% 23.139% -6.06% 28.832% -0.37%

MCD 22.538% 16.025% -6.51% 19.636% -2.90%

MMM 26.117% 21.889% -4.23% 21.948% -4.17%

MRK 21.339% 19.002% -2.34% 20.767% -0.57%

MSFT 27.039% 31.109% 4.07% 25.857% -1.18%

NKE 36.427% 23.149% -13.28% 26.244% -10.18%

TRV 27.357% 25.863% -1.49% 22.940% -4.42%

UNH 28.324% 24.327% -4.00% 26.156% -2.17%

CRM 33.782% 39.212% 5.43% 35.240% 1.46%

VZ 19.880% 19.611% -0.27% 17.944% -1.94%

V 26.235% 25.626% -0.61% 25.074% -1.16%

WBA 40.633% 25.876% -14.76% 28.442% -12.19%

WMT 23.009% 17.838% -5.17% 19.606% -3.40%

DIS 37.029% 42.060% 5.03% 25.391% -11.64%

DOW 37.433% 40.825% 3.39% 50.302% 12.87%

S&P 500 1M 18.626% 20.665% 2.04% 17.262% -1.36%

S&P 500 3M 20.691% 20.665% -0.03% 17.262% -3.43%

S&P 500 6M 21.412% 20.665% -0.75% 17.262% -4.15%

S&P 500 12M 22.248% 20.665% -1.58% 17.262% -4.99%

Average (Absolute) 3.94% 4.20%

Median (Absolute) 3.45% 3.40%
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Table 8.2  

The GARCH(1,1) model performs a little worse than we expected relative to the historical values, at 

least on first eye glimpse. The median and average (in absolute terms) were expected to be exceeding 

those of the historical one at a greater rate. As they stand at the table, they both underestimate relative 

to the market price for raw values, just as presented in the section above. However, on average, the 

GARCH(1,1) is only -3.28% off, while the historical errors are on average -10.72% off; this is primarily 

due to the GARCH(1,1) volatility is higher in 22 out of 33 cases (not including P&G and including all 

maturities for the S&P 500). 

As previously stated, Table 8.1 showcases the errors of the ATM volatility, which is also the volatility 

primarily in focus in the paper. However, it does not shed light on the whole option chain, which figure 

8.2 below indicates for four selected companies. The GARCH(1,1) model is more accurate in pricing 

ATM options for APPL(though very little, as previously discussed), DIS, and BA and performs worse for 

GS. Therefore, treating the volatility as stochastic yields slightly better results in estimating the true 

volatility of the assets, which in this paper is assumed to be the 1M ATM volatility. Furthermore, it must 

be stated that the implied volatility for Apple is very noisy; it should not go up/down as it does for low 

level of moneyness, but be a smooth curve like DIS. The graphs for the other companies (and the S&P 

500) can be seen in “Vola Smile.” 

Ticker: Market Price GARCH(1,1) Price GARCH(1,1) error (in %) Historical Price Historical error  (in %)

AXP 6.05                           6.57                           8.55% 5.34                          -11.81%

AMGN 6.98                           5.90                           -15.41% 7.06                          1.15%

AAPL 5.43                           6.49                           19.68% 4.35                          -19.75%

BA 14.38                         13.45                         -6.45% 11.09                        -22.88%

CAT 6.90                           7.12                           3.18% 6.48                          -6.08%

CSCO 1.35                           1.81                           33.71% 1.50                          10.99%

CVX 4.35                           3.75                           -13.89% 3.46                          -20.38%

GS 14.40                         11.60                         -19.42% 12.55                        -12.86%

HD 7.88                           9.05                           14.89% 7.51                          -4.60%

HON 5.53                           6.07                           9.93% 5.42                          -1.93%

IBM 3.30                           3.10                           -6.17% 3.00                          -9.15%

INTC 3.06                           3.48                           13.83% 2.37                          -22.42%

JNJ 3.28                           3.00                           -8.31% 2.51                          -23.23%

KO 1.65                           1.60                           -2.62% 1.54                          -6.45%

JPM 6.43                           5.26                           -18.16% 6.35                          -1.11%

MCD 5.13                           3.40                           -33.75% 4.35                          -15.07%

MMM 6.35                           5.37                           -15.42% 5.38                          -15.21%

MRK 1.53                           1.31                           -14.22% 1.47                          -3.61%

MSFT 7.45                           8.67                           16.41% 7.10                          -4.76%

NKE 6.78                           4.47                           -34.03% 5.01                          -26.10%

TRV 4.70                           4.41                           -6.26% 3.83                          -18.49%

UNH 13.65                         11.85                         -13.18% 12.67                        -7.15%

CRM 9.95                           11.42                         14.75% 10.34                        3.96%

VZ 1.94                           1.92                           -0.95% 1.81                          -6.85%

V 7.55                           7.38                           -2.28% 7.22                          -4.35%

WBA 2.91                           2.01                           -30.88% 2.16                          -25.54%

WMT 3.20                           2.35                           -26.54% 2.64                          -17.49%

DIS 8.85                           10.11                         14.20% 5.94                          -32.85%

DOW 2.74                           3.01                           9.87% 3.77                          37.45%

S&P 500 1M 9.07                           10.10                         11.40% 8.42                          -7.11%

S&P 500 3M 16.09                         16.10                         0.07% 13.37                        -16.90%

S&P 500 6M 22.51                         21.72                         -3.49% 17.98                        -20.15%

S&P 500 12M 32.63                         30.26                         -7.27% 25.07                        -23.16%

Average (Absolute) 13.61% 13.97%

Median (Absolute) 13.83% 12.86%
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Figure 8.2 

 

The model performance of the GARCH(1,1) and historical model can be seen in the table below. 

Whereas GARCH(1,1) produces a 15.55% lower average (from 25.82 to 22.35) furthermore, it yields a 

lower median. There are quite substantial differences in the mean and median measure due to the large 

deviations in the data, with some relatively significant outliers, even after separating the DJIA companies 

from the S&P 500. 
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Table 8.3 

The GARCH(1,1) model produces better results in depicting the Implied ATM volatility, the pricing errors, 

and the pricing errors for the whole model. The GARCH(1,1) model is not perfect in any of the areas 

measured; however, it performs better than the historical average. It is thus relatively decent at pricing 

ATM. However, both the historical and the GARCH(1,1) volatility yields worse results (measured as 

squared differences in implied vol vs. model vol) as the strike prices move away from ATM. This 

phenomenon does not affect prices as much, as very ITM or OTM options are significantly less sensitive 

to volatility due to vega, which is significantly higher the closer to ATM, which is discussed in further 

detail later. However, looking at figure 8.2, it is clear that improvements can be made to captures the 

convexity in the volatility behavior. Overall the GARCH(1,1) model is the superior model of the two and 

will be used as the initial volatility measure in the SABR model. 

8.2 The SABR model 

 

The SABR model is extrapolated based on forward prices, whereas the stock (and index) price(s) has 

been discounted to be forward prices as no arbitrage is assumed. This is done through: 

                                                   𝑓0 = 𝑆0𝑒
(𝑟−𝑞)(𝑇−𝑡), (8.2)13 

(Hull, 2014, p.112) 

 
13 The equation is corrected based on the notation used in the paper.  

Ticker: GARCH(1,1) Model SSPE Historical Model SSPE

AXP 3.91                                         7.91                                     

AMGN 12.68                                       3.37                                     

AAPL 23.57                                       27.26                                   

BA 36.92                                       169.96                                 

CAT 20.55                                       25.07                                   

CSCO 1.01                                         0.20                                     

CVX 6.05                                         8.39                                     

GS 177.18                                     119.15                                 

HD 64.51                                       58.20                                   

HON 12.93                                       14.91                                   

IBM 11.32                                       11.70                                   

INTC 1.45                                         3.56                                     

JNJ 7.54                                         10.24                                   

KO 1.16                                         1.19                                     

JPM 13.50                                       5.48                                     

MCD 42.50                                       33.26                                   

MMM 22.60                                       22.45                                   

MRK 0.78                                         0.57                                     

MSFT 20.93                                       16.92                                   

NKE 36.24                                       26.55                                   

TRV 21.15                                       24.77                                   

UNH 27.04                                       16.39                                   

CRM 27.25                                       22.53                                   

VZ 0.64                                         0.72                                     

V 20.69                                       21.33                                   

WBA 3.48                                         2.58                                     

WMT 4.12                                         2.75                                     

DIS 21.62                                       81.88                                   

DOW 4.78                                         9.55                                     

S&P 500 1M 224.60                                     245.34                                 

S&P 500 3M 1,535.23                                  2,311.77                              

S&P 500 6M 3,598.13                                  6,171.55                              

S&P 500 12M 3,220.50                                  4,594.23                              

Average 22.35                                       25.82                                   

Median 13.50                                       14.91                                   
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In order to estimate the SABR model one of its variables, 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝜌, and 𝑣 must be constant and therefore 

not estimated by the model. There are two possibilities 𝛽 and 𝛼. 𝛽 can be chosen if there is knowledge 

in the market about how the volatility evolves; however, as discussed in the “SABR Theory” section, 

estimating the 𝛽 is very time-sensitive and is often fixed to a value of 0, 0.5 or 1, which is more 

common in practice (West, 2005).  

𝛼 can be chosen to be set as a constant if it is possible to estimate the initial volatility in the market. 

This can be performed by estimating 𝜌 and 𝑣 through the 𝜎𝐴𝑇𝑀. Inverting equation 6.19 and noting 𝛼 is 

the root of the cubic equation. 

[
(1 − 𝛽)2𝑇

24𝑓2−2𝛽
] 𝛼3 + [

𝜌𝛽𝑣𝑇

4𝑓1−𝛽
] 𝛼2 + [1 +

2 − 3𝜌2

24
𝑣2𝑇]𝛼 − 𝜎𝐴𝑇𝑀𝑓

1−𝛽 = 0 (8.3) 

In the minimization algorithm, all iterations of 𝛼 is deduced in terms of 𝜌 and 𝑣 by solving equation 2.2 

for 𝛼 = 𝛼(𝜌, 𝑣). The SSE formula thus becomes: 

(�̂�, �̂�, 𝑣) = arg𝑚𝑖𝑛∑ {𝜎𝑖
𝑚𝑘𝑡 − 𝜎𝐵(𝑓𝑖, 𝐾𝑖; 𝛼(𝜌, 𝑣), 𝑝, 𝑣)}

2

𝑖
 

However, this process is quite time-consuming as 𝜌 and 𝑣 are produced quite easily, but it must use a 

root-finding algorithm to deduce 𝛼 from equation 8.3 that uses 𝛽, 𝜌, 𝑣, 𝑓, 𝐾, 𝜎𝐴𝑇𝑀, and 𝑇 as inputs anyway 

(Rouah n.d.) 

We wanted an initial volatility measure from outside the model that could describe the 𝛼. The raw 10-

year historic values could be used; however, it would be very noisy, and arguably antiquated values 

would weigh as much as newer, more representative ones, especially when the period in which the 

volatility is used is for contracts that expire 38 days later. GARCH(1,1) weights the historical volatilities 

and gives newer observations more weight relative to old, maybe outdated, ones, and will yield in current 

initial volatility which was desired.  

Therefore it has been possible to estimate the initial volatility in the market via the GARCH(1,1) model, 

and for those reasons are the model volatility used as initial volatility, or 𝛼, in the SABR model. 

Furthermore, this approach has yielded the best results for the SABR model.  

The three variables,  𝛽, 𝜌, and 𝑣 are estimated through a minimization of the squared errors relative to 

the implied volatilities in the option chain. This minimization process has been performed using equation 

6.18 for all companies (also P&G though it is excluded in the conclusions in this paper) and the S&P 

500 index ETF. For Boeing (BA): 

𝑀𝑖𝑛 (∑((107.106%− 103.496%)2 +⋯+ (65.325%− 65.721%)2)

𝑚

𝑖=1

) = 0.00997218 

Or an average SSE of 0.00019944 based on the 50 options in the option chain expiring on the 16th of 

April. The SSE formula has been minimized using MS Excel Solver-function which performed as shown 

below: 
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Figure 8.3 

𝜎𝑆𝐴𝐵𝑅 is calculated through the use of equations 6.17.a,b and, c with respect to the restrictions on the 

parameters as discussed in the theory section 6.2. The sum of  the squared errors is 0.00997218 is 

calculated above, which is quite low, and thus the SABR volatilities depicture the implied volatilities with 

great accuracy. From the estimations, it can be seen that 𝛽 yields a value of 0.9953, 𝜌 is -0.1089, and 

𝑣 is 2.6327 for Boeing. In general, all the companies and the S&P 500 index ETF all have a 𝛽 that is 

quite high and often close or exactly 1 with a few exceptions such as HD (𝛽 of 0.5151) and KO (𝛽 of 

0.7673). At first glance, it might look like the process for forward prices is lognormally distributed (and 

thus a similiar model to Black). However, there is a “leverage effect” as the correlation between the 

Brownian motions for the return and the volatility is not 0, as  𝜌 is -0.1089  for Boeing. The companies 

with high 𝛽 (𝛽 = 1) also had a 𝜌 < 0, AMGN (𝛽 = 1, 𝜌 = −0.2208), AAPL (𝛽 = 0.9491, 𝜌 = −0.1651), 

MSFT (𝛽 = 0.9474, 𝜌 = −0.5334), and SPY (𝛽 = 0.9318, 𝜌 = −0.6674). All the parameters for the 

respective assets can be seen in “Vole Smile.” 

After the minimization of SSE, can the SABR volatility for all exercise prices for a 38-day option 

(calculated the 9th of March on contracts maturing the 16th of April) be seen in column “S” in figure 3. 

For Boeing, the ATM SABR volatility is calculated to be 45.684% (Appendix 8.3 or “Vola Smile”). 
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𝑧 =
2.6328

0.443503
(230.6274 ∗ 230)

1−0.9953
2 ln (

230.6274

230
) = 0.0166 

𝑥(𝑧) = ln [
√1 − 2 ∗ (−0.1089) ∗ 0.01662 + 0.0166 − (−0.1089)

1 − (−0.1089)
] = 0.0166 

𝜎𝐵(230,230.6274)

=

0.443503 {1 + [
1 − 0.99532

24
∗

0.4435032

(230.6274 ∗ 230)1−0.9953
+
1
4
∗
−0.1089 ∗ 0.9953 ∗ 2.6328 ∗ 0.443503

(230.6274 ∗ 230)
1−0.9953

2

+
2 − 3 ∗ (−0.10892)

24
∗ 2.63282]

38
365.2425

}

(230.6274 ∗ 230)
1−0.9953

2 [1 +
(1 − 0.9953)2

24
ln2
230.6274
230

+
(1 − 0.9953)4

1920
ln4
230.6274
230

]

∗
0.0166

0.0166
= 0.45684 

The SABR model thus estimates the volatility for a European ATM call option expiring the 16th of April 

(thus 38 days till maturity at the time of the estimation) to 45.684%, which is relatively close to the implied 

volatility of 47.491%. The performance of the SABR model for a selection of securities can be seen 

below in figure 8.4 (other securities can be seen in “Vola Smile”) 

 

Figure 8.4.  

The SABR model has furthermore been estimated on the S&P 500 ETF, SPY, for about 1M, 3M, 6M, 

and 12M maturity. There is no time element in the SABR model; the model gives a current picture of the 

behavior of volatility and not how it has evolved over a period of time. The estimation is deduced to 

argue if the model captures the pricing/volatility behavior given that the time frame increases.  
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Figure 8.5. 

The shape of the volatilities changes as the time to maturity increases; for the 1M S&P 500, the shape 

is very steep coming from high volatilities, whereas the shape becomes more convex and curved as the 

time to expiration is increased. The average SSE, (
𝑀𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 𝑆𝑆𝐸

𝑛
), in these models for the different maturities 

are 0.00130014, 0.00160290, 0.00065800, and 0.00104875, respectively, and thus the 6M are the most 

accurate and the 12M the second-most accurate model which, together with the ATM Implied volatility, 

ATM SABR volatility and the difference between the two can be seen below (Appendix 8.4):  

 
Table 8.4. 

As can be seen, the ATM SABR volatility increases as the time to maturity do as well, which is expected  

as there is a theta value as the risk for specific movements in the market rises as more trading days are 

occurring within the period of the contract and thus higher risks (Hull, 2014). There is, however, no clear 

trend in the accuracy of the ATM SABR volatility relative to the Implied volatility, as it improves gradually 

but increases again for the 12M contract.  

S&P 500 maturities Average SSE ATM SABR Volatility ATM Implied Volatility Relative Difference Difference in PP

1M 0.00130014     14.221% 18.626% -23.649% -4.405%

3M 0.00160290     16.943% 20.691% -18.110% -3.747%

6M 0.00065800     19.724% 21.412% -7.884% -1.688%

12M 0.00104875     19.322% 22.248% -13.152% -2.926%
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The more step the volatility smile, the more inaccurate the model (though the model is still relatively 

accurate) if the volatility does not catch back up for the OTM calls as seen for HD, in the model due to 

the 𝑣 parameter must be very high to follow the implied volatilities from “extreme” values. 

 

 
Figure 8.6. 

In order to follow the implied volatilities all the way down for options with very low moneyness, thus very 

ITM options, the SABR model cannot compensate around ATM where the ATM volatility is 2.159% 

which deviates significantly from the implied ATM vol for HD at 24.1572% (Appendix 8.5). As mentioned 

before, HD is a “special” case where 𝑣 = 8.1374, which is relatively high. Furthermore, some of the 

options far from ATM are not that liquid either in terms of volume or open interest, so non-perfect pricing 

is expected and can be seen as there should, in theory, not be these small “steps” or jumps in the curve. 

Also, one would not expect about 25% implied volatility for so many contracts, ranging from about 0.9 

to 1.2 in moneyness.  

As seen in figure 8.7, the S&P 500 implied volatilities are smooth lines as it is significantly more liquid, 

thus arguably better or more “correct” conclusions can be made. However, as stated, the S&P 500 index 

ETF also faces very high volatilities for very ITM options, especially at 1M and 3M. Therefore, an 

estimation of the SABR model for those four contracts has been performed again. However, now “only” 

including contracts ranging from 0.7 to 1.3 (or as close as possible)14 in terms of moneyness and thus 

exclude “extreme” values, primarily on the ITM side, that affects the whole model.  

 
14 For 1M no values beyond 1.279 in moneyness are included due to their pricing.  
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Figure 8.7.  

Though already relatively low errors on average, the exclusion of “extreme” values yields an even more 

excellent fit of all the maturities (Appendix 8.6), and for the 3M, the lines are almost identical.  

 
Table 8.5. 

As can be deduced in the table, the model average SSE per option (observation) is significantly lower; 

about 6.7, 9.2, and 8.5 times for 1M, 6M, and 12M, respectively, while the average SSE for the 3M is 

about 96.6 times lower and almost fits perfectly. The Exclusion of the “extremes,” thus reducing the 

option-chain, signify some traded contracts are not included, and thus liquidity in the chain is excluded. 

Furthermore, the amount of liquidity in the option-chain excluded is relatively insignificant. The table 

below represents the volume and open interest excluded for the different maturities (see “Option 

Data_INDEX”)  

 
Table 8.6. 

S&P 500 maturities Average SSE ATM SABR Volatility ATM Implied Volatility Relative Difference Difference in PP

1M 0.00019347     17.581% 18.626% -5.608% -1.045%

3M 0.00001659     20.422% 20.691% -1.299% -0.269%

6M 0.00007174     20.432% 21.412% -4.578% -0.980%

12M 0.00012339     20.464% 22.248% -8.016% -1.783%

S&P 500 maturities Volume Open Interest

1M 0.049% 0.420%

3M 2.042% 2.194%

6M 0.658% 4.150%

12M 12.375% 5.470%
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Almost no volume or open interest has been excluded by the exclusion of the “extremes” the 12.375% 

volume for 12M an outlier, but that is primarily due to the whole option-chain being illiquid in terms of 

volume that particular day whereas it process high open interest and thus more meaningful in this case. 

The following section is a further test of the unadjusted and then adjusted model. All raw option data, 

including volume, can be seen in “Option Data_INDEX.” 

The SABR minimization minimizes the squared errors between the implied market volatilities and the 

SABR volatility and not a minimization of the SSPE. The S&P500 1M produces an SSPE on the SABR 

model to 131.902, which is based on a minimization of the squared differences between the SABR and 

the implied volatility; thus, all options in the option chain will have equal weight, and the SABR model 

tries to fit all the options as good as possible regardless if they are very ITM, OTM or ATM, however, for 

an SSPE approach it does matter, as the pricing is significantly more sensitive around ATM then far ITM 

or OTM (as the vega for around ATM option is higher than far OTM or ITM). Therefore, by estimating 

the volatility wrong by, e.g., 20 percentage points in far ITM options matter way less than just a few 

percentages off at ATM territory. Figure 8.8 is an example of how the model would look given the SSPE, 

which is minimized and not the SSE on the volatility (on unadjusted data). This approach is discussed 

in section 8.2.3. 

 
Figure 8.8. 

The model still has (unsurprisingly) a quite good fit; the average SSE went from 0.00129994 to 

0.00461954, thus a higher model SSE but still relatively low, but will produce an SSPE of 8.477 for the 

SABR model, thus significantly lower than the 131.886 it had through the standard SSE estimation. 

However, as previously stated, the options with low moneyness, and thus very ITM, don´t matter as 

much (in terms of pricing) in an SSPE minimization as the closer to ATM, the more sensitive the pricing 

becomes, a 1% increase in vol matters significantly more for an ATM option relative to a very ITM option. 

As seen from around moneyness of 0.8 and through the option chain, which values matters significantly 
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more (in terms of pricing), the fit is substantially better, as seen in figure 8.8. This will furthermore be 

discussed later. 

8.2.1 Testing the precision of the raw SABR, GARCH(1,1) and Historical model. 

 
At first glance the SABR ATM volatilities are the worst performing of the three as a proxy or estimator 

of the implied ATM volatility (Appendix 8.1, 8.4, and “Vola Smile”). While the GARCH(1,1) is the most 

accurate as seen in Table 8.7.  

 
Table 8.7. 

However, as previously stated, this is partly due to “extreme” values, which disproportionally hurts the 

ATM volatility accuracy of the SABR model, while the overall SABR model, from moneyness, not around 

1, performs quite well. Before correcting for extreme values, as previously done with the S&P 500 (in 

the section 8.2.2, the ATM pricing errors based on the volatilities in table 8.7 (Appendix 8.2 and “Vola 

Smile” are presented in the table below. 

Ticker: Market ATM Vol SABR ATM Vol SABR error in PP Historical Vol Historical error in PP GARCH(1,1) Vol GARCH(1,1) error in PP

AXP 32.634% 29.446% -3.19% 28.828% -3.81% 35.412% 2.778%

AMGN 24.821% 22.599% -2.22% 25.147% 0.33% 21.177% -3.645%

AAPL 35.614% 34.656% -0.96% 28.730% -6.88% 42.481% 6.866%

BA 47.491% 45.684% -1.81% 36.359% -11.13% 44.350% -3.140%

CAT 30.595% 21.840% -8.75% 29.077% -1.52% 31.388% 0.793%

CSCO 23.979% 23.396% -0.58% 26.395% 2.42% 30.808% 6.830%

CVX 34.422% 31.658% -2.76% 28.091% -6.33% 30.109% -4.312%

GS 33.816% 25.223% -8.59% 29.448% -4.37% 27.222% -6.594%

HD 24.157% 2.159% -22.00% 23.093% -1.06% 27.607% 3.449%

HON 25.404% 19.609% -5.80% 25.001% -0.40% 27.474% 2.070%

IBM 25.026% 14.233% -10.79% 23.113% -1.91% 23.737% -1.289%

INTC 37.879% 32.334% -5.55% 29.339% -8.54% 43.151% 5.272%

JNJ 21.339% 12.729% -8.61% 17.506% -3.83% 19.973% -1.366%

KO 19.623% 12.393% -7.23% 17.943% -1.68% 18.942% -0.682%

JPM 29.203% 23.455% -5.75% 28.832% -0.37% 23.139% -6.064%

MCD 22.538% 13.422% -9.12% 19.636% -2.90% 16.025% -6.513%

MMM 26.117% 20.016% -6.10% 21.948% -4.17% 21.889% -4.228%

MRK 21.339% 13.754% -7.58% 20.767% -0.57% 19.002% -2.336%

MSFT 27.039% 23.917% -3.12% 25.857% -1.18% 31.109% 4.070%

NKE 36.427% 25.879% -10.55% 26.244% -10.18% 23.149% -13.278%

TRV 27.357% 20.867% -6.49% 22.940% -4.42% 25.863% -1.494%

UNH 28.324% 19.403% -8.92% 26.156% -2.17% 24.327% -3.997%

CRM 33.782% 30.881% -2.90% 35.240% 1.46% 39.212% 5.430%

VZ 19.880% 19.046% -0.83% 17.944% -1.94% 19.611% -0.269%

V 26.235% 16.454% -9.78% 25.074% -1.16% 25.626% -0.609%

WBA 40.633% 29.738% -10.89% 28.442% -12.19% 25.876% -14.757%

WMT 23.009% 17.583% -5.43% 19.606% -3.40% 17.838% -5.171%

DIS 37.029% 27.092% -9.94% 25.391% -11.64% 42.060% 5.031%

DOW 37.433% 32.398% -5.04% 50.302% 12.87% 40.825% 3.392%

S&P 500 1M 18.626% 14.221% -4.40% 17.262% -1.36% 20.665% 2.040%

S&P 500 3M 20.691% 16.943% -3.75% 17.262% -3.43% 20.665% -0.025%

S&P 500 6M 21.412% 19.724% -1.69% 17.262% -4.15% 20.665% -0.747%

S&P 500 12M 22.248% 19.322% -2.93% 17.262% -4.99% 20.665% -1.582%

Average (Absolute) 6.18% 4.20% 3.94%

Median (Absolute) 5.75% 3.40% 3.45%
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Table 8.8. 

Table 8.9 represents the Historic, GARCH(1,1), and SABR sum-of-squared pricing errors (SSPE) for 

the whole model (and not just ATM), which is calculated based on the calculated call prices for the 

respective models (Appendix 8.2). For 29 of the 33 securities, are the SABR model pricing error the 

lowest; in two cases, is it the 2nd lowest (AXP and DIS), and in two cases (HD and MRK), is it the worst 

of the three. 

Ticker: Market Price SABR Price SABR error (in %) Historical Price Historical error  (in %) GARCH(1,1) price GARCH(1,1) error

AXP 6.05                    5.46                    -9.80% 5.34                          -11.81% 6.57                           8.550%

AMGN 6.98                    6.32                    -9.38% 7.06                          1.15% 5.90                           -15.413%

AAPL 5.43                    5.28                    -2.73% 4.35                          -19.75% 6.49                           19.682%

BA 14.38                  13.84                  -3.69% 11.09                        -22.88% 13.45                         -6.449%

CAT 6.90                    4.49                    -34.88% 6.48                          -6.08% 7.12                           3.180%

CSCO 1.35                    1.31                    -2.63% 1.50                          10.99% 1.81                           33.706%

CVX 4.35                    3.96                    -8.89% 3.46                          -20.38% 3.75                           -13.888%

GS 14.40                  10.76                  -25.30% 12.55                        -12.86% 11.60                         -19.422%

HD 7.88                    0.44                    -94.47% 7.51                          -4.60% 9.05                           14.893%

HON 5.53                    4.00                    -27.65% 5.42                          -1.93% 6.07                           9.927%

IBM 3.30                    1.61                    -51.25% 3.00                          -9.15% 3.10                           -6.165%

INTC 3.06                    2.62                    -14.54% 2.37                          -22.42% 3.48                           13.828%

JNJ 3.28                    1.59                    -51.61% 2.51                          -23.23% 3.00                           -8.307%

KO 1.65                    1.19                    -27.41% 1.54                          -6.45% 1.60                           -2.619%

JPM 6.43                    5.32                    -17.21% 6.35                          -1.11% 5.26                           -18.164%

MCD 5.13                    2.71                    -47.13% 4.35                          -15.07% 3.40                           -33.753%

MMM 6.35                    4.94                    -22.24% 5.38                          -15.21% 5.37                           -15.421%

MRK 1.53                    0.83                    -45.70% 1.47                          -3.61% 1.31                           -14.225%

MSFT 7.45                    6.51                    -12.57% 7.10                          -4.76% 8.67                           16.413%

NKE 6.78                    4.94                    -27.03% 5.01                          -26.10% 4.47                           -34.032%

TRV 4.70                    3.42                    -27.14% 3.83                          -18.49% 4.41                           -6.259%

UNH 13.65                  9.65                    -29.30% 12.67                        -7.15% 11.85                         -13.176%

CRM 9.95                    9.17                    -7.86% 10.34                        3.96% 11.42                         14.745%

VZ 1.94                    1.88                    -2.94% 1.81                          -6.85% 1.92                           -0.955%

V 7.55                    4.78                    -36.65% 7.22                          -4.35% 7.38                           -2.283%

WBA 2.91                    2.24                    -22.82% 2.16                          -25.54% 2.01                           -30.883%

WMT 3.20                    2.31                    -27.84% 2.64                          -17.49% 2.35                           -26.543%

DIS 8.85                    6.37                    -28.03% 5.94                          -32.85% 10.11                         14.196%

DOW 2.74                    2.34                    -14.64% 3.77                          37.45% 3.01                           9.870%

S&P 500 1M 9.07                    6.87                    -24.16% 8.42                          -7.11% 10.10                         11.404%

S&P 500 3M 16.09                  13.06                  -18.81% 13.37                        -16.90% 16.10                         0.068%

S&P 500 6M 22.51                  20.65                  -8.26% 17.98                        -20.15% 21.72                         -3.492%

S&P 500 12M 32.63                  28.18                  -13.64% 25.07                        -23.16% 30.26                         -7.265%

Average (Absolute) 24.19% 13.97% 13.61%

Median (Absolute) 22.82% 12.86% 13.83%
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Table 8.9. 

The "Average" and "Median" measure is for the 29 companies (P&G is still excluded) while the "Average 

S&P 500" covers those four contracts on the index separately as their values are significantly higher, 

and thus would bias the regular average quite substantially. However, especially for the liquid and broad 

option-chain in the S&P 500 is the SABR model far superior (these are for the unadjusted option-chain 

still, so the "extreme" values are still included). Furthermore, it can be deduced that the GARCH(1,1) 

volatility is better than the historical model as it produces a lower average and median metric. This is 

expected as the GARCH(1,1) treats the volatility as stochastic, while the GARCH(1,1) volatility used as 

initial volatility in the SABR model will furthermore produce significantly better results than the 

GARCH(1,1) and historic model with a constant variance.. 

The behavior of the squared pricing errors for the whole option-chain for Apple, Disney, Boeing, and 

Goldman Sachs can be seen below. The rest can be seen in “Vola Smile.” 

Ticker: Historical SSPE GARCH(1,1) SSPE SABR SSPE

AXP 7.91                         3.91                           5.28                           

AMGN 3.37                         12.68                         1.14                           

AAPL 27.26                       23.57                         0.65                           

BA 169.96                     36.92                         2.60                           

CAT 25.07                       20.55                         12.72                         

CSCO 0.20                         1.01                           0.02                           

CVX 8.39                         6.05                           0.38                           

GS 119.15                     177.18                       113.31                       

HD 58.20                       64.51                         151.66                       

HON 14.91                       12.93                         4.94                           

IBM 11.70                       11.32                         5.28                           

INTC 3.56                         1.45                           0.66                           

JNJ 10.24                       7.54                           5.92                           

KO 1.19                         1.16                           0.62                           

JPM 5.48                         13.50                         8.58                           

MCD 33.26                       42.50                         9.98                           

MMM 22.45                       22.60                         9.08                           

MRK 0.57                         0.78                           1.27                           

MSFT 16.92                       20.93                         5.00                           

NKE 26.55                       36.24                         15.63                         

TRV 24.77                       21.15                         3.85                           

UNH 16.39                       27.04                         48.40                         

CRM 22.53                       27.25                         8.08                           

VZ 0.72                         0.64                           0.28                           

V 21.33                       20.69                         29.41                         

WBA 2.58                         3.48                           1.32                           

WMT 2.75                         4.12                           2.41                           

DIS 81.88                       21.62                         25.61                         

DOW 9.55                         4.78                           1.11                           

S&P 500 1M 245.34                     224.60                       131.89                       

S&P 500 3M 2,311.77                  1,535.23                    504.06                       

S&P 500 6M 6,171.55                  3,598.13                    386.38                       

S&P 500 12M 4,594.23                  3,220.50                    570.82                       

Average 25.82                       22.35                         16.39                         

Median 14.91                       13.50                         5.00                           

Average S&P 500 3,330.72                  2,144.61                    398.28                       
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Figure 8.9. 

The SABR model is significantly better at all levels of moneyness (including ATM) for Apple and Boeing 

than the other models. The SABR model produces better prices for more or less all levels of moneyness 

except around ATM for Disney and Goldman Sachs. The errors in Goldman Sachs are especially high 

(not only for the SABR model) due to the very high volatilities it possesses for very ITM options. 

However, the SABR model is still producing significantly lower errors for the four companies (over the 

whole chain) except for Goldman Sachs, in which the SABR model is only slightly better.  

For the unadjusted S&P 500 contracts, the squared pricing errors can be seen in figure 8.10 
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Figure 8.10 

For the unadjusted S&P 500 index ETF, there is a clear picture of the SABR model producing 

significantly lower pricing errors, except for 1M, where it is only slightly better (as a whole model and 

not ATM).  

8.2.2 Testing the precision of the adjusted SABR, GARCH(1,1) and Historic model. 

 
Regardless of minimization through SSE or SSPE, there are options in the chain with very high 

volatilities; these are often quite illiquid, as previously discussed in “The SABR model.” All “extreme” 

values, implicating moneyness under 0.7 or over 1.3, have been excluded together with options that 

have incorrect volatilities or other problems in general. Even though it is the option chains of the 

companies’ part of the Dow Jones Industrial Average Index, and thus very valuable and often old and 

reputable companies, there are relatively large problems with a significant amount of the companies’ 

option chains as it is simply not liquid enough as a whole or face inconsistencies in pricing. The new 

adjusted ATM SABR volatilities (Appendix 8.1 and 8.6) are shown below in table 8.10. 
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Table 8.10 

The adjusted model produces significantly better results in many cases, especially the “extreme” cases 

such as HD or IBM, which is now significantly closer to their respective implied volatility relative to the 

unadjusted model. Some companies had barely anything removed as almost all their values were within 

the 0.7 to 1.3 threshold, such as WBA, AMGN, and CVX. Now the SABR model produces the lowest 

errors in the ATM volatility of all models and all measure as the errors are reduced for almost all of them 

and especially Home Depot (HD), Disney (DIS), and IBM.   

The ATM pricing errors are unsurprisingly also lower and now performs better than the other models, 

as seen in table 8.11 (Appendix 8.7 and “Vola Smile No Extremes”), in which the average errors are 

reduced from 24.20% to 9.38%. Some companies have had more options excluded from the chain than 

others, only choosing options within the framework of moneyness of 0.7 to 1.3 is obviously subjective 

and a weighted choice of pros and cons, on one side, it does not change that much for some of the 

companies (though it improves many of the securities quite substantially) while on the other hand we 

still wish to have a relatively wide range and not exclude options with great liquidity and thus conclusions 

based on more, and more accurate, data.  

Ticker: Market ATM Vol SABR ATM Vol SABR error in PP Historical Vol Historical error in PP GARCH(1,1) Vol GARCH(1,1) error in PP

AXP 32.634% 30.348% -2.29% 28.828% -3.81% 35.412% 2.778%

AMGN 24.821% 22.599% -2.22% 25.147% 0.33% 21.177% -3.645%

AAPL 35.614% 35.018% -0.60% 28.730% -6.88% 42.481% 6.866%

BA 47.491% 46.481% -1.01% 36.359% -11.13% 44.350% -3.140%

CAT 30.595% 28.450% -2.14% 29.077% -1.52% 31.388% 0.793%

CSCO 23.979% 23.791% -0.19% 26.395% 2.42% 30.808% 6.830%

CVX 34.422% 31.643% -2.78% 28.091% -6.33% 30.109% -4.312%

GS 33.816% 29.300% -4.52% 29.448% -4.37% 27.222% -6.594%

HD 24.157% 21.251% -2.91% 23.093% -1.06% 27.607% 3.449%

HON 25.404% 22.855% -2.55% 25.001% -0.40% 27.474% 2.070%

IBM 25.026% 23.306% -1.72% 23.113% -1.91% 23.737% -1.289%

INTC 37.879% 37.235% -0.64% 29.339% -8.54% 43.151% 5.272%

JNJ 21.339% 18.296% -3.04% 17.506% -3.83% 19.973% -1.366%

KO 19.623% 19.214% -0.41% 17.943% -1.68% 18.942% -0.682%

JPM 29.203% 25.383% -3.82% 28.832% -0.37% 23.139% -6.064%

MCD 22.538% 15.997% -6.54% 19.636% -2.90% 16.025% -6.513%

MMM 26.117% 23.906% -2.21% 21.948% -4.17% 21.889% -4.228%

MRK 21.339% 20.155% -1.18% 20.767% -0.57% 19.002% -2.336%

MSFT 27.039% 25.711% -1.33% 25.857% -1.18% 31.109% 4.070%

NKE 36.427% 26.547% -9.88% 26.244% -10.18% 23.149% -13.278%

TRV 27.357% 22.944% -4.41% 22.940% -4.42% 25.863% -1.494%

UNH 28.324% 25.612% -2.71% 26.156% -2.17% 24.327% -3.997%

CRM 33.782% 31.965% -1.82% 35.240% 1.46% 39.212% 5.430%

VZ 19.880% 20.729% 0.85% 17.944% -1.94% 19.611% -0.269%

V 26.235% 23.903% -2.33% 25.074% -1.16% 25.626% -0.609%

WBA 40.633% 29.473% -11.16% 28.442% -12.19% 25.876% -14.757%

WMT 23.009% 19.304% -3.70% 19.606% -3.40% 17.838% -5.171%

DIS 37.029% 35.453% -1.58% 25.391% -11.64% 42.060% 5.031%

DOW 37.433% 37.075% -0.36% 50.302% 12.87% 40.825% 3.392%

S&P 500 1M 18.626% 17.581% -1.04% 17.262% -1.36% 20.665% 2.040%

S&P 500 3M 20.691% 20.422% -0.27% 17.262% -3.43% 20.665% -0.025%

S&P 500 6M 21.412% 20.432% -0.98% 17.262% -4.15% 20.665% -0.747%

S&P 500 12M 22.248% 20.464% -1.78% 17.262% -4.99% 20.665% -1.582%

Average (Absolute) 2.57% 4.20% 3.94%

Median (Absolute) 2.14% 3.40% 3.45%
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Table 8.11 

Table 8.12 represents the Historic, GARCH(1,1), and SABR SSPE for the whole model (and not just 

ATM). The SABR model is the best performer in all cases except JPM (Appendix 8.7 and 8.8), in which 

the historic model slightly outperforms the SABR model. For all other cases, SABR is either better or 

significantly better, which is especially true for the S&P 500, in which, on average, it performs about 64 

and 37 times better than the historic and GARCH(1,1) model, respectively.  

 

 

Ticker: Market Price SABR Price SABR error (in %) Historical Price Historical error from market price (in %) GARCH(1,1) price GARCH(1,1) error 

AXP 6.05                         5.63                           -7.02% 5.34                          -11.81% 6.57                           8.550%

AMGN 6.98                         6.32                           -9.38% 7.06                          1.15% 5.90                           -15.413%

AAPL 5.43                         5.33                           -1.70% 4.35                          -19.75% 6.49                           19.682%

BA 14.38                       14.08                         -2.06% 11.09                        -22.88% 13.45                         -6.449%

CAT 6.90                         6.31                           -8.57% 6.48                          -6.08% 7.12                           3.180%

CSCO 1.35                         1.34                           -0.84% 1.50                          10.99% 1.81                           33.706%

CVX 4.35                         3.96                           -8.94% 3.46                          -20.38% 3.75                           -13.888%

GS 14.40                       12.49                         -13.29% 12.55                        -12.86% 11.60                         -19.422%

HD 7.88                         6.89                           -12.54% 7.51                          -4.60% 9.05                           14.893%

HON 5.53                         4.85                           -12.18% 5.42                          -1.93% 6.07                           9.927%

IBM 3.30                         3.03                           -8.21% 3.00                          -9.15% 3.10                           -6.165%

INTC 3.06                         3.01                           -1.68% 2.37                          -22.42% 3.48                           13.828%

JNJ 3.28                         2.67                           -18.45% 2.51                          -23.23% 3.00                           -8.307%

KO 1.65                         1.62                           -1.56% 1.54                          -6.45% 1.60                           -2.619%

JPM 6.43                         5.69                           -11.43% 6.35                          -1.11% 5.26                           -18.164%

MCD 5.13                         3.39                           -33.89% 4.35                          -15.07% 3.40                           -33.753%

MMM 6.35                         5.84                           -8.05% 5.38                          -15.21% 5.37                           -15.421%

MRK 1.53                         1.42                           -7.20% 1.47                          -3.61% 1.31                           -14.225%

MSFT 7.45                         7.05                           -5.34% 7.10                          -4.76% 8.67                           16.413%

NKE 6.78                         5.06                           -25.31% 5.01                          -26.10% 4.47                           -34.032%

TRV 4.70                         3.83                           -18.47% 3.83                          -18.49% 4.41                           -6.259%

UNH 13.65                       12.45                         -8.81% 12.67                        -7.15% 11.85                         -13.176%

CRM 9.95                         9.46                           -4.92% 10.34                        3.96% 11.42                         14.745%

VZ 1.94                         2.00                           3.03% 1.81                          -6.85% 1.92                           -0.955%

V 7.55                         6.89                           -8.73% 7.22                          -4.35% 7.38                           -2.283%

WBA 2.91                         2.23                           -23.37% 2.16                          -25.54% 2.01                           -30.883%

WMT 3.20                         2.59                           -19.02% 2.64                          -17.49% 2.35                           -26.543%

DIS 8.85                         8.46                           -4.43% 5.94                          -32.85% 10.11                         14.196%

DOW 2.74                         2.71                           -1.03% 3.77                          37.45% 3.01                           9.870%

S&P 500 1M 9.07                         8.55                           -5.72% 8.42                          -7.11% 10.10                         11.404%

S&P 500 3M 16.09                       15.87                         -1.31% 13.37                        -16.90% 16.10                         0.068%

S&P 500 6M 22.51                       21.44                         -4.76% 17.98                        -20.15% 21.72                         -3.492%

S&P 500 12M 32.63                       29.93                         -8.25% 25.07                        -23.16% 30.26                         -7.265%

Average (Absolute) 9.38% 13.97% 13.61%

Median (Absolute) 8.21% 12.86% 13.83%
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Table 8.12 

Again, is the average separated into an average of the 29 companies and then the S&P 500 separately. 

The behavior of the squared pricing errors of the adjusted option-chain for AAPL, DIS, BA, and GS can 

be seen in figure 8.11 (see “Vola Smile No Extremes” for other securities) 

Ticker: Historical SSPE GARCH(1,1) SSPE SABR SSPE

AXP 7.50                         3.50                           1.3406                       

AMGN 3.37                         12.68                         1.1383                       

AAPL 27.06                       23.44                         0.4191                       

BA 161.04                     29.96                         0.6686                       

CAT 19.63                       15.11                         1.4905                       

CSCO 0.20                         1.01                           0.0181                       

CVX 7.35                         5.06                           0.3640                       

GS 103.33                     161.33                       29.9200                     

HD 12.63                       18.95                         12.4734                     

HON 12.38                       10.40                         1.4483                       

IBM 6.15                         5.77                           0.5364                       

INTC 3.31                         1.20                           0.0417                       

JNJ 7.99                         5.29                           1.1793                       

KO 0.31                         0.28                           0.1337                       

JPM 2.34                         10.35                         2.6267                       

MCD 25.01                       34.26                         5.4894                       

MMM 16.05                       16.20                         1.7831                       

MRK 0.12                         0.32                           0.0613                       

MSFT 15.18                       19.19                         1.2362                       

NKE 22.74                       32.43                         9.8177                       

TRV 19.13                       15.52                         2.4570                       

UNH 9.68                         20.33                         4.9922                       

CRM 13.23                       19.02                         4.6252                       

VZ 0.53                         0.45                           0.1191                       

V 5.61                         4.99                           2.6645                       

WBA 2.44                         3.34                           1.2421                       

WMT 2.75                         4.12                           2.4113                       

DIS 74.00                       13.90                         1.3570                       

DOW 6.51                         1.39                           0.0440                       

S&P 500 1M 237.37                     216.63                       13.5810                     

S&P 500 3M 2,187.74                  1,411.29                    4.5584                       

S&P 500 6M 5,800.48                  3,228.34                    65.7885                     

S&P 500 12M 3,115.55                  1,768.71                    93.4314                     

Average 20.26                       16.89                         3.18                           

Median 7.99                         10.40                         1.34                           

Average S&P 500 2,835.28                  1,656.24                    44.34                         
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Figure 8.11 

These are the same companies and the same graphs shown in figure 8.9. However, these are based 

upon the adjusted option chain. For Apple, it is hard to see any difference other than a shorter “right tail” 

in the adjusted model, though the adjusted model is more accurate ATM volatility, ATM-, and model 

pricing errors, as can be seen in table 8.10,8.11, and 8.12 relative to table 8.7, 8.8 and 8.9. For Boeing, 

the difference can be noted graphically as the SABR SPE does not rise as much around ATM as in the 

unadjusted model. DIS and GS, are there apparent differences between the adjusted and unadjusted 

model that can be observed graphically in which the SABR performs significantly better, especially for 

DIS. Most of the adjusted S&P 500 data was previously discussed; however, in figure 8.12 is the SPE 

shown for the four contracts on the index ETF.  
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Figure 8.12 

The adjusted SABR model performs better in estimating the S&P 500 ATM volatility, as discussed 

earlier. Furthermore, its ATM SPE is lower, as showcased in table 8.11, and the SPE for the whole 

adjusted model is also better, which is shown graphically above. In terms of pricing, are all the SABR 

estimates comparatively excellent. However, the shorter the maturity, the better except for 1M, which is 

noisier; thus, the 3M is the best model for ATM SABR volatility and for SSPE throughout the whole 

model.  

Removing “extreme” values clearly yields significantly better results for almost all securities and the S&P 

500 index ETF. However, the model still weights all volatilities equal, and therefore it excellently 

describes the behavior of the implied volatility over the different strike prices, which is the volatility smile 

that can be observed. However, option contracts have different sensitivity in pricing given the volatility; 

therefore, all volatilities are not equal in terms of pricing, which a normal SSE estimation of volatilities 

do not account for (as they are all equal-weighted and it just minimizes the differences between ATM 

implied volatility and ATM SABR volatility). Options have different sensitivities towards volatility, also 

called vega, which is presented in the figure below.  
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Figure 8.13 

The vega is a function of strike price (unsurprisingly) are significantly higher at around ATM (387.17) 

than far ITM or OTM options. The distribution resembles somewhat the one of a normal distribution, just 

left-skewed and a little more leptokurtotic (the distribution looks similar for the other maturities). The 

volatility skew/smile and vega interfere with each other, and both affect the pricing of options. In terms 

of hedging or in the decision-process, the vega is often multiplied by the slope of the volatility skew to 

determine the aggregate effect on the option's price, and thus a skew-adjusted term (Meulenbelt, 2016). 

This is not necessary for our estimation, as a direct optimization on the SSPE is performed, and thus, 

the model indirectly accounts for the vega (and other factors) determining price, so the most accurate 

prices (based on the volatilities) are obtained. The vega for the other maturities are very similar 

(Appendix 8.9) 

8.2.3 Testing the precision of the adjusted SSPE minimized SABR, GARCH(1,1), and 

Historical model. 

 

A 3rd estimation is performed based upon the data from the adjusted model. However, instead of 

minimizing the SSE (squared differences in volatility), which is how the model is estimated in Hagan et 

al. (2002) and all other cited references used in this paper, the minimalization process is now performed 

on the SSPE measure on the whole model.  

By doing so is the primary focus no longer about describing the volatility behavior over different strikes 

most accurately, but to reduce pricing errors the model produces, which is about the same, just where 

the options volatility is weighted based on their relative importance given their sensitivity towards 

volatility.  

The SSPE approach is still very related to the SSE approach, therefore, is the SSE in the model still 

very low and don´t increase by a significant nominal amount in general, e.g., the average SSE for S&P 
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500 1M, 3M, 6M, and 12M can be seen in table 8.5 as 0.00019347, 0.00001659, 0.00007174, and 

0.00012339, respectively. The SSE increases as it is no longer the objective to minimize thought the 

changes are modest, the new average SSE’s; 0.00041858, 0.00002777, 0.00010864, and 0.00015397 

for the S&P 500 1M, 3M, 6M, and 12M, respectively.  

Table 8.13 showcases the new SABR ATM volatilities and compares the historic and GARCH(1,1) 

model (Appendix 8.1 and 8.10). The SABR errors measured at ATM volatility are further reduced by this 

approach, especially for the median. There are still quite a few problems in the option chain for several 

companies; Nike (NKE), a clear outlier, still have very high ITM vol that drops fast and does not rise 

much for OTM; as previously discussed, the SABR model is not that great in mirroring that behavior, 

similar errors occur for Goldman Sachs (GS) and McDonald´s (MCD). For other companies such as 

JPMorgan Chase (JPM), Amgen (AMGN), there are inconsistencies in pricing and smile behavior. The 

best “raw data” are in general for the more liquid securities such as Apple (AAPL), Boeing (BA), Microsoft 

(MSFT), Disney (DIS), and all the maturities on the S&P 500 Index ETF, which is also some of the 

companies (and index) where the model unsurprisingly performs the best. The average error for those 

eight securities if isolated is 0.5653%.  

 
Table 8.13 

The ATM pricing errors based upon the ATM SABR volatilities in table 8.13 can be seen in the following 

table (Appendix 8.11):  

Ticker: Market ATM Vol SABR ATM Vol SABR error in PP Historical Vol Historical error in PP GARCH(1,1) Vol GARCH(1,1) error in PP

AXP 32.634% 32.215% -0.42% 28.828% -3.81% 35.412% 2.778%

AMGN 24.821% 22.777% -2.04% 25.147% 0.33% 21.177% -3.645%

AAPL 35.614% 35.154% -0.46% 28.730% -6.88% 42.481% 6.866%

BA 47.491% 46.505% -0.99% 36.359% -11.13% 44.350% -3.140%

CAT 30.595% 29.882% -0.71% 29.077% -1.52% 31.388% 0.793%

CSCO 23.979% 23.896% -0.08% 26.395% 2.42% 30.808% 6.830%

CVX 34.422% 32.017% -2.40% 28.091% -6.33% 30.109% -4.312%

GS 33.816% 29.806% -4.01% 29.448% -4.37% 27.222% -6.594%

HD 24.157% 23.157% -1.00% 23.093% -1.06% 27.607% 3.449%

HON 25.404% 24.145% -1.26% 25.001% -0.40% 27.474% 2.070%

IBM 25.026% 24.080% -0.95% 23.113% -1.91% 23.737% -1.289%

INTC 37.879% 37.566% -0.31% 29.339% -8.54% 43.151% 5.272%

JNJ 21.339% 20.034% -1.30% 17.506% -3.83% 19.973% -1.366%

KO 19.623% 19.029% -0.59% 17.943% -1.68% 18.942% -0.682%

JPM 29.203% 25.728% -3.47% 28.832% -0.37% 23.139% -6.064%

MCD 22.538% 17.580% -4.96% 19.636% -2.90% 16.025% -6.513%

MMM 26.117% 24.270% -1.85% 21.948% -4.17% 21.889% -4.228%

MRK 21.339% 20.407% -0.93% 20.767% -0.57% 19.002% -2.336%

MSFT 27.039% 26.473% -0.57% 25.857% -1.18% 31.109% 4.070%

NKE 36.427% 27.280% -9.15% 26.244% -10.18% 23.149% -13.278%

TRV 27.357% 24.891% -2.47% 22.940% -4.42% 25.863% -1.494%

UNH 28.324% 25.674% -2.65% 26.156% -2.17% 24.327% -3.997%

CRM 33.782% 31.965% -1.82% 35.240% 1.46% 39.212% 5.430%

VZ 19.880% 20.207% 0.33% 17.944% -1.94% 19.611% -0.269%

V 26.235% 25.554% -0.68% 25.074% -1.16% 25.626% -0.609%

WBA 40.633% 30.652% -9.98% 28.442% -12.19% 25.876% -14.757%

WMT 23.009% 19.674% -3.34% 19.606% -3.40% 17.838% -5.171%

DIS 37.029% 36.436% -0.59% 25.391% -11.64% 42.060% 5.031%

DOW 37.433% 36.103% -1.33% 50.302% 12.87% 40.825% 3.392%

S&P 500 1M 18.626% 18.395% -0.23% 17.262% -1.36% 20.665% 2.040%

S&P 500 3M 20.691% 20.581% -0.11% 17.262% -3.43% 20.665% -0.025%

S&P 500 6M 21.412% 20.807% -0.61% 17.262% -4.15% 20.665% -0.747%

S&P 500 12M 22.248% 20.757% -1.49% 17.262% -4.99% 20.665% -1.582%

Average (Absolute) 1.91% 4.20% 3.94%

Median (Absolute) 1.00% 3.40% 3.45%
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Table 8.14 

The ATM SABR pricing error went from an average of 24.19%, with a median of 22.82% in the 

unadjusted model, 9.41% and 8.21% in the adjusted, and a pricing error of 6.62% and 4.51% in the 

SSPE framework. As can be seen, the outliers have quite high values relative to the more traded 

products; the same eight securities produce an average SABR ATM pricing error of 2.112%.  

By estimating through the SSPE, given somewhat consistent pricing throughout the smile and liquidity, 

one can obtain brilliant estimates of the Implied market volatility with a median error of 1% for 33 

securities and 0.5653% for the eight selected. The S&P 12M security is selected as it produces 

consistent pricing and possesses excellent liquidity, even though the SABR trend performs slightly 

worse the longer the maturity (except for the 3M).  

Table 8.15 represents the SSPE for the whole model, producing even better results than anything 

estimated previously (on the SSPE measure) (Appendix 8.11).  

Ticker: Market Price SABR Price SABR error (in %) Historical Price Historical error  (in %) GARCH(1,1) price GARCH(1,1) error 

AXP 6.05                         5.97                           -1.27% 5.34                          -11.81% 6.57                           8.550%

AMGN 6.98                         6.37                           -8.63% 7.06                          1.15% 5.90                           -15.413%

AAPL 5.43                         5.35                           -1.30% 4.35                          -19.75% 6.49                           19.682%

BA 14.38                       14.09                         -2.00% 11.09                        -22.88% 13.45                         -6.449%

CAT 6.90                         6.70                           -2.84% 6.48                          -6.08% 7.12                           3.180%

CSCO 1.35                         1.35                           -0.36% 1.50                          10.99% 1.81                           33.706%

CVX 4.35                         4.01                           -7.73% 3.46                          -20.38% 3.75                           -13.888%

GS 14.40                       12.70                         -11.79% 12.55                        -12.86% 11.60                         -19.422%

HD 7.88                         7.54                           -4.30% 7.51                          -4.60% 9.05                           14.893%

HON 5.53                         5.19                           -6.02% 5.42                          -1.93% 6.07                           9.927%

IBM 3.30                         3.15                           -4.51% 3.00                          -9.15% 3.10                           -6.165%

INTC 3.06                         3.04                           -0.81% 2.37                          -22.42% 3.48                           13.828%

JNJ 3.28                         3.02                           -7.92% 2.51                          -23.23% 3.00                           -8.307%

KO 1.65                         1.61                           -2.27% 1.54                          -6.45% 1.60                           -2.619%

JPM 6.43                         5.76                           -10.40% 6.35                          -1.11% 5.26                           -18.164%

MCD 5.13                         3.81                           -25.71% 4.35                          -15.07% 3.40                           -33.753%

MMM 6.35                         5.92                           -6.72% 5.38                          -15.21% 5.37                           -15.421%

MRK 1.53                         1.44                           -5.67% 1.47                          -3.61% 1.31                           -14.225%

MSFT 7.45                         7.28                           -2.27% 7.10                          -4.76% 8.67                           16.413%

NKE 6.78                         5.19                           -23.44% 5.01                          -26.10% 4.47                           -34.032%

TRV 4.70                         4.22                           -10.32% 3.83                          -18.49% 4.41                           -6.259%

UNH 13.65                       12.48                         -8.60% 12.67                        -7.15% 11.85                         -13.176%

CRM 9.95                         9.46                           -4.92% 10.34                        3.96% 11.42                         14.745%

VZ 1.94                         1.96                           1.18% 1.81                          -6.85% 1.92                           -0.955%

V 7.55                         7.36                           -2.54% 7.22                          -4.35% 7.38                           -2.283%

WBA 2.91                         2.30                           -20.91% 2.16                          -25.54% 2.01                           -30.883%

WMT 3.20                         2.65                           -17.13% 2.64                          -17.49% 2.35                           -26.543%

DIS 8.85                         8.70                           -1.66% 5.94                          -32.85% 10.11                         14.196%

DOW 2.74                         2.63                           -3.85% 3.77                          37.45% 3.01                           9.870%

S&P 500 1M 9.07                         8.95                           -1.25% 8.42                          -7.11% 10.10                         11.404%

S&P 500 3M 16.09                       16.00                         -0.51% 13.37                        -16.90% 16.10                         0.068%

S&P 500 6M 22.51                       21.85                         -2.91% 17.98                        -20.15% 21.72                         -3.492%

S&P 500 12M 32.63                       30.39                         -6.87% 25.07                        -23.16% 30.26                         -7.265%

Average (Absolute) 6.62% 13.97% 13.61%

Median (Absolute) 4.51% 12.86% 13.83%
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Table 8.15 

Companies such as GS and NKE are still clear outliers. However, the model still produces relatively low 

errors, which are significantly less than those produced by the GARCH(1,1) and historical model. 

Furthermore, significantly better on the S&P 500 though less accurate for the longer maturities.  

The behavior of the squared pricing errors of the SSPE minimized adjusted option-chain for AAPL, DIS, 

BA, and GS can be seen in the figure below (see “SABR SPE minimization” for other securities). 

Ticker: Historical SSPE GARCH(1,1) SSPE SABR SSPE

AXP 7.50                         3.50                           0.8440                   

AMGN 3.37                         12.68                         1.0423                   

AAPL 27.06                       23.44                         0.4083                   

BA 161.04                     29.96                         0.6047                   

CAT 19.63                       15.11                         0.6927                   

CSCO 0.20                         1.01                           0.0173                   

CVX 7.35                         5.06                           0.3078                   

GS 103.33                     161.33                       23.3708                 

HD 12.63                       18.95                         6.3093                   

HON 12.38                       10.40                         1.1499                   

IBM 6.15                         5.77                           0.3373                   

INTC 3.31                         1.20                           0.0240                   

JNJ 7.99                         5.29                           0.6068                   

KO 0.31                         0.28                           0.0901                   

JPM 2.34                         10.35                         1.9748                   

MCD 25.01                       34.26                         3.6426                   

MMM 16.05                       16.20                         1.0713                   

MRK 0.12                         0.32                           0.0483                   

MSFT 15.18                       19.19                         0.5763                   

NKE 22.74                       32.43                         8.0760                   

TRV 19.13                       15.52                         1.8051                   

UNH 9.68                         20.33                         4.7101                   

CRM 13.23                       19.02                         4.6252                   

VZ 0.53                         0.45                           0.0688                   

V 5.61                         4.99                           1.5845                   

WBA 2.44                         3.34                           1.0301                   

WMT 2.75                         4.12                           2.4113                   

DIS 74.00                       13.90                         0.7334                   

DOW 6.51                         1.39                           0.2587                   

S&P 500 1M 237.37                     216.63                       3.9752                   

S&P 500 3M 2,187.74                  1,411.29                    1.2426                   

S&P 500 6M 5,800.48                  3,228.34                    35.6046                 

S&P 500 12M 3,115.55                  1,768.71                    77.7470                 

Average 20.26                       16.89                         2.36                       

Median 7.99                         10.40                         0.84                       
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Figure 8.14 

It can be hard graphically to see any differences between figure 8.14 and 8.11, however, the SABR SPE 

for DIS are lower and do not increase as much at about 0.9 and 1.05 in moneyness. Furthermore, is the 

overall SABR SPE for GS reduced. In Appendix 8.12 can the figure 8.14 be seen, however, without the 

historic and GARCH SPE. 

For the S&P 500 its hard to observe as well relative to figure 8.12, beside for the 1M however, the SSPE 

are reduced for all of them.  
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Figure 8.15 

In Appendix 8.12 can the figure 8.15 be seen, however, without the historic and GARCH SPE just as 

before. Estimating the SABR model by the SSPE approach yields very low pricing errors for the whole 

model, and thus also ATM, while sacrificing some accuracy, primarily for OTM calls. The fit of the models 

can be seen below: 
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Figure 8.16 

Thus, the SABR model can produce comparatively low errors, as seen in table 8.15. The paper argues 

the SABR model is a decent model to model implied volatilities and through an SSPE approach, 

especially for maturities around, or directly ATM, and thus, the model can yield an excellent proxy for 

the Implied volatility or vice versa.   

8.3 The stability of the SABR model. 

 

The SABR model tries to fit the data in the best way possible by reducing the squared errors between 

the implied volatility and its own SABR volatility, as earlier discussed, through the four parameters. 

However, those parameters could fluctuate significantly through time and thus be an unstable model. 

This is tested on data gathered on the 1st of April 2019 on options contracts with about the same time 

to maturity. However, the small deviances in the time to maturity do not matter as interest rates are 

interpolated, and the (𝑇 − 𝑡) term captures the time difference in the equations. The model has been 

computed exactly the same way; thus, 𝛼 is also determined by the GARCH(1,1) model, based upon 10 

years of data on the S&P 500 index (SPX), a year is still 365.2425 days, and the same selection criteria 

are used when the volatility of the option cannot be deduced. Given the COVID-19 crisis, it was not 

possible to gather more data for other periods. Furthermore, are the option data directly on the S&P 500 

(SPX) and not SPY.  

There are slight differences between the two, the main ones being 1) SPX does not pay dividends, SPY 

pays quarterly, 2) SPX is a European-style option while SPY is American-style, and SPX is settled in 
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cash while SPY is settled in shares. However, this should change any conclusions; The dividends in the 

SPX are included in its price, while dividends are paid out as cash for SPY. These payments can be re-

invested if wished upon. The SABR model treats dividends the same; thus, there should be no 

difference, just like when the SABR model has been applied to the DJIA companies in which cash 

dividends are paid out too. American and European calls on non-dividend paying stocks should have 

the same value. American puts, however, should be equal to or more valuable than European puts (Hull, 

2014).  

However, there is a slight difference in terms of the dividends. It should not affect anything as it is a local 

phenomenon, and the models are independent of each other; thus, their respective market implied 

volatilities already take this into account. SPX options are usually treated as long-term (regardless of 

holding period); they thus get a special Section 1256 treatment by the IRS (CBOE, 2021a). Technically, 

SPX options expire one day before SPY options as they are settled into cash or 0, based on the strike 

price relative to the calculated opening price rotation of the stocks comprising the index, as calculated 

by the CBOE at 8:30 AM CST on the date of expiration (CBOE, 2021b). There are additional small 

differences, and a direct comparison using SPY on SPY or SPX on SPX would provide arguably a more 

correct methodical approach; however, as previously stated, it was not possible to gather such data. 

Most importantly, the SABR model does not care much about such differences, and the parameters are 

not biased due to these differences.  

Running the GARCH(1,1) model to estimate the initial volatility, 𝑎, and then estimating the SABR model 

based on the 2019 data yield the following: 

 
Figure 8.17. 
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As can be deduced, the level of moneyness is relatively narrow at the shorter maturities, ranging from 

about 0.9 to 1.1. The option chain contains 100 options in the contracts for 1M and 3M, furthermore 97 

and 94 options for 6M and 12M, respectively.  

The SABR model produces excellent fits (and a few errors in the 6M and 12M contract) with average 

model SSE of 0.0000024, 0.0000050, 0.0000803, 0.0002351 for the 1M, 3M, 6M, and 12M contracts, 

respectively, which is even lower for the shorter maturities and very similar to those produced by the 6M 

and 12M contracts which can be seen in table 8.5. However, the moneyness levels are narrower than 

those calculated based upon data from 2021, which arguably is easier to model. This is thus expected; 

the fits are, in general, very similar for all maturities taking the differences in data into account.  

The volatilities are, in general, at a slightly more modest level and decrease at a slower pace, thus the 

almost perfect fit for 1M and 3M which barely produces any pricing errors throughout the chain which, 

together with the 6M and 12M contracts can be seen below. 

 
Figure 8.18. 

It might be hard to observe for 1M and 3M however the green line represents the SPE, the model is 

estimated through an SSE minimization and not SSPE, however it barely produces any pricing errors 

except for the 6M and 12M contracts, otherwise one barely notices the SPE of the SABR model.  

The SABR model thus does a brilliant job in describing the behavior of the volatility for the 2021 SABR 

model and the 2019 SABR model. Taking the moneyness into account for 1M and 3M the models 

produces very similar results. The SABR model is furthermore comparatively stable in its parameters, 

even though the interest rates were significantly higher back in 2019, the overall level of volatility (the 

alpha), moneyness, and the smile characteristics deviate.  
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Figure 8.19 

The SABR model is thus fairly consistent in its parameters in different circumstances as seen in figure 

8.19. 𝑣 is the only parameter that is always higher in the 2021 model, as it measures the steepness of 

the volatility against the strikes, which as previously stated, is slightly higher in the 2021 data. This 

analysis is only performed on two different dates with two years between, in order to conclude anything 

decisive one should have more SABR models from different periods, however, it seems as the SABR 

model is relatively excellent in mapping the volatility. The SABR parameters as presented should thus 

be able to give a quite decent “quick-and-dirty” description of future volatility behavior without the 

necessity for re-estimation. 

The SABR model is thus quite stable and some of the deviances in average SSE for the short-term 

maturities are due to the moneyness being narrower. While the 6M and 12M moneyness is slightly 

wider, however, this matters less due to the development of the volatility are very stable. One could fear 

that a relatively complicated model and frequent re-calibrations might lead to “over-fitting” the data, and 

thus, deteriorate out-of-sample performance, this is however not the case as shown in the paper and 

presented with more estimations in the work done by Poulsen et al. (2009) or Rømer & Poulsen (2020) 

8.4 Discussion of the models; advantages and disadvantages   
    
The Fama and French framework are relatively simple whereas some of the approaches presented in 

the analysis are relatively complicated and time-consuming. However, the paper presents the easiest 

and fastest method, the historical method, which can somewhat price and estimate the ATM volatility, 

for some securities better than others, though that could change depending on the included data. One 

should thus be careful using the historical model, it might just be a coincidence when it's accurate and 

when it is not; performing similar analysis in the future this might yield different conclusions, the 

robustness of the model is the lowest, it will, however, yield useable values.  

The next step is a GARCH(1,1) model which is more complicated, however, based upon the same data 

as the historical model, and will yield more accurate values and should also be more accurate more 

often than the historical model due to its weighting and treatment of volatility as stochastic which should 

yield better results (Poulsen et al., 2009). The additional time requirement should be reasonable, 

however, somewhat more complex.  
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The last step presented in this paper is the SABR model, which can be estimated several ways, 

however, the paper chose to hold  𝛼 (initial volatility) constant, whereas it is normally estimated through 

the model and the 𝛽 is held constant. For this paper is should thus be held constant at a value of 1, thus 

the forward process is lognormally distributed, and similar to Black’s model (if the leverage effect is 

ignored), however, the effect is relatively high for some of the most liquid securities as seen in figure 

8.19. The paper doesn’t claim to know the true forward process for all securities, whereas the 

GARCH(1,1) model should be a more adequate method in describing the initial volatility relative to 

assuming a 𝛽 = 1 in all cases. The 𝛽 is relatively close to 1 for a lot of securities when it´s estimated 

through the model (all values can be seen in “Vola Smile” or Appendix 8.3 and 8.4). Fixing the 𝛽 

parameter to 1 also yields in higher model SSE in general and thus a slightly poorer fit (an example of 

such can be seen in Appendix 8.3 and 8.4). Using the GARCH(1,1) model in the SABR model increases 

complexity and overall time-consumption of estimation; using the Historical volatility yields fairly similar 

values and the SABR model would produce adequate fits, though some accuracy is foregone. Another 

concern is that the SABR model is used on derivatives and not stocks, thus further understanding of 

derivatives are required. 

The SABR model is minimized through an SSE minimization approach, which is performed in the paper, 

however, we argue that an SSPE minimization can yield greater accuracy in terms of pricing, it does 

sacrifice some SSE, especially for the 1M contract, while smaller, arguably insignificant amounts, for 

the other maturities. An SSPE approach can thus produce very adequate volatilities around ATM, while 

typically being less accurate for very OTM calls. Using the SSPE approach will thus yield the most 

adequate model as a proxy for implied volatility, while the SSE approach will yield a slightly superior 

measure in describing the behavior of the volatility over different strikes.  

As the model fits the data, one could argue that the approaches applied in this paper are data mining 

and overfitting, however, that is not true. There are strong arguments not to include the “extreme” cases 

as some, especially ITM calls, possess significant mispricing and are very illiquid. Furthermore, are the 

parameters comparative stable through time as seen in figure 8.19, we only had two data points within 

a two-year period, however, the same conclusions are made by Poulsen et al. (2009) and Rømer & 

Poulsen (2020), the latter who used 15 years of data thus a stable and robust model.  

8.5 sub conclusion  

 
The raw SABR model has a relatively hard time modeling the implied volatilities for several securities; 

quite a large amount of the securities has significant errors in its pricing which arguably are different in 

the future (thus not consistent errors). Furthermore, when the ITM calls (or OTM puts) volatility is 

extraordinarily high and flattens somewhat after ATM; thus, not increasing at the same or somewhat 

same pace, the SABR model produces relatively larger errors especially around ATM as seen in the 

raw S&P 500 models and especially for HD, if the OTM call volatility is increasing too as in the case with 

AAPL or BA the SABR model captures the behavior quite well. The SABR model was the overall worst 

performer in pricing and estimating ATM volatility of any model, though the best for the whole model 

pricing error (SSPE), especially for the S&P 500. 
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Removing the “extreme” contracts which lied outside the range of 0.7-1.3 produces significantly better 

as the average errors for the 33 securities are reduced by more than 50%, and often even more for the 

securities with larger option chains. A prerequisite for a decent SABR model is a smooth level of volatility 

with no significant mispricing; removing some of this noise and reducing the number of very high 

volatilities clearly improved the results whereas the SABR model estimated ATM volatility and price 

more accurately than the GARCH(1,1) and historical volatility and significantly better as a whole model 

in term of pricing errors (SSPE).  

The SABR model minimizes the SSE in a way where all options and their respective errors are equally 

weighted, thus good in terms of describing the volatility behavior over different strikes, however, the 

sensitivity of the option prices are different over different strikes, where ATM (or close to ATM) options 

are significantly more sensitive to errors in the volatility relative to very ITM or OTM options. The SABR 

model minimized through the SSPE will yield very similar parameters and a low SSE (though not as low 

as before) while significantly reducing the errors around ATM and thus produce both low ATM- and 

model errors, however, a little less accurate overall “fit”.  

The parameters of the SABR model are furthermore tested by estimating the model based upon 2019 

data, which yields that the parameters of the model are quite stable, and the model is not overfitted with 

data and performs well out of sample. This is only based upon two dates which are hardly enough to 

make trustworthy conclusions, however, research done by Poulsen et al. (2009) or Rømer & Poulsen 

(2020) have the same conclusions in their papers; thus, a robust model.  

9. VOL – Factor 
 

9.1 Methodology 

 

The Bloomberg terminal has been used to obtain daily data for all the companies enlisted in the S&P 

500, S&P 400, and Russel 2000 indices based on their respective composition the 2nd of July 2006 and 

till 31st of December 2020; representing large/mega-cap, mid-cap, and small-cap companies that 

represent approximately the entire United States stock market. The SABR proxies or Implied volatilities, 

based upon 30 days, are thus collected through the Bloomberg terminal thus again ensuring the validity 

of the paper (Carmines & Zeller, 2011). 

 

The methodology resulted in exceptionally large datasets and a significant number of missing values for 

the respective securities over time. We allowed up to nine missing values and interpreted the absent 

ones, given they were isolated between two, or more, dates of data by taking a simple average of the 

date prior and post the missing value. Prices for the securities have been collected using the same 

approach also allowing nine missing values. Our approach left us with 400 securities: 208 from S&P 

500, 85 from S&P 400, and 107 from Russel 2000. Each security’s volatility within their respective index 

is then weighted each day in order to create three “high” and “low” portfolios. The portfolios are 

constructed based upon the highest and lowest 30% volatilities within the particular index whereas 

“extreme” values are excluded, Macbeth used 5% as a critical value which is the same criteria used in 
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this paper. Furthermore, observational outliers have been detected by using the interquartile range 

method, in which any value below the lower bound or above the upper bound is removed. 

Based upon the cross-sectional approach daily portfolio returns with daily rebalancing, based upon 

volatility, are obtained. Our portfolios are created by a simple average of the “low” and “high” portfolios 

from the three indices; thus, a combined “low” and “high” portfolio is deduced, and our volatility factor is 

generated by taking the return produced by the “low” portfolio and subtracting it from the return produced 

by the “high” portfolio which is the same approach used by Fama & Macbeth (1973). 

 

We perform 15 cross-sectional regression analyses starting with just our volatility factor and then test 

all combinations of the factors to observe their respective interaction and behavior with each other. The 

argument for this approach is to detect how each risk factor prices the return and if the risk factors 

absorb each other’s pricing in returns. The Fama & French model is then re-estimated, using the same 

approach as in section 4, containing our volatility factor in order to test if the predictability and 

explanation of the variation of the model increases and thus a more accurate model to describe and 

predict price developments.  

 
The DJIA companies, except P&G and DOW15, and including SPY, are ranked from high to low volatility, 

thus the bottom 30% of companies in the low bracket and the highest 30% of companies in the high 

bracket. The composition of the brackets is then determined by the volatility levels produced by the three 

volatility models. The first approach the ranking by the historical volatility based upon the 10-year 

sample, the 2nd approach is ranking by the GARCH(1,1) volatility which is based upon the same data. 

The 3rd approach is ranking by the SSPE minimized ATM SABR volatility (Appendix 9.1).   

Given the applicability of the presented methodology as a suitable approach, one should expect the 

SABR model to produce the superior division into the given brackets and the GARCH(1,1) model to be 

the 2nd best. However, the complexity and time requirements to calibrate the models, especially the 

SABR, are clear disadvantages. Therefore, this paper examines whether the additional complexity is 

compensated for in terms of accuracy.  

In a perfect world should all companies' volatility, regardless of model, be estimated and ranked daily, 

however, it would require about 3671 SABR- and GARCH(1,1) models per security,  which would require 

resources beyond what is available for this thesis.16 Thus we only have the ranking for one day, used 

for the whole period, which methodologically is not an entirely correct approach. The SABR model, 

especially the SSPE minimized one, yields comparatively accurate approximations of the implied 

volatility and can be utilized if there is mispricing in the chain which occurs in several securities to obtain 

more accurate volatility relative to the option chain.  

However, historical implied volatility is possible to obtain and is applied to the SPDR Industry sectors 

(except REITs), and thus a daily ranking of the securities based upon the 1M implied volatility; thus, the 

SABR model should yield equivalent ranking, results, and conclusions.  

 
15 DOW.Inc was listed in 2019; thus, no data prior to that date. 
16 Furthermore, are historical option data challenging to obtain; Bloomberg only has five months of historical 
data. 
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The rationale behind the inclusion of the factor is due to the relationship between volatility and return. 

Volatility is negatively correlated with returns as presented in section 5.5 furthermore, as suggested by 

the 𝜌 parameter in the SABR model, which both produce comparatively high negative correlations. We 

believe the volatility factor can capture some of the biases and irrationalities of market actors 

Companies are operating in business environments where uncertainties are relatively high due to the 

industry in which they operate or the company itself, which yields comparatively high volatilities. 

Conversely, companies with lower levels of volatility often operate in safer environments. The volatility 

factor should thus capture some of the fundamental differences in uncertainty in the market. This general 

volatility level can be stochastic as a company matures at different rates, the company's fundamentals, 

or the industry in which it operates changes, thus the daily rebalancing.  

9.2 Rolling regression analysis of a single-factor VOL model 

 
In the former section, four VOL factors were introduced. To better understand which of the four will be 

best suitable for further analysis a univariate regression is performed on each VOL factor, thus a top-

down method is applied to exclude any factor which shows neither economic nor statistical 

significance in a univariate regression.  

 

Table: 9.1. 

The table above includes four univariate regressions of each vol factor as the independent variable and 

S&P 500 as the dependent variable. Similar regressions are made for each sector which can be read in 

appendix 9.1. 

The letter after VOL indicates which volatility measure has been used to determine how the assets are 

grouped; thus VOL_H is grouping based on the historical volatility, VOL_G is GARCH(1,1), VOL_S is 

SABR, and VOL_I is implied. From the table, we can see that all the factors share a negative relationship 

with the dependent variable which is aligned with how volatility affects returns as we discussed in the 

second part of the analysis. Furthermore, the VOL_I seems to have much better properties than the 

rest. This can be seen in the economic significance of the variable, which is -0.406, thus eight times 
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larger than the second-largest variable coefficient VOL_G. Furthermore, VOL_I have a much higher 𝑅2, 

where it can explain 13.5% of the variation of the returns in the S&P 500, which is significantly higher 

than the other three. The economic significance on the VOL_I differs regarding which dependent 

variable it is set to explain, however, no matter which independent variable is being used the relationship 

with VOL_I is negative and is also the most economically significant VOL factor. Moreover 𝑅2 also differs 

depending on which dependent variable is used, however, the VOL_I factor of the four also explains the 

greatest amount of variation in return. 

Furthermore, the statistical significance of VOL_I can also be concluded to be higher, since both the 

relationship and regression are significant on a 1% level, which is not the case for neither of the other 

three. However, statistically significant relationships and regressions are also found on a 10% and 5% 

level when using the other three VOL factors. Similar observations can be made on the 10 sectors in 

Appendix 9.1. From this point of view, the Implied VOL factor is the one we will continue to test since it 

seems like the most appropriate fit. In the next section, a Fama MacBeth regression is done in the form 

of Cross-Sectional Regressions. 

9.3 Cross-Sectional Regressions 

 
By testing the factors individually and independently of each other through the univariate cross-sectional 

analysis we obtain a 𝑅2 for our volatility factor of 0.6641 which is superior to all other factors especially 

HML and SMB, furthermore, the highest level of autocorrelation is obtained, which is satisfactory as the 

level should be between 1.5 and 2.5. These results are additionally all highly significant. It seems that 

MKT is absorbing some of the explanatory power, at least at a higher level relative to the other factors, 

whenever it is included in the model. Likewise, the HML factor seems to be the least correlated with our 

factor, even though it performs the worst in an isolated environment it almost performs as well as the 

VOL and MKT combined. The volatility factor also seems constant and significant when introducing 

additional factors to the model, thus indicating VOL is able to price risks in which the other factors are 

incapable in a cross-sectional world.  

The regular 3-factor model itself yields decently, however; our factor alone predicts about just as much 

on a 𝑅2 measure as the regular Fama and French model. By introducing our VOL factor, we can improve 

the model by about 5.4 percentage points by the 𝑅2 measure furthermore absorbs some explanatory 

power from the other coefficients and transforms the SMB and HML into opposite signs while reducing 

both their economic and statistical significance. All critical OLS assumptions hold, except for the 

autocorrelation in the univariate regressions with SMB and HML respectively. Furthermore, the residuals 

are not normally distributed thus the normality assumption is breached.   

The MKT factor loses its economic significance when introducing the HML factor into the model, 

however, the MKT factor remains statistically significant, thus indicating that some of the risk associated 

with the MKT factor is absorbed by the HML factor and vice versa, however, they both seem to be 

significant pricing the assets when combined.  MKT remains negative in all the regressions, except in 

regression 9, where SMB is introduced, MKT becomes considerably lower and loses its significance 

power. However, SMB increases significantly and becomes very statistically significant, which 

contradicts the results of regression 3 and 6. However, when introducing the HML in regression 10, both 
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MKT and SMB go back to their original states. Thus, indicating that regression 9 could be a victim of 

omitted variable bias. However, it should be noted that when running regression 9 without the VOL 

factor MKT remains negative and significant, and SMB remains positive and significant thus also 

implying that the VOL factor has some effect on the variables. When including more variables in a model, 

the model can be prone or victim to the Simpson paradox, where it appears that a given trend in a 

particular variable will change when combining it with another factor, even though the two variables 

have the same trend. Thus, the true relationship between the variables can be hard to spot. The paradox 

may appear in some of the regressions or in all of them, however, it can be hard to spot.  

Furthermore, the MKT factor remains mostly negative, which is considered relatively odd in the sense 

that one could expect that higher sensitiveness to the market would price the asset higher, which also 

is consensus with the literature. However, a higher inverse sensitiveness to the market would explain 

why MKT remains mostly negative. 

 

 

Table 9.2 
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9.4 Re-Rolling the regressions with the VOL factor included 

 
In this section, the paper presents the key differences of rolling the regressions including a fourth 

variable in the model. All the same, diagnostics as were done in the first part of the analysis (section 

4) will be presented in Appendix 9.2-9.9 whereas the main findings will be included in this section. 

9.4.1 VOL factor behavior 

 
The VOL factor coefficient took a relatively big drop at the end of 2008 where it also changed significantly 

on a 5% level. The factor seems relatively stable post-2009 and the following 11 years, whereas the 

coefficient again reacts in March 2020 due to the corona crises. This indicates that the VOL factor seems 

to be sensitive to the crisis in the market and must change in order to explain variation in the returns. 

Furthermore, when looking at the corona crisis, the coefficient returns to a stable level significantly faster 

than at the financial crisis. This could be due to the differences of the crisis and the way both were 

handled politicly, which had an impact on the implied volatility of the market.  

 

Figure 9.1 

The coefficient is negative and thus suggesting a negative relationship for the S&P 500, while mixed for 

the other sectors (also in the level of economic significance) as can be seen in appendix 9.2.  

However, when looking at the average VOL factor for each sector eight of them are negative whereas 

the rest are positive, however, the average can be skewed, and a defined relationship is where the 

confidence interval is positioned on either side. From a graphical point of view, the sectors do share 

movements of the VOL coefficient over time, such as around the GFC and coronavirus, the factor takes 

a relatively big dip.  

 

Figure 9.2 
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The figure shows the VOL factor’s relationship with 15 portfolios, which have been rebalanced each 

year depending on the level of vol and size of the firms. The higher the implied volatility of the underlying 

portfolio is, the more positive is the relationship with the return of the portfolio, which is regardless of the 

size of the underlying assets in the portfolios. However, the spread between S/LOW and S/High is much 

higher than the spread between B/LOW and B/HIGH, indicating that the implied volatility in big firms is 

much more clustered, than in small firms. Whereas M/LOW and M/HIGH are between. The big spread 

in the S segment implies that smaller firms behave riskier in the market, compared to bigger firms, which 

is in consensus with current literature. The figure also shows that in a scenario where the VOL risk 

premium increases, spread between high and low implied volatility returns increases, one would benefit 

from having a portfolio that contains high implied volatility assets.  

9.4.2 Output Results 

 
When graphical comparing the rolling regressions results from the first part of the analysis with the 

results of the 4-factors model there is not a significant change in the graphical results. Thus, to illustrate 

the differences numerically a table has been created as can be seen below. 
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Table 9.3 

When comparing the findings of the statistical summary in table 9.3 with the one presented earlier in 

table 4.1 in this paper a noticeable difference can be observed.  

The MKT factor rose 4.3% on average in economic significance, furthermore, the MKT is now also 100% 

significant for Utilities, making MKT 100% significant for all the sectors, this is, however, the least 

affected factor.   

The SMB factor increased by 18.2% on average, making the coefficients less negative, moreover, the 

statistical significance of SMB is reduced by 12.3% on average. The number of statistical significance 

coefficients of SMB has been reduced by 12% on average, while it in some sectors has been reduced 

by 50% - 74%. However, for a few of the sectors the statistical significance of SMB increases. The HML 

factor decreased on average by 34.2%, whereas the statistical significance of the factor decreased by 

5.7%. Nevertheless, for the Industrial, Materials, Energy, and Consumer Discretionary sectors, the 

significance increased by 3.6% - 15.5%. 

When comparing the significance of the VOL factor to the rest of the factors, it can be seen in table 9.3 

that the VOL factor is significant between 38.4% and 100% of the time during the period. Comparing 

the significance to the rest of the factors yields comparative decent results; the vol factor is significant 

69.8% of the time, for SMB is it 71.1%, and HML 52.6% of the time on average throughout the 10 sectors 

and the S&P 500, though the MKT factor is by far superior, having the highest economic and statistical 

significance. The VOL factor also performs relatively well on the economic significance level; having an 

average of 0.213 whereas SMB is 0.174 and HML is 0.276. Furthermore, when observing the 

significance over time in appendix 9.4 there does not seem to be any distinctive pattern between the 

results for each sector. 
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When comparing the P-value and coefficient of the VOL factor over time, there is a distinct relationship. 

When the coefficient is significant, the coefficient can define a relationship with the dependent variable, 

however, when the VOL factor is insignificant it hovers around zero. 

Furthermore, the VOL factor also seems to capture some of the effect from SMB over time, which can 

be due to the volatility for smaller companies often exceeds one of larger ones thus some of the 

explanatory power of our VOL factor could be captured by this relationship in SMB. Though important 

to state that no multicollinearity was found between the independent variables. 

Looking towards the adjusted coefficient of determination, which increased by 3.5% on average, thus 

indicating that the VOL factor does indeed increase the explanatory power of variation in the model, 

while it also being significant 69.8% of the time, which is considered relatively decent.  

 

Figure 9.3 

The figure demonstrates a correlation matrix of the independent variables included in the multiple 

regression whereas our VOL factor is negatively correlated with all factors, also at a higher level than 

the correlation between the other factors. The high correlation between VOL and MKT could indicate 

that the VOL factor would reduce the economic significance and statistical significance of MKT, however 

as seen in table 9.3 that is not the case. Instead, it indicates even though the VOL factor is highly 

correlated with MKT, it seems to be explaining something different in the variations of returns in which 

the MKT cannot. However, HML changes the most by the implementation of VOL, even though its 

correlation with VOL is much lower compared to MKT. The correlations between MKT, HML, and SMB 

are predominantly positive except for a slight negative correlation between SMB and HML. We thus 

have a factor in which a portion of explanatory power can be described by the other factors.  

It is interesting to observe the economic significance of HML through the sectors; a positive coefficient 

implies that the portfolio has a positive relationship with the value premium, thus exposure to value 

stocks, and vice versa if the coefficient is negative. The book value is categorically important in the 

financial sector17 and the companies that operate within the sector often yield low values on a P/B metric, 

which is the inverse of the book-to-market ratio, often around or even under 1. The HML coefficient 

value of almost 1 for the financial industry is by far the highest of any factor for any industry (except 

MKT and HML for Biotech (which is commented on in the section below)) and thus is very much in 

consensus with expectations and very positive towards the premium and thus favor value stocks and 

therefore a very important factor in the industry. Furthermore, the economic significance of the HML in 

the tech sector is the 3rd highest coefficient of any factor (except MKT) though this time negative. This 

 
17 P/B is often used over P/S and P/E in the financial industry given the importance of the balance sheet.  
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is also expected as tech companies often trade at tremendously higher P/B ratios18 while still delivering 

a tremendous return, in this case, it is the growth stocks that are performing and thus a negative 

coefficient value. The HML factor is also significant 100% of the time for those two sectors.  

The SMB is in general relatively small, however, its economic significance for the energy and especially 

the biotech sector is relatively high and negative; a negative SMB indicates a portfolio that does not 

favor small-cap firms. This could arguably be due to smaller firms in these sectors, especially the 

biotech, have one or a few products that are relying on FDA approval (or likewise), if they do not receive 

it, or if trials/research are delayed too much they can easily drop 90-99% over a few years as the case 

with e.g., NWBO, CYTR, CTIC, and many more. Whereas larger companies, such as AMGN, GILD, and 

VRTX have performed better, furthermore a relatively large rebalancing of the sector as companies 

succeed/fails. Somewhat the same argument could arguably be made in the energy sector. However, 

sometimes these companies spike due to speculators and/or hindsight of good news; thus, the statistical 

significance is prone 100% of the time. This argument presented could also be the reason for the very 

high HML coefficient in the biotech sector thus suggesting a high-value premium due to reasons just 

stated. The negative relationship of SMB is to some degree in consensus with the conclusions found by 

Fama and French (1993) regarding firms with a high market cap has a near-zero relationship, and a 

negative relationship when they incorporated the TERM and DEF19. 

The 4-factor model performs considerably well overall, depending on the sector, and is superior to the 

3-factor model on all portfolios based on adjusted 𝑅2. Our Vol factor is especially good in the Utility-, 

Energy and Consumer stables Sector increasing the 𝑅2 15.6%, 5.9% and 7.8% for the Utility-, Energy 

and Consumer stables Sector respectively. The performance of the 4-factor model thus seems to 

depend on the sector/portfolio and especially the overall volatility within such sector/portfolio as 

discussed later in this section while overall yielding decent results. Furthermore, when comparing the 

performance of the VOL factor with the SMB and HML, its performance is on pair if not better. Thus, it 

is concluded the VOL factor indeed does add value to the model.  

The Volatility’s effect on the volatility factor 

The VOL factor is created by subtracting low implied volatility asset’s return from high implied volatility 

asset’s return and create a spread that captures the risk premium of implied volatility. The VOL 

relationships observed in table 9.4 do change depending on what sector one is examining. The 

interpretation of the coefficients can thus be challenging; therefore, it seems most of the sectors (7 out 

of 11) have a negative correlation with the spread. Consequently, if the spread between high implied 

volatility asset’s return and low volatility asset’s return increases, the return is expected to decrease. 

Thus, in times where the risk premium increases, and there is a big spread in the market, seven of the 

sectors do not benefit from the increased risk premium, instead, they suffer from it in their return. 

However, our VOL factor seems to be performing superior the higher the overall volatility within the time 

series is. Figure 9.3 showcases the coefficient (y-axis) and the standard deviation of the return for the 

 
18 E.g., NVDA trading at a P/B of 26.65, TSLA of 29.21 and AMD of 18.06 
19 The first model Fama and French made tried to capture variation in bond and stock market and included TERM and DEF 
as 4th and 5th variable.    
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indices (x-axis) in which a clear relationship can be observed, the higher the volatility, the higher the 

volatility coefficient. This is especially the case in figure 9.5 where the dependent variables are portfolios 

based on implied volatility and size. The portfolios follow the same approach as Fama and French 

(1993), each year all the assets are divided into five buckets based on their implied volatility and size, 

in which each portfolio contains the equal-weighted return of all the assets within the bucket. Each year 

the portfolios are rebalanced. Hence a S_1, S_2, S_3, etc. portfolios are created, where the S represents 

the size of the assets inside the portfolio and the number represents the relative level of implied volatility.  

 
Figure 9.4 
 

 
Figure 9.5 
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Observing the relationship between the coefficient size (and sign) and the absolute level of volatility 

yields exceptionally strong affiliation. The higher the absolute level of standard deviation is within a 

portfolio, the higher the coefficient becomes, thus a prerequisite for positive economic significance lies 

within the volatility level of such particular portfolio itself. Arguably there is a sort of “leverage-effect” in 

which the volatility level itself necessitates to be “high” for there to be a positive correlation with the risk 

premium. If the volatility is too low, a negative correlation with the premium exists, and one would be 

punished in times where the spread is high. However, this relationship has to be examined further, to 

draw any final conclusions. 

9.4.3 Predictive Performance 
 
To evaluate the predictive performance of the 4-factor model relative to the 3-factor model based upon 

the same metrics the following table has been deduced. 

 
Table 9.4 

The reader might believe the above table is copy-pasted from the analysis part 1, however even though 

that is not true, the results are very similar. The model seems superior in the Healthcare, Utility, and 

Consumer sectors. However, there are marginal changes one of them is that the RMSE and NRMSE 

are a bit lower, compared to the 3-factor model, thus indicating the errors are smaller. However, the 

absolute value is still relatively high and is not improved significantly in any way. The same findings are 

reached when running the model during the Financial Crisis and post-financial crisis pre corona crisis, 

which can be seen in Appendix 9.10. Thus the 4-factor model performs marginally better for the whole 

data set, the financial crisis period with a lot of volatility, and also for the stable period after the financial 

crisis. However, the improvement of the model is not significant, thus it can also be concluded that the 

VOL factor does not make any significant improvements to the model when taking predictive 

performance into account.  
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9.5 Single-Period Regression setup 
 
In this paper, the rolling regression setup has been used most of the time, concerning testing the 3- and 

4-factor model. In this section a regression for each sector with the 4-factor model is analyzed, where 

the period is defined as all available data included in this paper. Thus, instead of a rolling window, the 

whole data available will be used as in the regression for a single period regression. This method is 

much aligned with how Fama and French (1992) did their further testing of explaining variation in returns, 

furthermore, this methodology is also chosen by many other researchers and is also a preferred method 

in the article “Alice Adventures in Factorland”, where all factors in the sample had a significant factor 

premium and added value in the sample. However, after the publication of the papers, the factors were 

tested out of sample where it was found the premium and significance have vanished which led to the 

question if some of the many hundred factors may be data-mined for the purpose of the fit, rather than 

being fundamental.  

Below are the results of a single period regression shown for each sector, where the coefficient, p-

values, and standard errors are represented.  

 

20 
Table 9.5 

 
20 Significance levels: *** 1%, **5%, and *10% 
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It can be observed that in 10 out of 11 cases, the VOL factor is significant in explaining variation in 

excess stock returns, two of the cases on a 5% significance level while the rest on a 1% significance 

level.  

Furthermore, the VOL factor indicates different relationships, depending on which sector’s return it is 

explaining, furthermore the economic significance of the VOL factor is relatively low compared to the 

rest of the factors. At last, it can be observed the coefficient of determination is very high, whereas the 

best explanation of variation in returns is on the SPX, whereas the model is performing relatively poorly 

in the Utility sector.  

The conclusion which can be drawn from looking at a single period regression setup can be very different 

than from a rolling regression setup. In this case, the VOL factor is concluded to be significant in 55% 

of the regressions, which can be considered relatively decent. Indicating there is some explanatory 

power of the VOL variable and it can explain variation in return. However, by doing rolling regressions 

over time, a new element is added to the equation, which is time. Because the VOL factor is indeed 

significant for sectors, however not always 100% of the time, thus there are periods where it is not 

explaining variation in returns. Thus, by using a Single-Period Regression setup for testing relationships, 

one could be fortunate that a variable is significant, however, it might not be often. However, many 

papers do use subperiods of regressions to better understand the variable in testing, however, this 

method would still be prone to the risks associated with the method of Single-Period Regression. 

On the other hand, even though the variable is only significant infrequently, it could be the case that it 

in these specific periods is able to explain something the rest of the independent variables can’t and 

thus add value to the model. Furthermore, one could argue the Single-Period Regressions, just shows 

the average results of a Rolling Regression due to smoothing the line over multiple data points. 

However, this is not the case, the average results presented in table 9.2 are close to the results of the 

Single-Period Regressions, however the results at not identical. 

The Single-Period regression is analyzed in this paper to demonstrate how Single-Period Regressions 

in some circumstances can be misleading, when defining relationships between an independent variable 

and dependent variables and how a rolling regression setup is more robust in testing and explaining 

relationships, due to the time element and number of observations and the results you gain from it. 

However, the resources required to do a Rolling-Regression analysis is much higher, thus for a ‘quick 

and dirty’ indication, the Single-Period Regression is very applicable, however for concluding and 

sharing knowledge regarding how a variable explains variations in a dependent variable one should 

consider the efforts of applying a Rolling-Regression Setup. Thus, the conclusions from a Single-Period 

Regression can be very different than from a Rolling-Regression Setup.  
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9.6 Sub conclusion 
 
Implementing the VOL factor seems to increase explanatory power in a cross-sectional universe where 

it is the best performing factor when isolated furthermore increasing the coefficient of determination with 

about 5.4 percentage points going from the 3-factor to the 4-factor model. The economic significance is 

relatively low, however, very robust, and barely changes depending on the other factors while 

maintaining a statistical significance throughout.  

The HML factor has the highest economic significance (except MKT), due to some comparatively high 

values for the Financial, Biotech, and tech. The HML factor can thus be excellent for such sectors, 

whereas, for a broad market-index it seems to be lacking as the case with S&P 500, however, such 

index might be biased due to the nature of the index representing the biggest 500 companies.  

The 4-factor model yields a considerably well result overall and especially in some sectors increasing 

their coefficient of determination quite substantially. The performance of the 4-factor model thus seems 

to depend on the sector and especially the volatility within such sector; an overall high level of historic 

volatility is a prerequisite for a positive relationship with the risk premium of implied volatility. Moreover, 

a relative comparison of VOL, SMB, and HML indicates performance on par if not better and the vol 

factor does thus add value.  

The 4-factor model’s ability to predict future return is non-existing and is not much improved by including 

the VOL factor. 

Furthermore, the pitfalls of one-period regressions have been demonstrated and how they could have 

changed the final conclusions. Moreover, the strengths of rolling regressions have been proved, and 

how the element of time strengthens the understanding of the model and its variables and thus also 

strengthens the confidence in the conclusions. At last, the rolling regression method can be used as a 

tool to examine how robust the independent variable is over time, and therefore reduce the chance of 

data-mining.  

10. Discussion 
 
This paper presents the EMH and some of the anomalies empirically observed; thus, academics moved 

away from the CAPM towards risk factor models such as the Fama and French 3-factor model as 

presented in the paper. However, accurately describing capital markets is a challenging and maybe an 

impossible task, nonetheless should more accurate models than the 3-factor model be possible to 

extrapolate. This led to the “factor race”; where Carhart (1997) introduced a momentum factor which is 

a strong stylized fact of stock returns (Rodriguez & Sbuelz, 2005) or the “ILLIQ” liquidity factors (Amihud, 

2002) and later extended in 2019 (Amihud, 2019). Fama and French furthermore extended their model 

to include five factors instead of three in 2015 (Fama & French, 2015).  

For the market to reflect all information, as proclaimed in the EMH, an entity must accumulate and 

produce such information, and that information must be traded upon, which a paradoxical as the price 

should already reflect the information; it is not possible that markets are efficient to the highest degree 

and simultaneous price all information (Pedersen, 2015). No parties would actively invest, as this 
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approach would yield no excess return relative to passive investing; consequently, leading to no actors 

to trade the information and exploit inefficiencies until the market is efficient again. Market participants 

who believe in market inefficiencies are necessary for efficient markets (Pedersen, 2015).  

Investors pay relatively high prices to portfolio managers, insinuating that either the market for asset 

management, as investors would pay for nothing, or the capital market is inefficient (Pedersen, 2015). 

However, in reality, it is not “nothing” but knowledge and expertise from experts. Investors often do not 

have full information on the relative performance of funds and the regular market, might possess a given 

degree of irrationality, and might not have the time or financial literacy to invest themselves and navigate 

“in the financial jungle”. Mercier and Sperber (2019) argue that reasoning does not help us make 

superior decisions but help us make social decisions. Our advantages as humans are cognition, 

reasoning, and corporation; it is hard to convince people that your intuitions are true, but if you can give 

reasons for them, it is easier to convince others that you are right and allows us to justify ourselves in 

the eyes of others. This social theory of reasoning help explains why two actors can earnestly and 

rationally arrive at different views or conclusions. By outsourcing investing to management firms, the 

actor is removing the liability of poor performances, not in terms of capital, but in terms of societal 

recognition; “It is the fund that performed poorly, nothing to do with me,” whereas if the fund performed 

impressively, it is the investor who chose the right fund and can obtain recognition by his asset/fund-

picking abilities. A little like in football when your teams win, it is “we won” and when they lose it is “they 

lost” which is the exact same psychological phenomenon.  

The idea of either inefficient asset management- or capital markets is missing several aspects of 

human psychology, especially by the social theory of reasoning, furthermore, incorrect assumptions 

about rationality, information, risks, and time; thus, both markets can be efficient or inefficient 

simultaneously.  

 

Prices arguably deviate from their fundamentals due to human biases and psychology, as discussed 

throughout the paper, which does not cancel out in aggregate; investors panic, make errors, and in 

general, express irrational behavior. However, markets cannot be so inefficient that it is effortless to 

generate an excess return by trading anomalies as active actors should heavily outperform the market 

then.  

 

The markets are disputable, as Pedersen (2015) argues efficiently inefficient, providing an incentive to 

congregate information and trade upon it while still being challenging to create excess return 

(Grossman & Stiglitz, 1980).  

 
Factor performance displays an apparent breakpoint at the end of the in-sample period; the average 

return in the succeeding 10 years after the end of the original sample is less than half of that of the 10 

years prior. Factors can yield high in-sample returns purely by luck or by overstating the potential. It 

could also be due to exploitation in which traders and investors trade the anomaly away, so the abnormal 

return is eliminated. Lastly, the stochastic development of the factor in the tested period could sway, 

thus correlated with other factor exposures; a factor could be “cheap” at the start of the in-sample period 

and become expensive at the end. Another point is that factor performance overall has decreased, all 
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the popular factors have delivered insignificant returns since 2003 except the market factor (Arnott et 

al., 2019) 

We thus want to introduce our volatility factor with caution, knowing that it could become less relevant, 

however, we try to avoid the errors/problems stated above. We do so by testing the data out-of-sample 

and as bias-free as possible; therefore, not data mining the factor or trying to yield the best in-sample 

fits. Our factor’s premium could be changing after our sample period as most of our data contains the 

largest bull market in history, and market conditions might change in the following years. However, 

volatility is a special asset as it is the only asset with a continuous negative correlation to the market 

return.21 Through our volatility models and regular correlation tests we obtained the same conclusions 

with negative correlations in the area of -70% which is in consensus with general research. We have 

spent time discussing the psychological aspects of investing and investor fear/behavior which we 

believe the volatility is a great proxy for; there is a reason the VIX is called the “fear index”. We argue 

that most deviances of market efficiency are due to human biases, irrationally, fear, and nature, which 

should be reflected to some degree in the volatility. Therefore, we introduce it as a factor as we believe 

it is the best factor describing such inefficiencies and irrationalities.  

An argument for the factor approach, and in this case ours, is that of Amihud (2002) who studied liquidity 

factors which he called “ILLIQ” which yielded statistically significant results based on a time series of 

Illiquid-minus-liquid stocks (IML). Though this illiquidity premium was not traded away when Amihud 

(2019) extended his 2002 paper in which the IML was still positive and significant, though at a lower 

level relative to his first paper. However, the relation between illiquidity shocks and stock returns is more 

negative for illiquid stocks even after his 2002 paper. This suggests that maybe not all premiums are 

traded away and thus a volatility factor could yield long-lasting significance.  

It is, however, important to have accurate proxies for the volatility and understanding its behavior and 

development as a stochastic process which is why we introduced the SABR model. We collected option 

data for the DJIA companies and the S&P 500, however, mispricing of various degrees was found in 

the vast majority of companies, even exceedingly valuable ones like AAPL, though primarily, but not 

exclusive, for OTM puts, this means that not only can the SABR be a decent proxy for the implied 

volatility, but it can also be more accurate in term of the real volatility surface, especially for less liquid 

assets. Thus, indicating that volatility and the estimation hereof is an important factor for asset price 

predictability and behavior. Furthermore, we include several maturities for the S&P 500 (1M, 3M, 6M, 

and 12M) thus we are able to deduce the future expectation of ITM, OTM, and ATM volatility for the 

index, though not tested, it would be possible to deduce a volatility premium based upon the difference 

between future expected volatility and the current one; this is, however, not tested in this paper. 

In this paper the creation of the VOL factor followed the same methodology as Fama and French apply 

in their factors, thus creating a proxy for the risk premium in the market associated with implied volatility, 

in which we found the relationship to be correlated with the historic variance level. However other studies 

have also tried to capture the risk premium regarding volatility in the market. Chen and Gao (2020) 

implemented a volatility risk factor into the 5-Factor Fama and French model, this was done by creating 

 
21 Other assets might predominantly be negative such as some commodities, however, their correlation shifts 
over time 
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a spread between VIX and VIX3M, the argument is underlying investor sentiment related to VIX. They 

find a positive correlation between their risk factor and the Fama and French risk factors, furthermore, 

the factor increased the explanatory power of the other variables. This is different from the findings in 

this paper, where to some degree the MKT is increasing in explanatory power, however, both HML and 

SMB have their significance and explanatory power reduced even though the VOL factor was relatively 

highly correlated with the other coefficients. Due to correlation in variables, there is a risk of 

multicollinearity, which increases the risk of coefficients and p-values being very sensitive to the 

correlated variable introduced into the model. In this paper we did not find any severe multicollinearity, 

however, Chen and Gao (2020) do not indicate any documentation of not having introduced 

multicollinearity in the model with the VIX/VIX3M factor or something else. 

Thus, in this paper we have tried to be as non-biased as possible, ensuring no data-mining, overfitting, 

and creating a robust VOL factor that is relatively easy to replicate for anyone who wishes to examine 

this area themselves. Furthermore, by ensuring the OLS assumptions have been met or not affecting 

the results, we believe the results are much less biased.  

11. Conclusion 
 
Based on the Fama and French analysis conducted in section 4 this paper yields relatively comparable 

results as the fathers of the model. Residuals are the highest around the GFC and the corona crises for 

all sectors, thus the model struggles to predict the movements around high volatility periods. The 3-

factor model is considerably decent at explaining the variations in returns for some sectors; however, 

the relation of the variables changes significantly through time and thus challenges the stability of the 

model. 

Therefore, volatility and its behavior are investigated further; the raw SABR model produces relative 

high errors in its estimation in imperfect volatility skews with pricing errors or similar, likewise, if the 

volatility smile or skew is too steep, or too convex, it cannot compensate at around ATM and will 

“overshoot” the decline. However, if the volatility behavior mirrors that of very liquid securities such as 

the SPY ETF or more “textbook” like smiles it produces adequate fits. Removing outliers or extreme 

values, that often are too illiquid and thus possess mispricing, yields clear improvements both at ATM 

level but also as a model as a whole in terms of SSPE. Focusing on pricing errors, and not just volatility 

errors, and thereby include the Vega factor and estimating the model through an SSPE approach yields 

exceedingly comparable parameter estimations and still low SSE values, while significantly reducing 

pricing errors around ATM and produces low ATM- and model errors. This approach does not “overfit” 

and produces stable parameters and thus a robust model.  

The SABR approach is considerably more time-consuming than the GARCH(1,1) model and 

significantly more than the historic model. The historic and GARCH(1,1) model yields decent results for 

ATM volatility but is inferior to adequately describe the smile-behavior of volatility and work as a “quick 

and dirty” method. If time and computing power can be sacrificed then the SABR model is the go-to 

model, especially as it can be estimated based on the desired perspective of the author as demonstrated 

throughout the paper or if the volatility behavior is the aim and not just ATM vol. 
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A 4-factor model is thus produced based on the volatility argumentation in which the factor increases 

the explanatory power of the model in a cross-sectional universe furthermore is the best performing 

isolated variable, even over MKT. The purpose of the VOL factor is to explain some of the human biases 

in the market, such as irrationality and fear which we believe the VOL factor can be a decent proxy of.  

The Fama and French model in section 4 are thus estimated again with the volatility factor in which the 

factor obtained significance of 69.8% of the time with about the same level of economic significance, 

thus a relatively robust factor. Moreover, are the values of the coefficients, and thus the volatility 

premium, highly dependent on the overall historic volatility within the time series itself. Low volatilities 

thus result in a negative relationship with the premium, while higher volatilities result in positive 

relationships as shown for the sectors and the constructed portfolios. Thus, in times where the volatility 

risk premium increases, it is beneficial to have high implied volatility assets in the portfolio. Hence, one 

could use the factor for selecting portfolios and evaluating portfolio performance. Moreover, a relative 

comparison of VOL, SMB, and HML indicate performance on par if not better and the vol factor does 

thus add value in the explanation of variation in return, however, the 4-factor model is not able to predict 

returns.  
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